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PREFACE 

The idea for the present study was conceived when a catalogue of Thai 
manuscripts in Germany was being prepared, a project within the more 
comprehensive, indeed monumental, undertaking of "Cataloguing Oriental 
Manuscripts in Germany. II Research required for the description of a 
manuscript from the Heidelberg Vo1kerkunde-Museum (J. und E. von 
Portheim-Stiftung fur Wissenschaft und Kunst)l established the existence 
in Thai literature of not just the poem Phatt S9n n9ng but of no less 
than, altogether, ten versions. The discovery of further texts so far 
unknown, i.e., not yet printed or bibliographically listed, may by no 
means be excluded. 

Thus, this publication may also be taken as one more example showing
how large are the segments of Thai literature that have not yet been 
subject to scholarly research and analysis and how much still remains 
to be done before it may eventually become possible to write a history 
of Thai literature. Further, it seemed to me important to point to 
the significance that must be ascribed to at least part of Thai liter
ature as sociological documentation--a fact which has so far received 
too little attention, although new perspectives might be opened by it 
in the future. 

I should like to express once again my sincere appreciation to the 
Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft for repeatedly financing visits of 
mine to Thailand. The present study came about over the years as a 
by-product of these visits undertaken in connection with other proj
ects. It is only with the freedom afforded to scholarly work by such 
assistance, unfettered by bureaucratic constraints or excessive plan
ning, that ideas and projects--however modest in themse1ves--may be 
conceived and have a chance to mature in their own good time. 

Pinneberg 1976 Klaus Wenk 

1. Ms without signature, no. 223, in Wenk, Thai-Handschriften~ part 2, 
p. 17. 
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PREFACE TO THE AMERICAN EDITION: 

This edition is an unchanged rendering, in English, of the original 
German text which was published in 1977 in Hamburg, Germany, as 
Mitteilungsband LXVIII der Gesellschaft fUr Natur- und Volkerkunde Ost
und SUdost- asiens (MOAG). The author asks for the English-speaking 
readers' indulgence for having left unchanged most bibliographical 
references to German and French writers, such as, for example, Sigmund
Freud or Max Weber, rather than substituting the corresponding data 
from English or American translations, wherever these exist. 

Regarding the translation of the Thai texts: While my own rendering in 
German is more intent on following the meaning of the original as 
closely as possible without too much regard for rhythm or rhyme, the 
translator into English, my friend Dr. Volkmar ZUhlsdorff, consulting 
the Thai texts in addition to my German translation, has endeavored to 
keep somewhat more closely to the poetic Thai form, at least as far as 
rhythmic language is concerned. In Versions IV and VI he has, in addi
tion, salvaged the end rhymes, and in the first three verses of Version 
III he has attempted to reproduce even the intricate pattern of kham 
khZong inner rhymes. Readers familiar with the Thai language will no 
doubt recognize that Volkmar ZUhlsdorff, who himself spent seven years 
in Thailand, has in many cases succeeded in achieving a sensitive 
approximation to the Thai original without excessive linguistic contor
tions. 

In an early friendly and discriminating review of the German edition of 
the present book Peter Bee from the School of Oriental and African 
Studies in London wrote (in Erasrrrus XXXI, pp. 104-107): "This book 
contains a preconception about Thai kingship which has been nourished 
by the and by reference to legal codes ... but which does not 
accord with history. Recorded behaviour belies the motives here as
cribed to it. 1I If I beg to disagree, at this time and place, it is 
not because I should wish to commit the unpardonable sin of criticizing 
a review of my own book. Rather, I am anxious to point out to the 
American reader that it is the distinctive intention of my study to 
observe, understand, and criticize historic conditions in Thailand not, 
as has so far in large measure been done, through the eyes and often 
with the conscious or unconscious prejudices of Western conceptions, 
but first from within, as it were, on the bases of Siamese thoughts 
and ideas as revealed by historic Thai sources, before applying foreign 
yardsticks. "Recorded behaviour H indeed, but--recorded by whom? By 
Western observers, among them as superficial and prejudiced a man as 
John Crawfurd? 

I have stressed in the conclusions to this book that my suggestions, 
which I consider partly as questions, partly as cautiously probing 
approaches, cannot be taken as an "apology for interior conditions in 
ancient Thailand. II I do, however, conceive as challenging, indeed 
noble, the obligation for any Orientalist to be open to the voices of 
peopl es who are IIdifferent II from us and to provi de for them, beyond a11 
cliches of Western making, a fair hearing in our part of the world. 
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Quite possibly I may have, here or there, attached too much signifi
cance to one or another detail, yet I insist that my method as such is 
correct as conceived. I intend to submit in the not too distant future 
a body of various poetic Thai texts from the seventeenth to nineteenth 
centuries more voluminous than the teachings of Phali, permitting 
insights into still other aspects of Thai culture and society. How 
fruitful it may be for scholarly analysis if--all necessary critical 
objectivity notwithstanding--the voice of the nation under study is 
taken seriously is evident in I. W. Mabbett's "Kingship in Angkor " 
pUblished recently in the Journal of the Siam Society (vol. 66, part 2). 
It also appears from that contribution that among the rulers of those 
times and areas there were not merely Oriental despots of unrestricted 
power but kings and princes of sometimes outstanding personality per
mitting, surely in Cambodian or Thai eyes, a great deal of freedom 
within their societies. 

I wish to thank Southeast Asian Studies of the University of Hawaii for 
having undertaken to publish this book in English. 

Hamburg University, 1979 K.W. 
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The transcription used in the text follows, with few exceptions, the 
system proposed by the Royal Institute of Thailand (in JOUPnal of 
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INTRODUCTION 

A. Suphasit Poetry in Thailand 

Suphasit poetry is one of the most extensive genres in Thai literature, 
with a large variety of content. The explanation for this is not 
merely historical, due to the influence of Indian literature and of 
Buddhism, but it may also be found in the character and artistic incli
nation of the Thais. 

Suphasit in Thai means lI a sentence that contains a moral teaching,lI l in 
its Sanskrit and Pali origin2 "a word expressing something good." Since 
this leaves a wide field for interpretation, the word suphasit covers a 
great variety of forms of poetry in Western terminology: proberb, 
aphorism, maxim~ apothegmatic poetry, and, generally, any wise or witty 
short sentence.,j 

The content of suphasit poetry, which tends towards the sententious and 
moralizing, is explained by its literary origins. It may be assumed as 
certain that the numerous verses with teachings of a Buddhist or gener
ally moral nature one finds in Thailand beginning about the Sukhothai 
period in Buddhist canonic as well as extra-canonic writings were the, 
or at least one of the, determining models for suphasit poetry. Here 
we should think in the first place of the Gathas in the Jatakas,4 
further of the well known collection of verses Dhammapada. 5 The 
Indian book of fables from the classical period, the Pancatantra, which 
is interspersed with numerous sentences in metric form,6 may also be 
assumed to have become ~nowg in Thailand at an early time. 7 Above all, 
however, the work Lokaniti, written in pal~, seems to have had a 
decisive influence on Thai suphasit poetry. In the wake of these 
works there sprang uB in Thailand a suphZisit poetry rich both in 
volume and content,l beginning probably with the Suphasit phra ruang~ 11 
from the thirteenth century onward. If we compare the Suphasit phra 
ruang with Phalt S9n n9ng~ we find that clearly the two works must be 
classified among different categories of literature. 12 The suphasit 
of Phra Ruang consists of proverbs collected or created by the poet, 
often but loosely, or not at all, related to each other, whereas Phali 
S9n n9ng is a work confined to 0 n e topic only, developed--more or 
less--according to a plan, comparable in a way to the Suphasit s9n ying 
of SunthQn Phu. 13 

The comprehensive meaning of the word suphasit~ which has already been 
mentioned, makes it necessary to define in each case the literary type 
of a suphasit poem more precisely. If SunthQn Phu's work mentioned 
above may still be described--considering the poetic temper--as char
acterized also by lyrical elements, Phal~ sqn nqng belongs exclusively 
to an epic category. 

As was already pointed out elsewhere,14 the Thais in large measure are 
living extrovertly in this visual world, and their poetry, therefore, 
is concerned with what is objective and tangible. In the face of death, 
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conscious of injuries he committed against the god, Phali "teaches" 
just as soberly, objectively, dryly, with condescension, albeit benev
olently, as he might have pronounced orders to his subjects down from 
his throne. 

Here we touch a point where Indian Buddhism became a fertilizing influ
ence, meaning that in a gentle way it kindled certain talents and 
inclinations already latent in those influenced by it, the Thai peoples, 
stirring them to creativity. Contrary to some restrictive influences 
Indian culture exercised on the arts of Thailand,15 the didactic poetry 
of India did strike and bring to life an artistic and intellectual 
chord in the Thai character that otherwise might perhaps have remained 
mute. 16 

In a cultural community striving to find in all things the "middle 
path," to cultivate equanimity and a calm, serene mind, poetry intent 
not primarily on aesthetic values or effect but on teaching, on being a 
vehicle towards the "middle path," could not but fall on fertile ground. 

Within the pleasant environment of a luxuriant nature which permits
obtaining what is necessary for life with much less effort than in 
northern climates, the struggle for existence is also much more relaxed. 
To enjoy life serenely, with a quiet mind, without excesses, not "reach
ing for the stars," and not desiring the "preciousness of toil and 
trouble ll either--"Do this, do not do thatll--there can be no doubt 
suphasit poetry by what it says and the way it says it ;s Thai poetry. 
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1.	 phot'5ananukrom thai3 (Chabap khijng bQrisat phrae phitthaya) p.
 
1369.
 

2.	 Skr.: subhii~1ita; Pali: subhiisito. 

3.	 In this connE~ction also see Wenk, IIEin Lehrgedicht fLir junge
 
Frauen--Suph~sit sQn ying--des SunthQn PhG,1I pp. 66 ff.
 

4.	 See also section I A 2. 
5.	 At what time the Jatakas or the Dhammapada became known to the 

Thais or when this literature is first mentioned in a Thai source 
I do not know. 

6.	 Glasenapp, D{e Literat'UT'en Indiens" p. 227. 
7.	 According to Schweisguth, Etude sur la Zitt/Y'atuT'e siamoise" p. 

137, a text of the Pancatantra, in Thai Pakaranam" is known from 
the 17th century. Finot, "Recherches su la litterature laotienne," 
pp. 84 ff., mentions no dates concerning the Lao version of the 
Pancatantra. 

8.	 "Manual (Guide) for Mankind. II 
9.	 Thus in any case Schweisguth, op.cit. p. 40, and Gerini, "On 

Siamese ProvE!rbs and Idiomatic Expressions," p. 52. The latter 
invokes "native Thai authoriti es, II p. 3, without however identify
ing them. Gerini's statement must therefore be taken cognizance 
of unchecked. Alabaster, The Wheel of the Law" p. 206, remarks on 
the other hand, "The only works called Suphasit that I know of are 
translations of Chinese Confucian teachings. 1I In fact, Chinese 
IIproverbsll ar'e reprinted in PT'achum suphZwit (chabap h'9 samut 
haeng chat) pp. 42 ff. and 62 ff., with a note concerning the 
suphasit kh'9rw cU3 p. 32, that these were translated from Chinese 
in the year 2369, i.e., 1826, which is at the beginning of the 
reign of Rama III who was very openminded towards everything 
Chinese. The date of the translation shows that it could not have 
had any significant influence any more on Thai suphasit poetry.
In any case, the suphasit kh'9ng are prose translations of 
Confucius l discussions with his disciples. (In Thai histories of 
literature these translations are not even mentioned.) Sternbach's 
welcome attempt to examine, on the basis of the Lokani'ti text, the 
influence of the Indian didactic poetry of Cavakya on the Southeast 
Asian countries does not attain--expecially as far as Thailand and 
Laos are concerned--to more than an enumeration of literature 
a1ready geneY'a 11 y known. See The SpT'eading of c-w:zakya r s AphoT'isms 
oveT' "Create1' India,," pp• 47 f f . 

10.	 A bibliographical listing, although not complete, with com!T!ents may 
be found in Gerini, op.ait." pp. 52-58; see also GUhler, IIUber Thai 
SprichworteY'," pp. 97 ff.; for a surmnary of the findings of these 
authors see Sternbach, op.cit.; pp. 48 ff. 

11.	 Text and translation in Gerini, op.ait." pp. 59-78; text also in 
PY'aahum caruk: wat phra chetuphon" vol. II, pp. 327 ff.; remarks 
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concerning history of literature in Gerini, loo.cit. and in 
Schweisguth, op.oit' 3 p. 41. 

12.	 This is already pointed out by Gerini. op.cit., p. 17. 
13.	 Cf. Wenk. op.oit' 3 pp. 66 ff. 
14.	 Wenk. Die RuderZieder--kap he r'f):b'--in der Literatur Thailands., p. 

18. 

15.	 Cf. Wenk. Thailandische Miniaturmalereien, pp. 6 f.; same author. 
MUral Paintings in Thailand, vol. 1, pp. II ff. 

16.	 let me merely point to the fact that in Vietnam. within the cultu
ral sphere of influence of China. didactic poetry in the proper 
sense of the word is lacking. Here we only have proverbs by which 
a people gives vent to its wit. its sarcasm. its feeling of harass
ment. See Nguyen Van Ngoc, l¥o ngu phong dao, vol. I (Popular 
Tunes and Songs), further va Ngqc Phan, T¥o ngu va Dan ca Vipt Nam 
(Vietnamese Popular Tunes and Songs). 
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B. Notes on Comparative Literature 

Poetic works of a content like that of PhaZ~ 89n n9ng may in theory-
in one form or another--come to be written in any society with a socio
logic~l structure similar to, or identical with, that of Thailand, as 
for example in the countries immediately adjacent to Thailand. But in 
addition to this, the wise sayings of the monkey ruler must be consid
ered not merely under the aspect of their sociological relevance, they 
must also be assigned their proper place in the long line of poetic 
works generally classified as "moral teachings," from the literature 
of ancient Egypt up to the French moralists. 

If we look at the generally human aspect of this kind of literature, 
not only at its admonitions to adjust to law and order in the state 
but at its desire to make life easier for the individual by good
advice, exhortations, and cautioning, it seems hardly surprising that 
in the "Instructions of Ptab~otep" (for his son), an official from 
the Fifth Dynasty, in other words from Egypt's Ancient Empire (about 
2470 to 2320 B.C.), we already come across "precepts" that are the 
same, sometimes almost literally, sometimes in their substance, as 
Phali's teachings of at least three thousand years later: "Speak 
more softly when greeted by your superior, laugh when he laughs, that 
will give him pleasure. III 

In Indian literature we know the texts called Arthasastra. Their most 
important branch is the one concerning politics, which as a science of 
its own is also called Nitisastra, the "science of leadership or 
government. 112 Particular reference must be made to the Kautiliya 
(Canakya) Arthasastra. 3. 
In Chinese there exist the Ch ' en-kuei, "Directives for Subjects," from

4about the seventh century. Some of the topics from this treatise, 
such as "Loyalty," "Correctness," IIBehavior (towards the Emperor),11
IISincerity,1l "Incorruptibility," and "Favoritism" are also found, even 
though perhaps in different forms, in the Thai poems. 

Here one might point en passant to the "Courtier" (Cortegiano) of 
Castiglione (1528), to certain chapters from Francis Bacon's IIEssays" 
(1612, 1625), to the IICharacter Studies" (Les Caracteres de 
Theophraste) of La Bruyere (1688/89), to the lIMaxims" (Reflections ou 
sentences et maximes morales) of La Rochefoucauld (1655), to "The Art 
of Worldly Wisdom ll (Oraculo manual, y arte de prudencia) of Baltasar 
Gracian (1647), or to the tlLetters written by the Earl of Chesterfield 
to His Son Philip Stanhope ll from the year 1774. Note also the IIDirec
tions to Servants II by Jonathan S\vift (1745), whose jaundiced humor, 
occasionally cynicism, is worlds apart from the formal and serious Thai 
poems. One might further mention Knigge's "tiber den Umgang mit den 
Menschen" (1788) as well as, not overly far-fetched, many a manual of 
marketing and salesmanship. Many of Phali's teachings may find their 
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counterparts~ in some similar or identical form~ in the proverb collec
tions of various nations~ as for instance in Johann Michael Sailer's 
"Die Weisheiten auf der Gasse" (1810) and surely in other collections 
as well. 

The works of this kind in the countries adjacent to Thailand need to 
be studied more thoroughly. The common cultural background shared to 
a certain degree by all of them as well as their racial affinities 
encourage the assumption that in those countries~ too~ didactic poems 
may hold a prominent position in their national literatures. The 
legend of Rama~ which is known throughout that region in one form or 
another~ might also have been~ as in Thai1and~ a direct source of 
inspiration. 

Regrettab1y~ since our studies of Mon, Burmese, Khmer~ and Lao litera
tures are still in their initial phase~ one cannot at the present time 
go beyond a few general remarks. 

Burma. Some light is shed on Burmese didactic poetry by the publica
tions of Sternbach who offers detailed proof of Indian influence in 
this fie1d. S However~ his research is confined to the generally known 
works in Pa1i. No original Burmese titles are mentioned by him~ nor 
does he so much as point to a possibility that the Rama legend might 
have had an influence on Burmese didactic poetry, and only this would 
be of interest for our topic here of PhaZ~ Teaehes the Young. 

Pa1i works like Lokaniti or Rajaniti that were translated into Burmese6 
appear by contents only peripherally connected with PhaZ~ 89n n9ng. 
Well known is the Lokathara pya of Kandawmingyaung Sayadaw with exhorta
tions to 1aymen~ kings~ and Brahmins to obey Buddhist precepts.? 
Collections of proverbs exist both in Mon and in Burmese~ but there is 
no evidence of a didactic poetry comparable to the phal~ 89n nqng in 
Thai. That it may exist is possible but, in view of the fact that the 
Ramayana has only a subordinate place in Burmese art and 1iterature~ 
somewhat unlikely. 

Laos. What has been said about Thai literature is basically true also 
for the literature of Laos. In view of centuries of intimate political 
ties and a close ethnic as well as linguistic affinity, this was to be 
expected. Yet it would be far off the mark were one for this reason to 
deny to Lao literature any identity of its own. Its rustic charm, 
among other things~ puts it in pleasant contrast to many a laboriously 
stylized Thai work. There is no didactic title like the Laotian "Grand
father teaches the tots" (pu 89n 9n) in Thai~ and all solemnity of a 
"didactic work" is finally dissolved when one adds that this text con
tains also "Grandson's lessons to grandpapa." 9 

Solange Thierry makes reference further to the "manua1s of the perfect
official or the perfect head of government. 1110 These presumably are 
texts offering possibilities for direct comparisons with Phal~ 89n n9ng. 
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Cambodia. Poetic works in Cambodian literature corresponding to the 
Arthasastra are those designated by the term cpap~ "moral teachings, 
books of wisdom." They were written from the fourteenth to the eigh
teenth centuries--an obvious parallel to developments in Thailand. 

Contents and tenor of the cpap~ compared to Thai suphasit poetry, show 
greater emphasis on Buddhist moral teachings, expanding less than 
these into the realm of what is generally human. The "Moral Precepts
for Chi ldren ll (cpap kim cau) ~ IIMora1 Precepts for Women" (cpap an) ~ 

the IIRules of the Glorious Tradition" (cpap ker kaZor) the "Books of 
Proper Behavior" (cpap kram}ll do also offer, it is true, advice on 
how to handle practical problems of life, but their primary tabuZa 
docet is to insist that Buddhist ethics must be respected. 

Thailand's suphasit poetry may generally be called more emancipated, 
more worldly wise. Phali's teachings could hardly have developed in a 
one-sided, purely Hinayana, climate without at least the beginnings of 
a recognizable political consciousness of its own. Here parallels may 
perhaps be se~n to developments in Burma. Even though a manuscript 
owned by the Ecole Fran~aise d'Extreme-Orient with the title Kbuon 
Kr6n PaU is mentioned by Finot12 as lI une version Khmere de ce texte 
Pal i son nori, II it may be supposed with a high degree of probabil ity 
that what we have here is merely the translation of one of the Thai 
versions. 
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1.	 I refer qUite generally to the edition and French translation of
 
this text by Zaba, Les Maximes de pta~~otep.
 

2.	 See Winternitz, History of Indian Literature~ vol. III, p. 308; I 
also refer to the highly interesting essay by Heinrich Zimmer, 
"Der Brauch der Fische, Altindische Politik und der Geist des 
Abendlandes,lI in Yoga and Buddhism; see also Ling, Buddha~ pp. 60 ff. 

3.	 Glasenapp, Die Literaturen Indiens~ p. 140. 
4.	 Professor Mau-Tsai Liu, Hamburg, kindly drew my attention to this
 

work.
 
5.	 The Spreading of CQ;1Jakya's Aphorisms over "Greater India~ " pp. 34
 

ff; see also id.,; subh1isita~ Gnomia and Didactia Literature~ pp.

41 ff.	 . 

6.	 Bode, The Pali Literature of BUPma~ p. 51; Sternbach, op.ait.~ pp.

35 ff., 39 ff.; id.~ liThe Pali Lokaniti and the Burman Niti Kyan,"
 
passim; Bernard-Thierry, "Litterature Birmane,1l p. 1390.
 

7.	 See Whitbread, IlAn Introduction to Burmese Language and Literature,lI 
p. 49. 

8.	 Bernard-Thierry, loa.cit.; Kin Maung Lat, "Burmese Proverbs,"
 
passim; Po Byu, "Burmese Proverbs and Sayi ngs," passim.
 

9.	 Thierry, "Die laotische Literatur," p. 656; the title mentioned is 
a manuscript. In Finot, "Recherches sur la litterature laotienne," 
p. 200, another manuscript with the title Pit S9n lan~ "Grandfather 
teaches the grandchildren" is listed under no. 633, and also in 
Wenk, Laotisahe Handsahriften~ under no. 182e. According to 
Sternbach, the title Pu son lan (recte PU S9n lan)= (PU 8qn qn) 
proyes lIclearly Indian influence ... in particular the influence of 
a Canakya's maxim." It must, however, be added to this remark that 
this'''clear ll Indian influence is confined to the title and thus to 
the citation of the topic, while the contents of the poem present 
an unmistakably autochthonous, rustic-Laotian range of thoughts. 
See also id.~ Subhafita~ Gnomic and Didactic Literature~ p. 42. 

10.	 loc.cit.~ note 9. See further Wenk, loa.ait.~ under no. 182d. 
n.	 See the survey by Bernard-Thierry"'''Cpap~'f passim; id.~ IIS agesse 

du Cambodge, II pp. 436 ff. 
12.	 op.cit.~ p. 148, footnote 3. 
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I. PHALI S9N N9NG AS A WORK OF POETRY 

A. Origins 

1. The Ramakian 

a. Tale and text of the Bot Zakhgn Ramakian 

The verses of PhaZ~ 89n n9ng are first of all known as a section of 
the RQmakian~ the Thai version of the Ramayana. There they are the 
conclusion of the earthly existence of Phali, king of the monkeys.
The Ramakian received its present form in writing in its essential 
parts most likely at the time of Rama I (1782-1809). 

The Ra~ayana of Valmiki also contains the last words of the monkey
ruler. There, however, the text is shorter, more concentrated than 
in the Ramakian. Bali (Phali) confesses his guilt and turns over his 
kingdom to Sugrlva (Sukhrip). He calls upon the latter to protect 
Angada (Ongkhot) and Tara (Dara) and to "carry out whatever Raghava
(Rama) may demand. II Then "Bali speaks to his son Angada: Conduct 
yourself in the proper manner .... Bear eleasure and pain with equal 
calm; obey in gladness and sorrow. Sugrlva .... do not keep company 
with those who are not his (i.e., Raghava's) friends .... Despise no 
one. II Then death comes to Ball. 

For a better understanding of PhaZ~ 89n n9ng, let us give a brief 
sketch of Phali1s life, from the sections of the epos concerning him. 

Khodom, ruler of the city of Ayuthaya, has withdrawn to the solitude 
of the woods to live there as a hermit. During the two thousand years 
he has already spent there his beard has grown till it came to touch 
the earth. A pair of weaver-birds2 have built their nest in it. 

Khodom, who understands the language of the birds, overhears what the 
couple say to each other one day. During an argument, the mate pro
tests that he is telling the truth, otherwise may the sin of the 
hennit, who so piously obeys all the commandments, fallon him. 3 
Khodom asks the bird what he meant by this and must hear his reproach 
that not to have sired progeny is a sin. 

Thereupon the hen~it by his magical power creates for himself a spouse. 
Kala At~ana he names her, and she gives birth to a daughter of his, 
Sawaha. 

The gods in the Tavati~sa heaven know that the time for the struggle 
against the powerful demon Thotsakan is approaching. In order to 
bring forth brave warriors for Phra Narai, who will be the leader, 
Phra In and the sun-god Phra Athit come to see Kala Atcana. While 
Khodom is out gathering fruit for the family in the forest, Kala 
Atcana becomes pregnant from the gods and gives birth first to one son, 
then to another. The first, Phra In's son, has a green face, the 
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younger one's is white. One day Sawaha, jealous for her father's love, 
betrays her mother's infidelity to him. Khodom thereupon throws all 
three children into the water, with a curse that only the child begotten 
by himself should come back to the shore while the others should make 
off into the woods as monkeys.4 Sawaha returns, the sons turned into 
monkeys flee into the jungle on the other side. 

Phra In and Phra Athit recognize in the monkeys their own sons. They 
decide to build a city for them and to name it Khitkhin. The green
faced monkey Kakat is made its king, with the bright and shining Sukhrip 
sired by the sun-god becoming second king. 

One day Phra Isuan notices that the Mountain of the World, Phra Sume~l, 
is tilting to one side. No one is able to put it straight again. Then 
the god calls for the monkey kings from Khitkhin. The two succeed in 
lifting it up into its former position. As a sign of his gratitude Phra 
Isuan bestows on Kakat the title of honor, Phali Thirat, and presents 
him with a trident. He also invests the monkey ruler with the magic 
power that any foe he fights against shall lose half of his strength. 5 
As a present for Sukhrip the god turns over to Phali the fair heavenly 
maid Kaeu Dara who is entrusted to him in a crystal case. However, on 
the way home Phali is unable to withstand the temptations emanating from 
Kaeu Dara. He opens the case. Overwhelmed by Dara1s beauty he succeeds 
in making her his consort. 

When the powerful lord of the demons, Thotsakan, with his lady Montho 
overflies Khitkhin, Phali with his trident challenges him. 6 The proud
demon scoffs at the monkey, but a little later Phali1s vigorous attacks 
put him to flight. He loses Month6, and she too is possessed by Phali. 

Thotsakan wants to recover her whom he has lost. A seer, Angkhot, 
offers to mediate. But Montho is already pregnant from Phali in her 
sixth month. Were she to be returned to Thotsakan in this state, he 
would surely kill the child. The seer, however, knows how to remedy the 
situation. Initiating a magic ceremony he succeeds in transplanting the 
child yet unborn from Month6 1s womb into that of a goat. After that 
Month6 returns to Thotsakan. 

Out of the goat Phali's son is born. He receives the name of Ongkhot. 
When he is ten years old the Brahmin bathing ceremony is to be held for 
him in the river Yamana. 7 Thotsakan considers this a favorable opportu
nity for killing Ongkhot, the living evidence of his shame. He changes 
into a giant crab lurking in the river, lying in wait. But the guards 
discover him and Phali pulls him ashore. Once again Thotsakan is over
come and humiliated by the king of the monkeys. 

Phali is also destined by the gods to kill the powerful buffalo ThQraphi, 
a parricide. 8 He manages to challenge the buffalo, who is superior in 
strength, to fight with him in a narrow mountain cave. Before the duel 
Phali leaves instructions with his brother Sukhrip. Should he, Phali, 
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be killed Sukhrip is to seal the cave so that no one would learn of 
his disgrace. If the blood running from the cave should be light red, 
it would be Phali's, if dark red, ThQraphi's. 

Phali defeats the buffalo. Out of joy over this outcome the gods cause 
rain to fall from the skies, whereby the buffalo's dark red blood run
ning out from the cave is diluted. Sukhrip assumes, therefore, thatit is 
Phali who has been subdued and slain. Mourning greatly he seals the 
cave and returns to Khitkhin. But Phali succeeds in freeing himself 
and comes down on Sukhrip in a rage, convinced his younger brother had 
wanted to cause his undoing. All protestations to the contrary are of 
no avail, Sukhrip has no choice but flight. 

Roaming in the wilderness of the woods the exile meets Hanuman, who has 
already joined Rama in his march on Lanka,9 and through Hanuman's medi
ation Sukhrip, too, becomes a servant to the king. In return Rama 
promises the monkey prince to help him in his struggle with Phali. 
Rama knows that his arrow, Phromat, is to strike Phali fatally. This 
is Phra Isuan's curse after Pha1i, disobeying his command, took as his 
own Kaeu Oara whom the god had intended for Sukhrip. 

There is a duel between the two brothers. 10 Sukhrip is defeated by 
Phali as Rama (Phra Narai) fails to intervene. Rama explains he could 
not shoot off the arrow because in the turmoil of battle he could not 
make out clearly who was Phali and who Sukhrip. In a second duel 
Sukhrip puts a white bandage around his wrist. Now Rama recognizes who 
is Phali and shoots off the arrow Phromat at him. But Phali sees the 
arrow coming and catches it in midair. He recognizes in Rama the god 
Phra Narai, offers his submission, and confesses his \oJrongdoing. Phali 
realizes that according to divine judgment he must die. He says good
by to Sukhrip and Ongkhot with the teachings of Phali, the wording of 
which in this epos is as follows: ll 
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(1)	 Then, all accompli shed, he was ready12 to take 1eave of Rama, 13
 
Sadness woefully welled up in all monkeys' hearts. 14
 

(2)	 Sukhrip, his junior brother, he did order approach;
 
Farewell to life, he wished to bid, the proud lord.
 

(3 ) Always be minister to the one who "throweth the disk,.."15
 
Protect, Sukhrip, and you, Ongkhot, each other. lo
 

(4)	 Do serve him with respect,l? morning, night, at all time,
 
Be not lazy nor idle, pursuing your pleasure. 18
 

(5)	 If the king does request some information whatever,
 
Do not twist the matter19 in your own favor. 20
 

(6)	 Do not ostentatiously dress up in the presence of majesty,
 
There at his jeweled palace. Be ever respectful.
 

(7)	 Bow not too low, nor raise up your head too high. Wander not
 
Aimless about, glancing left, right, or sideways.
 

(8)	 On to throne or into sedan bedecked with jewels, do not
 
Ever let yourselves down in trespassing fashion.
 

(9)	 As to the company of the royal concubines: 21 do not
 
Burn in love for them, in his majesty's castle. 22
 

(10)	 True be always to him "to whose feet you are dust."23 
Do not boast that you enjoy his favor. 24 

(11 ) Do not speak about secret matters with out-of-town strangers, 
Be neither intimate nor have intercourse with them. 25 

(12 )	 To ministers26 render what is due them. 
Hesitate not27 to choose the middle path. 28 

(13 ) When (the ruler), enraged, punishes someone, do not 
Further incite him on purpose so he may destroy him. 

(14 ) Do not covet the royal treasures, to steal them. 
Be attentive when the "great guardian"29 pronounces (an order). 

(15)	 Serve of your own free will until death overtakes you, then 
Wise30 indeed will you be held byall. 31 

(16 ) Do remember my words, act in accordance with them, 
Then you will be exalted by fortune and bliss. 

(17)	 Thus did he teach the young. His voice broke. Mute his command. 
Fade did his strength and also his bright sword's power. 

(18)	 Seizing the arrow he thrust it into his chest. 32 His life, 
Consummated, he ascended to rebirth in heaven. 33 
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The solemn cremation is described in detail,34 Phali on Rama's command 
receiving divine honors. Sukhrip becomes the new ruler of Khitkhin and 
is united with Kaeu Dara according to Phra Isuan's wishes. After that 
he sets out for Lanka with Khitkhin's simian army as Rama's ally. 

b. The "Teachings" from the Kham phai<. ramakian 

Apart from Phali's teachings from the Ramakian text quoted above, an
other version is extant from the Kham phak ramakian. These works during
the Ayuthaya era served as texts for khan performances. 35 Within the 
second section of the kham phak~ PhY'a Ram dai kh~tkhin~36 Phali's teach
ings are inserted as aeraca~ i.e., a purely direct speech text 
(dialogue).37 Surprising from the point of view of literary history is 
that the teachings here are more extensive than in the Ramakian edition 
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of Rama I. Whereas the latter has as Phali1s teachings only 18 two-line 
verses in the meter of the kZ9n bot Zakh9n~ there are 52 in the Kham 
plUik rOmakian~ plus the four verses in the meter of the sixteen-syllable 
chan wanini.3~ This fact is surprising because the Ramakian is in gen
eral the most elaborate and detailed text about Rama's war against 
Thotsakan, and parts of it must even be described as rather long-winded.
We do not know what reasons may have prevailed upon the editor or editors 
at the court of Rama I to shorten, of all passages, the teachings of 
Phali, that text which gives more highly significant information about 
the inner structure of the ancient Thai monarchy than hardly any other. 
One might venture the guess that, being aware of the existence of several 
other versions of plUiZi 8qn nqng, the editors decided to be satisfied 
with this more succinct text for the standard edition of the Ramakian. 

The text from	 the Kham phak ramakian runs as follows: 39 

Ceraca: 40 

(1)	 Then did the monkey, son 
call the child of the Sun, 

(2)	 I came to teach you words 
For	 I have reached the 

threshold43 

(3)	 You, follow the path 
Ongkhot and Hanuman, strive 

(4)	 Keep, with respect, not too 
far 

Look	 not, droopy-eyed, far 
into the day 

(5)	 Further: when questioned, 
When	 reporting, do so with 

respect 
(6)	 Waiting on the lord, be not 

too ostentatious. 
Do	 not dress too proudly,47 

too sumptuous ly 
(7)	 The concubines, all those 

beauties, 
And	 then: the queen's

maidens! 
(8)	 When wishing to report on 

a matter, 
till	 his eye rests on you;

then, 

of Indra,41 highly praised, 
who was brother to him from one womb. 
of duty, order and custom. 
of death. My life ends. 

of the king, the people's ruler. 
each to protect the other. 
from	 the rul er, "the giver of 1aws," 

taking it for amusement, do not 
sleepily lose it. 

make not light of your answer. 44 
and to the point. 

In the palace45 be quick and 
adroit.46 

when waiting on the king
in the audience hall. 48 

are heavenly ladies gracing 
the king. 

00 not, when attending to the king, 
glance furtively their way. 

wait	 till the ruler turns to you, 

slowly, speak out while he is of 
good cheer. 49 
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(9) Desires the king	 your report, 
do report. 

Or else you provoke, I 
fear,50 

(10)	 The throne of him "who rules 
the rea1m, II 

bedecked	 with diamonds in 
gold, 

(11)	 Further: when waiting on 
the king, 

but	 neither so far from the 
lord 

(12 ) When the king metes out 
rewards 

do	 not contradict his 
intention 

(13 )	 When paying homage 
submissively, 

Prostations	 (before him),
standing, proceeding 

(14 ) Further: the king's wealth 
do not think nor hope 

(15 ) Further: do	 not make songs 
With	 strangers 54 coming

from various lands 
(16 ) On the kingls canopied 

courses ,56 
nor pass too near before 

( 17) These matters I	 command you, 

Wait on (the king) morning
and night, 

(18 ) Even though you two wear 
be quick to venerate him 

(19 ) Act righteously to avoid 
misfortune, 

Perpetuate your house, 

(20) Be trustful and	 loyal to him 
When	 in anger, (yet) use no 

trickery, 

If he desires no report, do not 
report

his majesty's anger, displeasure. 

embellished with pearls and gold, 

do not as a jest mount it, nor 
1ean on it. 

do not take, self-pleasing, your 
seat too near, 

that it be doubtful whether 
he notices you. 

to the hosts of officials,51 

with stubborn insistence. 

eat not too much before lest 
you be overstuffed. 

may (else) be difficult in the 
palace. 

amassed in the treasure house,52 
to pilfer it. 

of what the ruler has spoken. 53 
do not hope to have trustful 

intercourse. 55 

you shall not take	 a stroll, 

the lord's	 "1ion window. 1157 

uncle and nephew to one another, 
remember them! 

round the year,58 do not neglect 
to meet him. 

a mighty crown yourselves,59 
who punishes, who shelters, Narai. 
so that all the worlds be content. 60 

you, uncle to nephew, and nephew to 
uncle, care for each other. 

who is refuge and supreme commander. 
when enraged, (yet) commit nothing

improper. 
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(21)	 Further: when receiving 
orders~ 

When discovering a secret, 
do not act rashly, 

(22)	 Do not boast of having the 
king's affection~ 

Be	 quick to revere him. 
al ways62 

(23)	 Do not turn your eyes to 
the ground~ nor up high, 

When	 you rise~ rise with 
ease~64 

(24)	 Volunteer your services in 
war. 

Red-hot with rage hurry to 
fight, 

(25)	 In wars do not think of 
yourselves.

Of your own free will (fight) 
till	 the end of your

strength 
(26) This I teach	 on both~ 

passing it on as precepts 
(27) The teaching of these words 

for your instruction is 
ended. 

to	 tear his mighty67 
chest apart. 

(28)	 Shed was his blood,68 cut 
his heart's fiber. 

to	 cleanse himself of all 
that was blemish. 

(29) Quiver71 and	 bow he gave 
departed	 from life with 

speed. 
(30)	 Down from Mount Merumat72 

into the floods of water. 

carry them	 out according to the law. 

discourse,	 act like wise men. 61 

do not display your worth as 
against the king. 

bow your heads before him. 

do not turn around, unsteady, 
to left or right. 63 

but honor the king assiduously. 

Give no thought to fear when in 
danger.

pursue the foe to make him afraid. 

Be not	 timorous~ be brave. 

and of your lives. Then one 
will say you were men. 

uncle and nephew, with fore
thought,65 

of ancient royal wisdom. 
He grasped the arrow~66 

thrusting it 

Into the Yamana70 he made	 his entry~ 

back. Phali,	 Indra1s son, 

the lord dived	 straight 
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c. Kh long ruang Y'amakian 

For completeness' sake, mention is made here of another khlong verse 
from one of the inscriptions on the walls and pillars of the Wat Phra 
Kaeu, Wat $, Ratanasatsadaram, Bangkok, which relates merely that PhalT 
taught the younger already "with weak lips,1I then killed himselfJ3 

"Concluded was his talk to the younger. Mourning (overcame them). 
With weak lips did he teach them, to take his counsel. 
After the manner of kings did he expire. 
His lessons completed, he seized the 

arrow and 
killed himself. To heaven 

did he ascend." 

2. The Vidhurapandita J<ataka 

It may seem questionable whether the VidhurapaQqita Jataka can properly
find its place within the section "Origins. 1l But surely this Jataka, 
No. 545, must be given consideration as one of the possible sources for 
Phal,' s teachings. 

The story of this Jataka we shall presume to be known to the reader;74 
in any case, it is of little relevance here. What we must draw atten
tion to and examine is merely the chapter in which the Brahmin Vidhura 
takes leave of his relatives, a passage known as "the chapter of the 
royal court. 1I75 Before having to leave his king, Dhana'njaya, Vidhura 
explains to his relatives the IImanners and practices at the king's 
court. " 

A few of these verses we shall quote here, followed by references to 
parallel passages in the various versions of Phali 89n n9ng~ chosen in 
a purely selective fashion. The Roman numerals indicate the number of 
the respective version, in the order given them in the present publi
cation; the Arabic numerals following refer to verse or line, respec
tively. For some of the verses quoted from the Jataka, reference to 
the Thai versions is superfluous because the former are so general in 
their meaning, so comprehensive, that their contents, their IIlessons,1I 
are reflected in practically every line of those works. 

(7)	 At day or at night the wise man, 
who is charged with affairs by the king, 
if completing them promptly and well, 
such a man may well live at the court. 
Cf. 1.5; V.22 f.; V.4g; V.51 ff.; V.102. 

(10)	 Not garments to equal the king 
nor garlands shall he wear, nor by ointments, 
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or ornaments, or manner of speech 

try to bear himself like the king. 

Let him choose a different attire ... 
Cf. 1.8; 111.8; IV.40. 

(ll)	 When the king plays with his ministers 
in the company of his consorts, 
let the prudent courtier refrain 
from alluding to the royal ladies. 
Cf. 1.8; 111.8; IV,112 ff. 

(12)	 Neither haughty, nor hasty, but wise, 
his senses well under control, 
with a mind that is quick to decide, 
such a man may well live at the court. 

(13)	 He shall not sport with the ladies of the king, 
nor converse in secret with them, 
nor lay hands on the royal treasure, 
then he may dwell at the court. 
Cf. 11.8; 11.15; 111.23; IV.52 ff.; 
IV.104 ff.; V.52 ff.; VI.120 ff. 

(14)	 Not too much must he value his sleep, 

nor imbibe strong drink to excess~ 

nor kill deer in the woods of the king, 
then he may well live at the court. 
Cf. 111.7; VI.114. 

(15)	 Not the king1s high seat, nor his cushion, 
nor his pillow, or chariot, or elephant 
shall he mount and imagine: IIl l m privileged. 1I 

Then well may he stay at the court. 
Cf. I I. 11; II I. 18; V. 32 f. 

(16)	 Not too far let him stay from the king, 
nor too close, if prudent he be, 
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before the eyes of the king shall he stand,
 
looking into the face of his lord.
 
Cf. 1. 12 f.; II I. 12; IV. 42; V. 34 f.
 

(18)	 The wise man, prudent, discreet, 
though convinced he is held in esteem, 
shall not answer back with rough words, 
should the king ever hold him suspect. 
Cf. IV.47. 

(25)	 When he speaks, let not talk him too long, 
nor be silent for ever and anon. 
A temperate word, yet concise, 
let him speak at auspicious a time. 
Cf. IV. 96 ff. 

(26)	 Not angry, nor giving offense, 
true, gentle, sincere without guile, 
let him utter no foolish words; 
thus can he remain at the court. 

(27)	 Full of knowledge, self-controlled, and restrained, 
being skillful, reticent, gentle, 
full of eagerness, pure, and well versed, 
thus can he last at the court. 
Cf. 1.6; 11.22; 11.9 f.; 111.13; 
IV.60 ff.; V.18 ff. 

(36)	 If, engaged in all manner of work, 
dedicated, with high insight, and able 
to conduct his affairs with success, 
he may well live at the king's court. 
Cf. 11.21. 

(41)	 Let him know the king's pleasure well 
and accomodate all the king's wishes, 
never acting against his intent: 
then indeed may he stay at the court. 
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The identity of substance of many of these statements might without 
difficulty be explained by objective reasons, i.e., on the basis of 
a common concept of autocratic monarchy: do not touch the regalia, 
be subject to the king in all things, take nothing from what is his. 
Ideas in similar form should probably be found in any instruction on 
"manners at a royal court. 1I However, the identity of contents in many
other verses of the Gathas from this Jataka is so striking, some 
manners of speech-- at day and at night serve the ruler, be not too 
far from him, nor too near, on middle ground, do not sleep too long 
are,	 within an otherwise highly stylized poem, everyday phrases in 
such	 a conspicuous way that just because of this one does not feel 
inclined to believe the concordance is accidental. 

To bring forth proof that the author of the Phali poem did borrow some 
or several of his verses from the VidhurapaDQita Jataka will hardly be 
possible, but it is generally known 6hat in Thailand this Jataka-
belonging to the "Ten Jataka " group7 --is familiar even to the illiter~ 
ate Buddhist. Thus, it may perhaps be more than just a vague possibil
ity to assume that the Gilthas from the II chapter from the royal court ll 
may have been one source of inspiration or borrowing for the phali S9n 
n'9ng poetry. 

1. The Ramayana of Valmiki, in book IV, Kishkinda, chapter 22. 
2. nok kracang (ploceidae) 
3. Ramakian, vol. I, p. 73 
4. loa.ait., pp. 81 ff. 
5. loc.cit., pp. 105 ff. 
6. loa.cit., pp. 145 ff. 
7. loa.ait., pp. 165 ff. 
8. loc.cit., pp. 437 ff. 
9. op.cit., vol. II, pp. 725 ff. 

10.	 Represented in basso-relieve at the balustrade of the ubosot at 
Wat Phra Chetuphon, plate nos. 6 and 7. 

11.	 cp,cit., vol. II, p. 741, line 11 from the top, till p. 742, line 
6 from the top. 

12.	 set: "fulfilled, accomplished ll 

13.	 phra s'i kgn: II the f ou r-a rmed one II here a synonym for 'I Rama II 
14.	 manasa: manat. 

15.	 phY'a son cak: synonym for "Ramal! 
16.	 a lan: a, lluncle," and Zan, "nephew,1I here used as elsewhere in 

terms of the relationship of Sukhrip and Ongkhot to each other. 
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17.	 man fau: also lIrespectfulH 
18.	 tam amphoe ~ai: a colloquialism 

19.	 bau khuam: literally ll(to make) light (of the) matter," here how
ever used as a manner of speech in the above meaning 

20.	 tae dOi dai: a colloquialism 
21.	 ph~a sanom nang nai: concerning the term ph~a sanom see Wales, 

Ancient Siamese Gove~ent and Aaminist~ation3 p. 23; concerning 
nang see Photcananukrom thai-thai j p. 500. 

22.	 wang luang: The "main palace," as the residence of the Thai kings 
was called since the Ayuthaya era. 

23.	 tai bat bong: a polite flourish, part of the pronoun of the first 
person in addressing Thai kings 

24.	 meta: Pa1i metta "benevolence, loving-kindness" 
25.	 kham nap khop ha: literally II coun t your words and do not go after 

them," the idiomatic meaning however being as above. 
26.	 sena: senabom3 minister, may here more generally be rendered as 

lI officia1." ' 

27.	 that than: lito resist" 

28.	 cai chantha: on this see remarks under chapter II.F.6, also VI/104. 

29.	 phPa banhan: synonym for "Rama" 
30.	 nap wa: lito count saneone to be ... " 
31.	 chan: ohiau chan 

32.	 ins"i: Pa1i indl'iya.) "capabilities," meaning here something like the 
total of physical and mental abilities, in the above verse probably-
taking 'into account the text of the 1egend--the "nucleus of spiritual 
and physical power." S. Nyanatiloka, Buddhistisohes Worterbuoh.) pp. 
86 f. 

33.	 wiman: "palace," here synonym for "heaven ll or "heavenly pa1aces ll 

34.	 loc.oit . .) pp. 747 ff. 
35.	 Cf. Rosenberg, Die traditionellen Theaterfonnen Thailands von den 

Anfdngen bis in die Regierungszeit Rama's VI . .) pp. 27, 108 ff. 
36.	 IlPhra Ram conquers Khitkhin" 
37.	 See Rosenberg, op.cit. .) pp. 10, 112 ff. 
38.	 About this meter see Wenk, Die Met~ik in der thailandisohen Diohtung.) 

p. 108. 

39.	 Kham phak ramakian.) pp. 158 ff. 

40.	 aeraca: cue for the speaker of the dialogue in the Thai theater to 
begin, see Rosenberg, op.cit' 3 pp. 112 ff. 
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41. 
42. 

43. 
44. 
45. 
46. 

47. 

48. 

49. 
50. 

51. 

52. 

53. 

54. 

55. 

56. 

57. 

58. 

59. 

60. 

61. 

62. 

63. 

64. 
65. 

66. 

67. 

68. 

"son of Indra": Phdli, see under A.La.
 
"child of the Sun ll : Sukhrlp, see under A.La.
 
thung antar'ai chip: "having reached peril of 1ife ll
 

pak bau: lIeasy-mouthed"
 
phra rong: probably an archaism, II royal house"
 
sam phZam: contracted from sam han and phZr phZam
 

nga: nga ng'9n
 

pong khan: see note 45
 
samran: "(in) blissfulness."
 
kring kZuak: kring kreng
 

sena: designates only the highest ranks of the hierarchy of offi

cials, concerning which see Wales, Ancient Siamese Government and 
Administration, p. 79. 

phra khZang: to this day the general term for IIfinancia1 affairs. 1I
 

ratchawatca: slightly ambiguous whether here the "roya1 lingo" is
 
meant (ratchasap) or the words actually spoken by the king.
 
su: "mediator," possibly to be understood here as "merchant."
 
sanit ahjJp phath'i: "do not hope for words of trust"
 
thr phra chanuan: "locations with a roof over them" (for the king)
 
s~ banc~n: a high-placed window-like opening in one wall of the
 
audience hall, from where in ancient Thailand the king received
 
ambassadors from abroad, see illustration before p. 419 in La
 
Lou bere, Du Royawne de Siam.
 

nai pradithin: I'in the (time of the) calendar"
 
pen mongkut Zok natha: approximately "crown of the world and place

of refuge" 

'r •yen: yen cat.
 

dang hai diangsa: "let worldly wisdom preva"i1 11
 

sCflnli: lithe whole year"
 
sai Zae khwa: possibly one might see in this an
 
"ministers of the right and of the left."
 
ph'9n phan: lito ease one's position"
 
phiprai: aphipra~ 

allusion to the 

p1ln: "bullet, projectile," but here to be interpreted as above
 
taZ'9t: "(the) whole ... "
 
kin Zuat: about: (his) blood consumed"
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69.	 mangsa: mangsa 

70.	 yamana: also yamna, yamuna, one of the five big rivers in champhU
thaw~p (jambudipa), with its source in the Himalayas, concerning 
which see Alabaster, op.cit., p. 307, and Malalasekera, op.cit., 
vol. II, p. 684. I am not aware what this tradition concerning
Phali's end is based on. 

71.	 khau laeng: lae~ according to contemporary orthography is to be 
read with a (high) -h. 

72.	 phiang phra merumat thangan: doubtful translation; phiang here 
possibly is not to be understood as a conjunction but as a kham 
phleng (see Photcananukrom thai-thai, chabap phrae phitthaya, p. 
959), thangnan: lito hop, to jump." It must be left open whether 
this line may be an association of thought to the scene in Ramakian 
when Phali together with Sukhrip straighten up the tilting Mountain 
of the World, see vol. I, pp. 103 ff. 

73.	 Khlong riiang ramakian, vol I, p. 662 
74.	 German translation in Dutoit Jatakam vol. VI. pp. 316 ff. English 

translation in Cowell, The JCitaka or stories of the Buddha's Former 
Births, vol VI, pp. 126 ff. 

75.	 op.cit., pp. 352 - 58. 

76.	 In Thai: thosachat; on the general significance of this Jataka 
group for Thailand, for example on painting, see lyons, The Tosachat 
in Thai Painting, pp. 3 - 6. 
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B. phaZr sqn Ngng - Versions in Thai Poetry 

1. Historic notes: origins and forms of the work 

In Thai as well as~ with one exception, in Western literature reference 
is consistently made merely to the poem PhaZ~ sqn ngng. 

In the (at this time) most comprehensive history of literature by Pluang 
na NakhQn it is stated that the I~ham khZong ruang phaZ~ 8Qn ngng ... is 
one of the three poetic works of which Phra Narai is said to be author. l 

With this~ Pluang na NakhQn refers to the version translated here under 
II. The preface to this text published in 2479 (1936) by the Krom 
Suksathikan states likewise that the poem--together with the similarly 
didactic work Thotsarot sQn phra ram and Ratcha sawatdi--is royal poetry 
(phra ratchaniphon) from the time of Phra Narai. 2 Phra Narai ruled over 
Thailand from 1656 to 1688. 3 

The bibliographical notes by Schweisguth are somewhat confusing. PhaZ~ 

sgn nQng" he asserts ~ is Iia very short poem of 32 khZong verses. "4 For 
this, bibliographical reference is made both to the version in chan 
metrics from the inscriptions at Wat Phra Chetuphon~ printed here as 
Version I, and to the khZang version cited above. 

Only Gerini5 in his compilation of Thai suphasit poetry lists--not accu
rately, as it seems, and therefore hardly usable anymore--three versions, 
namely~ 1) one poem, possibly then extant~ from the Ayuthaya period. As 
source for this he cites "an acrostic" on PhaH sgn n'9YI{J which he found 
in the lIgrammar composed for King Narai by his Chief Astrologer (Plhya 
Horadhipati)." By this he can only mean the poetics Cindaman~ by 
Horathibijdi which, however--in the printed edition of today--does not 
contain this acrostic. 2) A "sili1ilar work by Nai Narinthibet, a highly es
teemed poet ;whose \'iritings fall in the third reign. 1I7 3) I'A similar \vork by
the monk Yasara of which several editions were published .... The title of 
this poem could be rendered as liThe Courtier. 1I8 

All the other versions of the poem~ as far as could be ascertained~ are 
not mentioned in the relevant literature. And it was more or less by
accident that the author of the present study, while cataloguing Thai 
manuscripts in Germany, became aware of the fact that further versions 
must exist. 9 

Specifically, the following texts are extant: 

Version .f 

The text Chan PhaH s<;m nQng js printed in the "Collection of Inscrip
tions at Wat Phra Chetuphon."lO No information is available concerning 
age, origins~ or author of the poem. ll We may point out~ however, that 
the inscriptions in the various buildings of the Wat found their place 
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there at the time of Rama 111,12 i.e., between 1824 and 1851. It is 
entirely possible that the chan version was written specifically for 
the collection of inscriptions at Wat Phra Chetuphon, seeing that 
KPitsana s9n n9ng, for example, a poem of a similarly didactic character 
as PhaZi s9n n9ng, was created only in that very period by PQramanuchit, 
one of the important poets under Rama 111,13 The same is known of other 
works. 14 Some arguments, therefore, appear to speak in favor of PhaZi 
s9n n9ng having been written in the decades from 1820 to 1840. One 
might also submit for consideration whether KPitsana S9n n9ng could not 
have been inspired--both as to metrics and contents--by Phali1s teach
ings. However. the rather irregular treatment of the chan metrics in 
PhaZ~ s9n n9ng make it appear unlikely that P9ramanuchit, who was re
nowned just for his artful mastery of the chan metrics, could have been 
the author. Rather this work suggests a writer of lesser stature than 
PQramanuchit. What can be stated with certainty is, therefore, only 
that Chan PhaZi S9n n9ng could not have been written any later than 
around 1840. 

The work consists of 34 verses in a chan meter. Due to the irregular 
lengths of the individual half-lines and the extremely irregular use of 
the kham khru and kham Zahu, the character of the meter defies precise 
definition. Possibly the chan inth9rawichian15 may be intended. as the 
frequently five-syllable first half-lines and the six-syllable second 
half-lines seem to suggest. The 35th and last verse concluding the poem
is in the khZong krathu meter,16 

Version II 

I have not been able to establish when thi s khZong poem was first printed. 17 
8A reprint was published in 2479 (1936/37). I Whether Phra Narai, king of 

Thailand in the second half of the seventeenth century, was really the 
author must be left undecided. I could find no reference in print to the 
origin of this assertion. Let us therefore take it as a tradition that 
cannot be verified at this time, although it must be noted in its favor 
that the work is called phra ratcha niphon, "royal poetry." The language
of the verses as a whole, in the version available in print,19 does not 
support the conclusion that they should be about three hundred years 01d. 20 

The fact that occasionally antique word forms are used as, e.g., bauran 
instead of boran, is not sufficiently compelling to lead to a different 
opinion. Quite generally it must again and again be stressed in this con
nection that the handing down of Thai literature has been in most cases so 
fragmentary ilnd accidental that one ought to be wary of lIcompellingll 
conclusions. 

The 32 verses are formed in a very regular fashion in accordance with the 
khZong si suphap.21 This is true not only for the khana and the end rhymes 
but, remarkably, also for the placement of the kham ek and kham thO. 
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Vel"sion III 

The khZong s~ suphap meter is also used for the teachings of Phali 
within the inconspicuous work LiZit phongsawadan nua of the little 
known author Somdet Krom Phraya PQwaret WariyalongkQn. 

Concerning this author) only Schweisguth22 notes the dates of his life t 
1809 to 1892 t and also that he wrote, udans un style precieux t ll a 
biography of King Mongkut. 23 LiZit phongsawadan nua, the work that 
interests us here. is mentioned neither by him nor elsewhere. 

The preface to the edition used here24 offers the information that 
LiZit phongsawaaan niia was first published in the year 2423 (1880) "by 
the Palace Printing Office." with a second printing in 2451 (1908), 
but none since. It is called "a poetic work valuable for literature t 
historYt and cultural affairs. 1I 

The author uses a roundabout, somewhat artificial way to include 
Phillis teachings into his work where according to its title--uA 
Lilit Poem concerning the History of the North (of Thailand)"--they do 
not belong. A mentioning of the literary forms of hun and khan and of 
the title of uThe History of King Pha:n u as part of an entertainment 
program serves as a pretext for the author to elaborate on the contents 
of that khOn drama. Yet, while a IlHistory of King Phill" is announced 
in the first line of the second verse t what we hear about is only his 
death and t in connection with this. his teachings. although just this 
particular scene which is to a high degree undramatic and untheatrical 
lends itself least of all to a khan performance. But perhaps the poet 
was guided by the intention,to render homage. within this uHistory of 
Northern Thailand t ll to the Cakrl ruler in Bangkok. 

Version IV 

A further version of Phall l s teachings is written in another meter t 
that of the kZ9n. The National Library in Bangkok preserves a manu
script25 that most probably is the one used for the printed text, which 
differs from the manuscript only in details of spelling. It is a 
folded-leaf manuscript of cardboard-like paper from the bark of the 
kh9i tre~26 tinted black, with the text written on it in white crayon. 
In many places it is no longer readable except by great effort. The 
headline phaZ~ S9n n9ng is followed by the words: Chabap phra maha 
yotsa taeng-~Zaksana kl.9n an--"this volume has been written by Phra Maha 
Yotsa ('j n the) form of the kZ'9n an. It 

Unfortunately, knowing the author's name does not lead us any further. 
No mention is made of it in the generally known literature. The combi
nation of the titles phra and maha might sl.lggest a Buddhist monk, but 
in the last verse of the poem the author refers to himself as "a ser
vant from the Front Palace. 1I The expression used for this, kha bat 
mUZika, indicates that he was a court official of lower or medium rank. 
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The author cannot be counted among the great men of literature of his 
country. This is made evident not merely by the fact that his name is 
practically unknown but, indeed, by the quality of his poetry. Its 
plain, largely artless language is in clear contrast to the usually 
stylized diction of the well known, much praised works on Phali's teach
ings--see particularly Versions I and II. 

The manuscript at the National Library was acquired in 2458, i.e., 1925/
26. But judging by its appearance it must be significantly older than 
fifty years. This poem, or rather this manuscript, may perhaps be said 
to date fram the first half of the nineteenth century. I was unable to 
ascertain when the text was first printed. Gerini states27 that several 
editions (or printings) were published. one of them, from the year R.S. 
119 (1900), eleven pages long. 

In deviation from the usual terminology, the meter of the poem is called 
kZ"9n an., "kZ"9n poetry for reading. 1I What this probably means is that 
the text is not intended for stylized recitation, and thus does not ad
dress itself to a connoisseur public. Nevertheless the meter, both in 
the khana as well as in the rhymes at the end of the lines and within, 
is quite regularly held. 28 One may, I think, classify it as kZqn 
nangsu. 29 

A second manuscript in the National Library, Bangkok,30 is without the 
biographical data contained in the one mentioned above, but the text, 
apart from slight deviations, is identical with the printed version. 

Version V 

The text following Version IV is prosaically called in print tlyet another 
version ll (i:k samnuan nung). In fact the two versions are in style and 
contents very closely related. It may be assumed that the author of 
Version V knew Version IV--or the author of IV knew Version V. 

The printed edition seems to be based on a manuscript from the National 
Library in Bangkok,3l which states in its introduction: 

wannakham:	 plUir'i S9n nqng kZ'9n n~ng Zem Zek th'i nung 

pr'awat:	 dai cak ZekCithikcm Y'ataami;in ... sakkaY'at 1183
 
pi: maseng thaw'Cd
 

IILiterature:	 PhCiZ'i S9n n9ng., a book in the kZ'9n meter,
 
vo1. No. 1
 

History:	 Received from the Royal Clerks Office ... 
in the year 1183 (auZasakkarat)., dedicated (or 
presented) in the year of the little serpent. II 

Important for us is the date, which corresponds to the year 1821. Pre
sumably the author at that time presented his poem to a patron superior. 
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The handwritten and printed texts, apart from insignificant deviqtions
in spelling, are identical. 

The poem consists of 139 lines in the klqn meter. The author calls it 
(verse 138) a IItale,11 (nithZm) and, at the same time, a lIteaching text ll 
(sat). These designations, taking the terms in their usual meaning, 
are contradi ctory. Nithem is norma11y the word for "fa i ryta1ell or 
Ilfabulous story,1i whereas means didactic text exclusively. The 
cumulative use of both terms shows that the author's sense of literary 
form cannot have been very distinct. His work is rather on the level 
of popular poetics. This he may perhaps have felt himself as might be 
deduced from verse 139. In this line, too) it strikes one as mislead
ing that the poem is called a phleng yau~3t while a classification as 
kl9n nangsu would be more appropriate. 

Version VI 

A third kl9n version, the longest of the Phali poems so far known, is 
published in the collection Pl'achum suphasit. 33 It is based on a manu~ 
script of the National Library in Bangkok listed as Zek th~ 159. Two 
further manuscripts34 offer identical texts. They do not contain 
bibliographical or biographical details that might be used for dating. 
The opening six khlong s~ suphQp verses and the last khZong verse 
(lines 291 to 295) of the printed version do not appear in the written 
texts. 35 

In the fourth line of the first khlong kl'athu verse36 the author intro
duces himself as a kha luang doem, that is a servant or official of the 
king who was retained by him already prior to his enthronization. In 
lines 24 and 284 he mentions the name of honor and nobility conferred 
on him by the king: Phra Thammasat, which might be rendered as II gen 
tleman learned in law. 1I In line 21 he mentions also his original name, 
Suk, adding that in his younger years he was a "watchman. 1I The preface 
to the printed edition notes further37 that he was in service as a 
kha luang, surely under Rama V, tulalongkQn. Nothing further is known 
about him--and it would be fortuitous should anything more become known 
in the future. 

Version VII 

Another version of the poem, partly not yet printed, is the one dis
covered by the author while cataloguing Thai manuscripts in Germany.
It is incorporated in a manuscript belonging today to the Volkerkunde
museum in Heidelberg (J. und F. von Portheim-Stiftung fur Wissenschaft 
und Kunst), on folded-leaf pages 125 to 148.3~ It carries the seal 
and signature of the National Library, Bangkok, and thus must originate 
from there. 

The style of writing on the first two pages (of the handwritten version) 
imitates present-day Khmer lettering. This can only be due to the 
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clerk's fancy. There are a considerable number of Thai manuscripts, it 
is true, which are written in Khmer letters. These, however, use the 
Khmer alphabet proper, not as the Heidelberg manuscript does the Thai 
alphabet assimilating the Khmer style of lettering, and all are confined 
to texts of a Buddhist nature. 

The larger portion of the manuscript, lines 71 to 213, have more or less 
the same contents as the version listed here as IV, and parts of them 
are literally identical. As with Versions IV and V, the handwritten 
text is composed in the kZqn meter. Nothing is known about the author 
or the time when this poem originated. The style of lettering suggests 
that the manuscript could have been written some time after 1800. 

Version VIII 

A further text with the title PhaZI sqn nqng kham ahan is preserved by 
the Thai National Library under the signature Zek thl 3 - 26 kh (aks9n 
ph). It is written on typewriting paper (kraaat farang phim dtt). 

As author figures someone unknown named Peroma in the headline. This 
name which sounds foreign rather than Thai is most likely a pseudonym. 
Wachirawut, Rama VI, King of Thailand from 1910 to 1925, was fond of 
publishing his numerous works under pseudonyms. But that this work 
should be from his pen can, considering its contents, surely not be 
assumed. It is only 21 verses long, in the ahan meter, sixteen sylla
bles, very regular, and also the pattern of rhymes follows the ahan 
waninI.45 The khana of the verses, however--as usually with ahan 
poetry--does not fit any meter. 46 

No precise dating of the work can be offered except that it seems fair
ly certain it must have originated in this century. For a persiflage 
as irreverent as this one the time was not ripe before that in Thailand. 
As author one might well imagine a man of spirited irony from the 
period of Rama VI. 

2. General characteristics 

In the field of Thai poetry, where curiosities are by no means rare, it may 
yet be deemed a stroke of luck, and somewhat confusing at that, to find 
on one and the same theme no less than ten different works, three of 
them sections from more comprehensive contexts, seven others independent 
creations. 

Va~iou~ authors at various times have labored to prove their poetic 
Skl~l ln the three meters most frequently used in Thai literature, ahan 
khZong~ and k~qn. It can h~rd~y be by accident that Phall1s teachings' 
wer~ treated ~n so many varlatlons. What they wish to convey is so 
typlcally Thal and, beyond that, typically Asian and Buddhist that time 
and again they have offered themselves as a natural vehicle for such 
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teachings. What this type of poetry aims at is neither to amuse or 
entertain, nor to stir or move, but to offer precepts for practical 
purposes and use. And there is neither arrogance nor didactic 
condescension in them. They are, although Thai idiomatics would lend 
themselves to the most subtle nuances, neither esoteric in their 
language nor strikingly drastic or direct. 

The death of the simian ruler Phali serves as a framework for these 
poetic works. Actually, the authors could hardly have thought of a 
better one for this kind of teaching. The aura of spiritaul exalted
ness that sometimes, in the proximity of death, radiates from persons 
to whom an heroic character may be ascribed gives to the teachings an 
appearance not merely of ultimate personal wisdom but of objective 
revelations true to life far beyond mere moralizing instructions. 

Phali, portrayed in the epos as a mighty warrior, at once brave and 
cunning, has in the face of death his finest hour. He comes off well 
in this last trial by which all other deeds of his life will be judged. 

Phali expounds to the young the wrongness of his deed; he repents and 
makes known that atonement for it can only be death. "Then he was 
ready to take his leave," the Ramakian states, in solemn brevity, 
whereas in Version VI (lines 160 ff.) the farewell scene is elaborated 
in epic breadth and conveys an atmosphere of detachment such as may be 
attained by one whose struggle in life is consummated in ultimate free
dom. Phali chooses "death of his own free will, II not however as a 
hymnic feast (in the sense of Nietzche: "His own death dies the 
consummator, as a victor surrounded by men of hope and solemn vows").
With Phall, the motivation for choosing death is a feeling of guilt 
for having trespassed against a divine command, and thus there is in 
his dying uno blasphemy against man or earth" (Thus Spake Zarathustra, 
pt. I, chapter on "A Freely Chosen Death"). 

It is quite evident that all these poems must go back to one and the 
same source. Their very structure is proof of this. In those parts 
that offer precepts for practical matters, thereby distinctly different 
from the rest which consist all too often merely of moralizing common
places, the sequence of the teachings is with few exceptions identical: 

1.	 Service to the king: 1.5; 111.6; IV.36-37; V.64-66; VI.76-81. 
2.	 Explain everything to the king (and truthfully): 1.7; 11.21; 

111.9; IV.40; V.16-17. 
3.	 Admonitions concerning attire: 1.8; 111.8; IV.40; VI.134. 
4.	 No intercourse with the royal concubines: 1.8; 11.8; 111.8; 

IV. 52,55; V. 18-21; VI. 120-123. 
5.	 Report to the king only on suitable occasions: 1.9-10; 11.9-10; 

111.9; IV.88-91; V.22-23. 
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6.	 Do not touch the throne or the regalia: 1.11; 11.11; 111.18;
 
v.32-33.
 

7.	 Be not too close to the king nor too far from him: 1.12-13; II. 
12; IV.41-42; V.34-35. 

8.	 Do not speak out against rewards accorded to others: 1.14; 11.13; 
111.14; IV.100-103; V.36-37; VI.132-133. 

9.	 Do not overeat before attending an audience: 1.15; 11.14; 111.21; 
V.39-43. 

10. Do not pilfer the king's property: 1.16; 11.15; 111.21. 
11. Distrust strangers: 1.17; (11.16); 111.24; IV.108-111; V.72-73. 

The sequence in the section quoted from the Ramakian, using the above 
scheme of numbering, is as follows: 1,2,3,4,6,11,8,10. From this, 
one could not yet draw the conclusion that each later author knew his 
predecessor's works. It might be possible that the verses from the 
Ramakian alone served as an inspiration to each one of them, but to 
me this does not seem very probable. I can see no direct evolvement, 
without intermediary links, from the terse diction of the Ramakian 
verses to the epic effusion of Versions IV, VI, and VII with their 
numerous repetitions. Should Phra Narai actually be the author of 
Version II, or should it have been ascribed to his name, that poem 
as a phra ratcha niphon ("royal composition") would be the one most 
likely to have been generally known. 

Nearest to the teachings in the Ramakian is Version I. While the 
meter is different, the rather concise diction is similar. However, 
the poem in the chan meter is given more frequently to praising the 
king's majesty and to calling upon the young to be subject to him. It 
is to the poet's credit, on the other hand, that he tried to keep his 
verses free from a mannerism vitiating so many chan poems, namely, 
indulging in an erudite vocabulary of Sanskrit and Pali terms unfamil
iar to the general public. 

With 32 four-line khZong verses the work ascribed to Phra Narai is 
almost twice as long as Version I. Among all of the traditional Phali 
poetry, this poem is the most difficult one from the point of view of 
language. Not because of some more ancient linguistic forms used, but 
because, due to the sometimes aphoristic terseness of diction, the 
meaning of many words and phrases may only be gathered by interpreta
tion from the context. 

If we could proceed with assurance from the assumption that this 
poem, at least in its concept, stems from Phra Narai, we should 
have in it the key for interpreting his period of government, the 
king's mentality, and probably also that of his century. What we 
have here is no less than an unquestionable assertion of Caesarism. 
Not one line may be found in this poem that does not directly or, 
as in the epilogue (verses 3J to 32), indirectly have reference to 
the king's majesty, to the "Cakri," the IlRuler of the Earth,1I the 
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I 

"Four-Anned Oneil who is "like Siva. II The state and its general order, 
which to uphold is the call of these verses, are their sole concern. 
"Research the truth" (25), yes, but only to report it to his majesty. 

The larger part of Version III, perhaps up to verse 26, is similar in 
content to Version II. But clearly the eulogies for the royal omnip
otence are more subdued, expressed in a less exuberant manner. From 
verse 27 onward the poet, himself from a rank of higher nobility, 
ventures to pronounce teachings which, it is true, might also be use
ful when finding oneself in the presence of the royal majesty, yet 
are primarily intended to give advice to an individual, to a subject, 
on how to deport himself in delicate situations. This could be 
considered confirming evidence for the possible interval of perhaps 
200 years that might have elapsed between the writing of Versions II 
and II 1. 

The difference between the Ramakian text and Versions I, II, and III 
on the one hand, and all the others is more significant. Even the 
first impression, leaving aside all fonnal criteria of divergent 
meters--kZ9n here, chan and khZong there--conveys a feeling of a more 
relaxed atmosphere less affected by etiquette. The language of these 
poems is indeed simple, often artless. But in reading one gains the 
impression that the author has endeavored intentionally to make use 
of everyday language and figures of speech. 

PhaZ~ 89n n9ng by Phra Maha Yotsa (Version IV) is almost in the manner 
of a popular treatise, in its simplicity more like a sermon than 
poetry. Its short striking sentences are reminiscent of the terse 
language of Sukhothai inscriptions. The topic of the teachings often 
changes from line to line. The verses of this Version IV also make 
reference, it is true, to royal omnipotence, with exhortations to 
serve and be subject to the king. But these parts appear rather like 
a frame used to encompass advice on practical life directed to the 
general individual, rules of conduct intended to make life more toler
able to the reader and to preserve him from danger--urging him to 
show consideration for his fellow men and a righteous attitude toward 
1He in general. "Common sense" one might call what these verses 
offer. "Be good or bad, fearful, brave? The mid-path be your own. II 

(IV.139). 

Version V is, by nuances, a bit less directed towards the average 
individual, a bit more focused on the king. 

The poem least satisfactory formally is the one printed here as Ver
sion VI. It starts out with an unusually long introduction in ten 
four-line khZong verses. As already mentioned above, the first six 
khZong verses are missing in the manuscripts preserved at the National 
Library in Bangkok, on which the text evidently is based. In fact, 
they appear somewhat like an afterthought, as an introduction to the 
introduction proper, namely, the four khZong-k.rathu verses. It seems 
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oddly unmotivated when the sixth khZong verse containing biographical 
references to the author is abruptly followed by the statement that 
"Brahma has created the law. l1 

A large part of the verses have nothing to do with the theme proper of 
the poem. Lines 1 to 75~ 164 to 210, 211 to 231, 246 to 283 do not 
offer teachings but contain formalities, votive verses, introduction~ 

epilogue, and also (164 ff.) an otherwise unknown scene between Phali 
and Phra Narai (Rama)~ which may either have sprung from the poet's
imagination or be derived from one of the numerous Ramakian fragments. 
Further, a number of interesting new aspects are brought up in these 
verses which do not properly belong to the teachings here under discus
sion; for instance, in VI 170, 171 reference is made to the idea of 
being content with a symbolic atonement rather than killing someone for 
a crime. Regarding the character of the teachings proper of this 
version, reference is made to what has been said above about kZqn
poetry in general. 

Similarly elaborate as in Version VI is the introduction to Version VII, 
namely, 70 verses. Otherwise this poem is largely identical with the 
text of Version IV so that no further comment is required. Entirely 
extraneous to the general frame of characteristics common to Versions I 
to VII is Version VIII. 

What may be called "traditional Thailand""was nearing its end at the 
time, following the era of the two great Cakri rulers Rama IV, Mongkut 
(1851-1868), and Rama V, CulalongkQn (1868-1910), and this was notice
able to sensitive minds already. Almost by necessity was a break with 
the past to be expected after the long period of 650 years during which 
the political and social faerie of the autocratic monarchy had sometimes 
been adjusted by nuances to utterly compelling new requirements but had 
never been basically changed. The relevance of so many of the teachings, 
which had been passed on for many centuries, seemed exhausted. As an 
independent mind the poet Perama may have longed for something fresh and 
different, but since the frame of traditional society was then, around 
the year 1910, still, seemingly, intact the only way out for him was 
evasion into caricature. There was no chance for these verses to be 
printed, but they have been preserved (from whose heritage?). 

Verses 1 to 13 require no comment. Suffice it to state that the author 
was a superb observer of the ways of monkeys in their natural behavior. 
In verse 14 the teachings of the "elders" are being made fun of, not 
just en passant or by the very existence of this new kind of poetry, but 
expressis verbis. In verses 19 to 20 the tutor invites the young to 
behave towards their lord in a positively "an ti-authoritarian" way, to 
carryon in an even more defying manner than recommended by Swift to 
domestics in his IIDirections to Servants. II They should, in their own 
interest, "keep their eyes open," i.e., be on their guard in front of 
their masters yet have no qualms about engaging in "silly talk~" which 
can only mean stooping to their master's level. And as to corporal punish
ment, the young ought to pay it back with all the monkey tricks of the trade. 
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In the last line of the last verse the dying ruler of the monkeys
 
wishes himself to hell.
 

As poetry the short text of Version VIII can claim only a subordinate 
place but as an historic document of the spirit of its time it is of 
high significance. 

From PhaZ~ Teaahes the Young we may indeed derive a basic outline of
 
the historic development of the Thai spirit.
 

1.	 Pluang na NakhQn, Frawat wannakhad~ thai p. 152; likewise
 
Satawethin, Frawat wannakhad~~ pp. 62 f.
 

2.	 PhY'a Y'ataha niphon khZong~ p. (k). 

3.	 Controversial, according to other sources only until 1682 or 1683, 
see Rosenberg, "Untersuchungen zur Chronologie der Ayuthaya
Oynastien Thailands,ll p. 100. 

4.	 Etude suy' Za Zitterature 8iamoi8e~ p. 111. 
5.	 "On Siamese Proverbs and Idiomatic Expressions, II p. 44. 

6.	 What does appear in the Cindaman? version of Krom Luang Wong
sathiratsanit, Cindamanr~ p. 13, as the fourth line of a khZang 
kY'athU verse--not as an "acrostic"--is: lithe son of Indra teaches 
the younger." Thi s can mean on ly Phal1. Thi s 1i ne by itself, how
ever, does not prove that reference is made here to a poem apart 
from the Ramakian. 

7.	 Here, too, Gerini's statements are not exact. Narinthibet did not 
live during the third reign but died probably already in 1810 
(thus in any case Schweisguth, op.ait., p. 215; less definite 
P1uang na NakhQn, op.ait.~ pp. 461 f.). Which alleged version 
Gerini refers to must be left open. Narinthibet's name is men
tioned neither in a manuscript nor in any printed version of phazr 
89n n9ng. 

8.	 See on this the remarks concerning Version IV. 
9.	 See Wenk, Thai-HandsaY'iften~ part 2, p. 17. 

10.	 Fraahum aaY'Uk wat phY'a ahetuphon~ vol. II, pp. 368-371; the text 
is also printed in Itrit8ana S9n n9ng PhaZ? 89n n9ng kham ahan~ 
Phra niphon Somdet Krom Phra Pijramanuchitchinorot, pp. 20 - 23. 

11.	 Thus expressly Ohani Nivat, liThe Inscriptions of Hat Phra Jetubon," 
p. 60. 

12.	 See on this the remarks by Vella, siam undeY' Bama III, p. 54. 

13.	 Schweisguth, op.ait.~ pp. 248, 253. 
14.	 See for example Wenk, "Raden Landai, Das Leben und Werk des Phra 

Maha Montri," pp. 213 f. 
15.	 See Wenk, Die MetY'ik in deY' thaiZandisahen Diahtung, p. 97; ibid.~ 

p. 89. 
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16.	 See Wenk, op.cit.~pp. 68 ff. 

17.	 Schweisguth's reference, op.cit.~ pp. 111 and 380, to the text in 
Phrachum aaruk Wat Phra Chetuphon is misleading since the poem 
printed there is identical with the work listed here as Version I. 

18.	 Phraratcha niphon khZong~ see bibliography. 

19.	 In the preface of that work, op.cit.~ p. (k), it is stated merely 
that orthography in the manuscript varies greatly and has there
fore been changed for printing to contemporary usage. 

20.	 A similarly sceptical remark is found with reference to another 
one of Phra Narai1s works in Satawethin, Frawat wannakhad~~ p. 61. 

21.	 See Wenk, op.cit' 3 pp. 54 ff. 
22.	 Op.cit.~ p. 317. 

23.	 In the biographical compilation, ibid' 3 p. 381, the title is listed 
as Ratcha prawat ratchakan thi si (28 pp.); and one more work by 
the same author is listed, PhongsawadZm hung thep. 

24.	 See bibliography.
oJ 

25.	 Signature: ~. y ~~ 

26.	 Streblus asper. 
27.	 Op.cit' 3 p. 55. 
28.	 See Wenk, op.cit.~ pp. 113 ff. 
29.	 Wenk, op.cit.~ p. 130. 
30.	 This manuscript is without signature; it is equally a folded-leaf 

book, samut thai; the text is written in black ink on gray.-brown 
paper (kradat kh9iJ. 

31.	 Without signature but identifiable due to the bibliographic text 
mentioned above. 

32.	 Cf. Wenk, op.cit' 3 p. 128. 

33.	 Ibid.~ pp. 530-~38. 
oJ	 ~ 

34.	 Signatures: ~. ~ ~~ Lfl"ll VI ~ ("1JtJ 
and

oJ " ..	 .4 
b VI Lf1lJ ~ ".~ ?lU, 1:: ~'H ..,'i 111fi 

35. Apart from this, the printed and written texts differ only in neg
ligible orthographic details and a very few words added or left out. 

36. Regarding this meter see Wenk, op.cit' 3 pp. 68 ff. 

37. Op.cit' 3 p. 529. 
38. See Wenk, Thai-Handsch~;ften3part 2, p. 17. 
39. See Wenk, Die Metrik in der thaiZandischen Dichtung~ p. 108. 

40. See Wenk, Zoc.cit.~ note 85. 
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II. PHALl S9N N9NG AS A SOCIOLOGICAL DOCUMENT 

A. Preliminary Remarks 

The two-fold significance of this poetic work has been pointed out 
several times in the course of the present study: as a literary 
creation to be judged by aesthetic criteria and as a historic document, 
sections of which permit insights into the inner structure of monarchy 
in old Thailand. 

According to the lIformalistic method of interpretation,1I which at 
present is in use internationally, a work of art, a poetic creation, 
must be viewed neither as a IIdocument or record of cultural history, 
nor as a repository of philosophical ideas ll (Hollerer). The New Cdti
cism even disdains anything except IImas terpieces;1I Emil Staiger, any
thing except "creations of a genius;" and Benedetto Croce -insists 
that only "supreme achievements" should be acceptable in which II some
thing of the absolute ... manifests itself. 1I Apart from this, the 
slogan is today II structural analysis immanent to the work itself. 1I 

Which works from Thailand, Laos, Burma. or Vietnam might be described 
as IImasterpieces ll or "supreme achievements" need not to be decided 
here, but what we may state, somewhat generalizing to be sure, is 
that poetic works in those countries, while also seen as aesthetic 
creations, are yet regarded primarily as works with a function: as 
didactic poetry, for example, in the widest sense, i.e., including 
the large number of texts inspired by Buddhism for rendering homage, 
for ceremonial purposes, or simply as literature to be read for 
entertainment, with practical lessons on how to order one's life 
according to the precepts of Theravada Buddhism. 

Were one to accept the rigorous aestheticism outlined above as ulti
mate wisdom, one would have done with most of the literatures of 
Southeast Asia before even properly starting, and that part of the 
cultural history of the nations living there would remain unexplored.
While recognizing fully that works of art pertain to a sphere entirely 
their own, yet it seems also true that, as a rule, they are a product 
and a part of the spirit of their time and thus testimony to that 
spirit. Reading poetry does not just mean exploring lItextsll that 
bear no relation to life whatever. This is all the more true when 
such poetic works, as in the present case, profess themselves that 
their primary purpose is to teach, not to be taken as aesthetic phe
nomena, let alone "masterpieces." 

Jacob Burckhart's opinion seems to show deeper insight and more real
ism when he states that "history finds in poetry one of its most 
important sources, indeed one of the purest and most beautiful II 

(WeZtgeschichtliche BetpachtungenJ. and a contemporary writer has 
expressed the same thought rather strikingly by saying that an author 
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does not merely write a story, but history (Reinhard Baumgart, Litera
tur fur Zeitgenossen). 

The expression "sociological ll is used on purpose in the title for this 
chapter in order to cover, in historical perspective, the entire domain 
of society. There is no justification for viewing the teachings 
restrictively only under, say, juridical or constitutional aspects. 
Moreover, it would be methodically incorrect to analyze the structure 
of the Thai state of the Ayuthaya period by using an abstract pattern
of thought based entirely on Western thinking. . 

The constitutional structure of ancient Thailand is known in general 
outline. We are also informed by and large on the historic conditions 
that led to the conception of monarchy such as it prevailed in Sukhothai 
and Ayuthaya. \~e know very 1i ttl e, however, how matters II rea llyll were, 
or might have been, meaning how interrelations were structured as seen 
from the inside and how the actual communication between ruler and 
ruled operated. Historical documents, which are notat all numerous, 
have the character of chronicles. They are informative, to be sure, 
often the only sources concerning events during the 400 years of the 
Ayuthaya period, but not once do the chroniclers, court officials pre
sumably, express a personal opinion of their own, let alone permit 
themselves to be lured into venturing a critical comment. Misdeeds or 
defeats of many a great man, the cowardice or moral failings of an 
army leader, it is true, are not left unrecorded, but everything is 
reported with dispassionate aloofness. One need only read the account 
of the death of tau Fa Thamathibet, one of the greatest geniuses among
the poets of ancient Thailand. While this, to be sure, is not the 
report of a callous contemporary, yet there is not a word to betray 
human sensitivity, neither pity nor understanding sympathy, and not 
the shadow of a doubtful question transpires as to whether all was done 
by right according to the existing order. 

Accounts by European merchants, envoys, and clergymen from the 17th and 
18th centuries frequently offer interesting details about customs at 
court, relations between king and subjects, in short the areas not 
touched upon by any of the chronicles. Yet, they can be used only with 
reservations as primary sources for the sociological situation of their 
time. One may doubt, on the one hand, whether foreign travellers, pay
ing more or less transient visits to a country, preoccupied also with 
specific assignments, could have carefully and properly judged the 
atmosphere and fluidity of a royal court hermetically shut off from the 
outside world or of human interrelations in this nation with its com
plex social hierarchy, which had developed under totally different 
cultural and religious conditions unfamiliar to the outsider. On the 
other hand, one also finds obvious prejudices or intentional misinter
pretations, particularly in the records of Christian missionaries. 

What an observer interested in Thai culture is searching for is the 
kind of testimony that one might describe as the II voice of the people," 
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coming from those sections not actively participating in shaping 
events but rather serving in nameless anonymity. Private documents, 
letters, or personal notes from that time have not come down to us. 
What remains are those few poetic works that do not recreate legendary 
tales nor deal with heroic subjects, Buddhist themes, or the innumer
able, repetitious "travel accounts" (niratJ. Also to be discounted as 
a sociological source is the literary genre of the tamra~ 1 because the 
popular way of thinking often found in it has a different connotation 
from what we discuss here. An individual trait is revealed sometimes, 
as an exception, in some of the rare Thai lyric poems. Verses like 
tau Fa Thamathibetls answer to his lovels anxious question: "00 you
not fear the king, nor the dangers of your rash actions?," to which 
he replies: "I shall freely and without concern dare to be bold," 
express in fact indiscretion rather than boldness, springing from the 
rebellious spirit of a willful character without self-control. This 
is no case of personal distress, and even less could it be taken as a 
generally valid expression of a specific social situation. 

In substance, Phali's teachings do not go beyond what is by and large 
contained already as command or interdict in the voluminous collection 
of laws of the Kotmai tra sam duang. Abstracted from the casuistries 
of detailed case regulations as they prevailed in the ancient Thai 
legal system, the teachings may be considered, pars pro toto~ as the 
essence of those laws. Sociologically of interest, therefore, are not 
merely the individual teachings but also their selection and the some
times unconventional manner of their presentation. 

1.	 See Wenk, "Tamra maeu-tamra sunak" (A Treatise on Cats and Dogs), 
pp. 148-150. 
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B. Summary of Versions I to VIII 

A summary of the texts, while neglecting perhaps some nuances or fine
 
points, appears necessary and thus justified because if we wish to
 
consider the accounts and information conveyed by them under other than
 
literary aspects we must have the gist of them available in a compact

form.
 

The expressions used in the following summary lIIntroductory history" or 
lIIntroductory history to Phali's death" (VI, 160 ff.) signify that 
these sections are merely comments explaining the story's progress but 
do not contain teachings and are, therefore, irrelevant for an interpre
tation of the text as it is attempted here. The same applies to the 
words lIAddress," "Death of Phali,t1 "Epilogue," and "Co10phon,1I which. 
as formal specifics, are of interest for the history of literature, yet
by their contents are extraneolJs to the teachings. 

Version I 

Verse nos.: 

1 to	 3: Introductory history 
4: Address to Sukhr;p and Ongkhot 
5: Service to the king by day and night 
6: Be circumspect. cautious 
7: If the king asks, do explain all 
8: No luxurious attire, no glances directed towards the royal concubines 
9 to 10: Report to the king only when the occasion is auspicious 

11:	 Do not touch the throne 
12	 to 13: Be neither too near to the king nor too far from him. keep a 

moderate distance 
14:	 Do not object to rewards granted to others 
15:	 Do not overeat before attending an audience 
16:	 A thief is he who pilfers the royal treasury 
17:	 Distrust strangers 
18:	 Do not lounge about idly 
19:	 Acclaim the king's words 
20:	 Keep your distance from the king 
21:	 Be grateful to the king 
22:	 Be subject to the king 
23:	 Do not contradict the king 
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24: Be devoted to the king 
25: Be grateful to the king 
26: Be devoted to the king 
27: Serve with studious application 
28: Be truthful yet supple 
29 to 30: Be modest in front of the majesty 
31: The king will reward you 
32 to 33: Of your own free will fight to the death for the king 

Version 

Verse nos.:
 
1 to 2: Introductory history
 
3 to 4: Address to Sukhrip and Ongkhot
 
5: Be subject to the king, do not be idle 
6: Be honest to the king 
7: Do not behave conspicuously 
8: No intercourse with the royal concubines 
9 to 10: Be adroit and sensitive when having to do with the king 

11: Do not touch the royal throne 
12: Be not too near to the king nor too distant 
13: No protesting when others are rewarded 
14: Do not attend audience overstuffed with food 
15: Do not rob royal treasures 
16: Be careful when dealing with procurers 
17: Keep out of the palace grounds 
18 to 20: Be subject to the mighty majesty 
21: Serve the king eagerly, report to him everything 
22: Use prudence and caution when giving report to the king 
23: Venerate the king 
24: Be subject to the king 
25: Be truthful and obedient 
26: Praise and glory to the majesty 
27: Render homage and flatter the king 
28 to 29: Volunteer to fight to the death for the king 
30 to 32: Follow these teachings 
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version III 

V~rse nos.: 

1 to	 4: Introductory history 
5:	 Addresses to Sukhrip, Dara, and Ongkhot 
6:	 Serve and revere the king 
7:	 No idleness, serve the king 
8:	 No pompous attire, no glances toward the royal concubines 
9:	 Report to the king only when the occasion is favorable, do not 

cover up faults 
10:	 Do not contradict the king unless you are alone with him 
11:	 Avoid entering the palace grounds 
12:	 Be not too close to the king, nor too far from him 
13:	 Be adroit and sensitive when attending the king 
14:	 Do not object to rewards given to others 
15:	 Be loyal and devoted to the king 
16:	 Do not show intimacy towards the king, do not hide what deserves 

puni shment 
17:	 Protect the king, shield his property 
18:	 Regalia must be taboo for you. Behave as required by etiquette 
19:	 Be circumspect, do not boast of the king's favors 
20:	 Offer submission to the king, no antagonism 
21:	 Do not go to an audience overstuffed with food 
22:	 No intercourse with treasury or other palace officials 
23:	 No intercourse with royal concubines 
24:	 Guard family honor--no association with foreigners 
25:	 No boasting about the king's favors. Bearing royal anger calmly 
26:	 Eagerness and unconditional loyalty in serving the king 
27:	 Act prudently--do no harm to others 
28:	 Render service to the king 
29:	 Help your friends but remain loyal (to the king) 
30:	 Do not destroy, be ready to help 
31:	 Volunteer to fight for the king 
32:	 Be faithful to the king 
33:	 Be fair and considerate toward one's fellowmen 
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34 to 37: Death of Phali 
38: Epi logue 

Version IV 

Line nos.: 

1 to 17: Praising Phali 
18 to 22: Address to Sukhrip and Ongkhot 
23 to 27: Be servants to the king 
28 to 31: Behave as required by etiquette at court 
32 to 35: Attentive, careful conduct in the palace 
36 to 37: Serve the king 
38: Do not be timid 
39: Be adroit and skillful 
40: Do not dress too elegantly 
41: The middle path is right 
42: Do not remain too far from the king 
43: Do not do anything excessively 
44 to 46: Praise the king 
47: Give your answers in a seemly manner 
48 to 51: Be just 
52 to 55: Keep your eyes from the king's concubines 
56,57,59: Be devoted to the king 
58: Do not covet what is forbidden 
60 to 67: Proper conduct: polite, circumspect, truthful 
68: Be conscientious in doing your duty 
69: Associate only with your equals 
70 to 71: Retaliate evil for evil, good for good 
72 to 73: Keep your temper 
74 to 76: Destroy the wicked, not the good 
77: Don't oppress the weak 
78: Don't seduce others to gamble 
79 to 82: Be devoted to the king 
83: Doi ng nothi n9 but good wi 11 be to your own benefit 
84 to 85: Respect others, especially superiors 
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86 to 87: Be fully alert in the presence of the king 
88 to 91, 94 to 95: Report to the king only when he is in good humor 
92 to 93: Pay attention to everything, yet report only what is 

important 
96 to 99: Be brief and precise when reporting 
100 to 103: Do not object when others are rewarded 
104 to 107: Do not tresspass against the royal treasury 
108 to 111: No intercourse with foreigners 
112 to 115: Let not your eyes wander towards the royal concubines 
116 to 117: Avoid entering the palace grounds 
118 to 119: Be self-controlled 
120 to 126: Volunteer to fight for the king 
127 to 143: Qualities of a good general: foresight, planning in 

advance, treating the soldiers well 
144 to 147: Do not fear death 
148 to 155: Honor the race of the simian kings 
156 to 161: Hang together, protect each other 
162 to 167: Phali's death 
168 to 175: Colophon 

Version V 

Line nos.: 

1 to 10: Introductory history 
11 to 14: Be subject to the king 
15: No stealing 
16 to 17: Report only what is true 
18 to 21: No contact with the king1s concubines 
22 to 23: Make reports only at the proper time 
24: Do your duty conscientiously 
25: Bide your time 
26: Adjust to the respective situation 
27: Watch over the king 
28: Contradict when necessary 
29 to 31: Caution when contradicting or reporting bad news 
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32 to 33: Do not touch the royal throne 
34 to 35: Be neither too close to nor too far from the king 
36 to 37: No objecting when others are rewarded 
38: Modesty 
39 to 43: Be well groomed and don1t overeat when attending audience 
44 to 48: Be fully alert in the presence of the king 
49: Take your official duties seriously 
50: Be modest 
51: Be faithful to friends 
52 to 55,58: No intercourse with royal concubines and eunuchs 
59: Reveal nothing when taken prisoner 
60: Honor the authorities 
61 to 63: Be zealous in fulfilling your duty 
64 to 66: Be servants to the king 
67: Act according to tradition 
68 to 71: Steal nothing from the royal treasury 
72 to 73: No intercourse with foreigners 
74: Be sincere 
75: Consider before speaking 
76 to 79: Do not tresspass into the palace grounds 
80 to 82: Act in accordance with these precepts 
83 to 89: Revere the king day and night 
90: Fear the king's punishment 
91: Do not be careless 
92 to 93: Do not boast of the royal favor 
94 to 95: Caution, no false friends 
96 to 101: Do not give reports when the king is ill~tempered 

102: Be dutiful 
103: Report no untruths 
104 to 107: Denounce no one unless you have to 
108 to 109: The good shall be promoted 
110 to 111: Promote your own race 
112 to 119: Voluntarily and bravely you shall fight for the king 
120 to 129: Protect each other 
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130 to 137: Death of Phiili 

138 to 139: Colophon 

Version VI 

Line nos.: 

1 to 20: Veneration of the Buddha, The Teaching, and the Community of 
Monks 

21 to 24: The author presents himself 
25 to 32: Ponder the wisdom of these teachings 
33 to 40: Phali announces his death 
41 to 69: Introductory history and proclamation of Phali's glory 
70 to 75: Appeal to Ongkhot, Sukhrip, and Hanuman 
76 to 81: Be true and faithful servants of the king 
82: Show modesty 
83 to 85: Be brave fighters 
86 to 91: Serve your own race, be loyal toward the king 
92 96,99: Fight with art and strategy 
97: Be not too trusting 
98 to 99: Don't lose your head 
100 to 101: Tell good things about good men 
102 to 103: Be helpful 
104 to 112: No ill will or contempt towards inferiors, modesty towards 

superiors 
113: Don1t make fools of yourselves 
114: Avoid being drunk 
115: No association with men of ill repute 
116 to 119: Proper conduct towards the king 
120 to 123: No intercourse with ladies of the palace 
124 to 127: Honor your race, be loyal 
128; Be the king's servants 
129; Respect the king's treasures 
130: Serve with careful attention 
131: lICorrect" behavior 
132 to 133; Do not corrupt rewards given to others 
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134 to 135: Dress with care 
136 to 138: Mininster your office well 
139 to 143: Be charitable, without ill-will or desire for revenge 
144 to 146: Be truthful 
147 to 148: Serve the king 
149 to 150; Be ready to help 
151: Guard your dignity 
152 to 154: Be content with your rank 
155: Show a sense of duty 
156 to 159: Pay homage to the king 
160 to 210: Introductory history to Phali's death 
211 to 231: Pha1i says goodby; the last precepts: serve the majesty 
232 to 243: Let these teachings be a guide to all and everyone 
244 to 245: Be eager to serve 
246 to 283: In praise of this poem, and the benefit from it 
284 to 295: Epilogue 

version VII 

Line nos.: 

1 to 70: Introductory history 
71 to 219: See description of Version IV, lines 18 to 160 
220 to 227: Epilogue 

Version VIII 

Verse nos.: 

1: Announcing the teachings 
2 to 20: Behave monkeyish, ye monkeys 
21: Death of Phali 
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It may be pointed out that in none of the verses is there so much as a 
hint that anything of material value should be presented to the king. 
The command is only not to pilfer the kingts property (1.16; 11.15; 
111.17; IV.104 ff.; V.68 ff.; VI.129). Neither are there admonitions 
in any of the versions demanding good conduct toward the community of 
monks, and no infernal punishment is held up as a threat to those who 
might not honor one or another of the precepts. Thus, there is no 
direct connection between secular power and religion, and the latter is 
not pressed into immediate service of political ends or of the royal 
omnipotence. That the indirect influence of Buddhism on the teachings 
was, however, considerable becomes quite obvious in the following 
chapters. 

If we disregard the verses described above as formalities or sections 
reporting events, the remaining bulk may be divided into three major 
groups with reference to their contents: First, those concerning the 
person or the office of the king directly, inviting absolute loyalty 
toward him; second, those exhorting to proper conduct toward one's 
fellow man and the general public; third, those having more or less the 
personal well-being of the addressee, i.e., the reader, in mind, offer
ing "golden rules" for the individual person--behave like this, do not 
do that--for his own benefit. 

Not all of these verses fit exactly into one of these three categories;
there are too many passages with overlapping implications. An invita
tion like the one: "Keep your distance from the king " might be classi
fied as belonging to anyone of the groups. The meaning is often fluid. 
If the poet recommends to the young to report to the king "only when 
the occasion is favorable," it may be doubtful whether this is rather in 
their own interest to protect them from the majesty's anger or whether 
in the poet's opinion the venerable person of the ruler towers so high 
above all that his subjects ought to pay proper respect even to his 
whims and tempers. 

The larger part of the teachings--so much becomes clear even after the 
first provisional reading--be1ongs to group number one. These teachings
exhort one to show obedience, sometimes submissiveness; they admonish 
one to see in the king a refuge of all virtue and justice and to regard 
him--not unimportant1y--as the sole benefactor and guardian. 

Parallel to this grouping by contents runs a second one by authors-
provided the data already set forth concerning the literary history of 
the	 poems generally corresponds to the facts. If the texts are thus 
classified, they equally divide into three groups, namely: 

A.	 A king of Thailand being the author, Version II; 

B.	 members of the (high) nobility being the authors, Version III, per
haps I; 

C.	 authors stemming from anonymous sections of the people, Versions IV, 
V, and V1. 
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It is interesting to note that this latter way of classification leads 
to almost identical groupings as that by contents given earlier. Only 
the authors classified under (C) wrote verses belonging to groups (2) 
or (3), while only the poem by the royal author consists exclusively 
of verses to be classified under group (1). Recognizing this leads 
one directly to the question as to how poets in Thailand perceived 
their own function and mission. 
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C.	 The IITeachers ll --The Role Played by the Poets and How They Inter
preted It 

Through the mouth of the monkey ruler Phali, ten poets of ancient 
Thailand have pronounced their teachings. As far as the few data of 
literary history that have come down to us on this subject permit to 
state, they were men coming from the most different social surroundings, 
and what they wrote was meant for contemporaries of various centuries 
(see 1. B. 1) . 

The fact that only few, if any, certain dates exist about the lives of 
the poets and that in some cases not even their names are known should 
not deter us from appraising the little we do know under sociological 
aspects. 

Let us try to outline the problem by asking pertinent questions. What 
were the reasons that motivated one or another of the poets to write 
their teachings of Phali? 

From what perspective were those poems conceived--from a position of 
dependence or from the viewpoint of free men? 

A follow-up question must be added to the last one: Was the writing of 
the poems commissioned, were the poems merely a product of leisurely
imagination, or were they totally conditioned by a specific personal or 
social situation? 

Do the teachings express the private opinions of the poets, or a collec
tive opinion, or that of the sovereign? 

Did any of the poets consider that his mission was to exhort, to fore
tell, to reform, or were they merely mouthpieces of royal omnipotence? 

Did	 they see themselves as entertainers? 

There is not a single one of these questions that we could answer irre
futably. All we can try to do is to make apparent by hypotheses the 
probability of some of our contentions. 

One may submit that in a hierarchical society so thoroughly structured 
as that of ancient Thailand a specific rolel was assigned to poets, too, 
and that they were well aware of it. They were firmly integrated into 
that section of the population to which they belonged according to their 
II worth ll (sakdina).2 The author of Version II, belonging possibly to 
royalty, will be disregarded in this connection. 

The poet did not consider himself as having a "social contract" with 
society, rather he saw society as his own community, with himself as an 
integral part of the social fabric. Having a "clearly defined status, 
his role was thus free of conflict."3 The warning in l54/VI, IIBehave as 
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is with your rank appropriate," articulated no doubt a generally recog
nized rule. 

The poet did not feel an outsider in the role he played in society. 
Cult of the genius, the posture of the literary star, of someone 
"specialll--special in regard to whom indeed? The country's king was so 
far removed from his subjects that his IIworth ll was infinite, beyond any 
counting. And the grand and mighty were watching jealously over their 
roles, intent on increasing their prestige and possessions. The poet 
needed patrons, just as everyone depended in some way, not merely eco
nomically, on everybody else. 

Being content with one's role will often, if not usually, have implied 
also a certain degree of real satisfaction. That would be a Buddhist 
thought. As in all forms of rationality, in Buddhism, too, there is an 
element of renunciation. But it would also correspond to an insight
into the actual distribution of power which, in a traditionally hier
archical society, made it impossible to break out, or possible only in 
a restricted way, sometimes endangering one's personal well-being. The 
poet was probably also incapable of assuming an attitude of a certain 
distance to society which is needed for any critical assessment of it, 
or for subjecting society to doubt. 

Was the poet, then, one who adapted himself or was even willingly 
submissive, a conformist or even an opportunist? Was his an active, 
more or less creative, conquest of the world around him, or was it a 
passive, imitating, conformist attitude. a simple submission to the 
"normative power of the facts?" It will often be impossible to answer 
the question unequivocally; whether someone should be called an opportu
nist is, by the way, to a large extent a matter of personal opinion and 
thus extraneous to our discussion here. One will have to put the ques
tion more concisely: Were poets in ancient Thailand, due to whatever 
the situation, bound, even compelled, to behave like conformists or 
opportunists? Did social constraints press upon their personal situation, 
their freedom of decision, to such an extent that in order to preserve
their physical or spiritual existence they had no alternative but to 
become conformists, opportunists? Actually, no one was forced to become 
a poet. Neither, therefore, was anyone pushed into assuming the part of 
a conformist thereby. Whoever felt the vocation of a poet, or rather 
of a teacher, was entirely free to devote himself to such an office. To 
envisage and to teach, in one's own words and images, ways of living
together in society is an entirely legitimate undertaking and need not 
have anything to do with conformism, let alone opportunism. If it does, 
it will be on account of some personal inclination, not due to social 
constraints. 

Surely the poet did feel "adjusted," and this he wanted to be to a high 
degree. He would not have had the slightest chance of finding an audi
ence and being heard had his poetry presented teachings deviating from 
the generally accepted moral and social norms, i.e., teachings for which 
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no need was felt and which, therefore~ would not have been readily 
understood (concerning this see also II. F.2),, 

In formal aspects, too, the Phal~ s9n ngng poems are proof of an unbro
ken, unreflected relationship of the poets to their society .. t~hat they 
were using were traditional metrics familiar to every literate person, 
and the language chosen, particularly from Version VI on, consisted of 
plain figures of everyday speech. 

A kha luang~ a court official of modest rank, was one of the authors, 
another was presumably an abbot, a third a judge. This means that their 
positions could be considered, from a financial point of view, as rela
tively secure. 4 None of the poets who wrote the Phal~ S9n n9ng verses 
was apparently a professional writer. There may have been individual 
cases of poets who spent their days in unfettered Bohemian liberty, 
living on a benefactor's or generous mistress1s liberality or subsisting 
on occasional work. SunthQn Phu surely spent part of his life this 
way;5 Phayaphrom1s biography of him indicates something to that effect. 6 

If, therefore, there was no estate of professional poets, there was also 
no specific class consciousness, no specific lIethos" apart from the 
generally recognized and practiced rules of life. That one or another 
of the poets may have seen himself as on a different level from the rest 
of his environment would be natural, but this would not have been the 
result of a special group consciousness of poets but would rather tes
tify to the strength of;his own personality. 

The question concerning the poet's subjective understanding of the sense 
and purpose of his poetry cannot be separated from another one, namely: 
IIFor whom?1l Only in the case of a king of Thailand being the possible 
author--Version II--would such a question be superfluous. But in what 
role did a poet see himself who found it necessary to repeat over and 
over again in his verses, IIBe subject to the king?!' First of all, and 
presumably above all, is the role of a loyal subject addressing himself 
to all other subjects. Is the poet, then, as the servant of a social 
and political structure imposed on him, ministering to it as a praiser 
and glorifier?? Yes, indeed, surely to a certain degree. But not as 
one who, ideologically conditioned, acted under direct compulsion, but 
as a citizen of pragmatic, possibly idealistic, character who felt 
secure in the part he played within his own society and therefore looked 
upon it in a positive way.8 

Further, even praise and acclaim need not necessarily imply that a 
system of government ought to be, and remain, in all and everything 
exactly as it is. Only when royal rule was linked to extrasocial, tran
scendent laws, to ideas for example as those taken from Buddhist cosmol
ogy (see infra I1.E.2.), did the poet find himself in the role of one 
proclaiming that the existing political structure could not even be 
imagined to be otherwise. In that case his role was no longer that of 
an enlightener who would want to encourage his listeners or readers to 
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give thought to the situation of society and to ponder the allegedly 
"true ll interests of the individual. Thai poets did not enlarge upon 
the historical conditions of government or on the fact that it might 
be subject to change. 

The poets of ancient Thailand were not preoccupied with educating for 
themselves a reading or listening public; they rather wanted to cater 
to the needs of the one that already existed. Their intention was not 
critical analysis but describing the existing reality9_-all this 
possibly without the poets fully and consciously rendering themselves 
account of it. 

It may be assumed that poets also often found themselves called upon 
to render the leisure hours of some royal or otherwise highly placed 
patron more interesting and pleasurable by mellifluous verses in the 
lighter vein (aut prodesse volunt aut delectare poetae). And what 
poet is not inclined to hyperbolize, at least sometimes, if by this 
his verses become especially effective or pleasing to the ear? (liThe 
poets," Nietzsche found in AZso sppaah ZaPathustpa., "are lying too 
much. 11) 

Some poets may also have found special satisfaction in an artful 
mastery of the language,lO hoping to attract readers or listeners who 
would appreciate this. A Buddhist abbot may have justified his own 
manner of poetry by the need for spreading precepts derived from 
Buddha's wisdom in easily absorbed verses addressed to everyone, thus 
writing as a preacher rather than as a poet. 

The author of Version VI sets up this demand (259): llRefrain from 
speaking out if something is not expounded in these present teachings. 1I 

Indeed, the advice of a person convinced of himself, but probably it 
was meant rather as a "golden rule of life," a helpful directive for 
the average citizen with little or no social or political experience.
That this was the way the poets themselves saw their task may be con
cl uded also from 292/VI, liMy poem is but a humble onell--meaning that 
what they considered their true mission was in the first place to 
help by advice and instruction, and only in the second place to be a 
poet--even though the same author invites us at the same time not to 
measure his verses by the mere yardstick of our own taste (275-276). 

There remained, to be sure, an abstract sphere of freedom of inspira
tion for the poet, but at the same time he desired to make his living 
in as agreeable and effortless a manner as possible. This, by and 
large, he could do only with, not against, the society in which he 
lived and which, ultimately, was the judge as to whether his poetry 
was significant and true. Inspiration here is not to be understood 
as enlightenment from heaven but as igniting spark in speaking out 
about burning problems in one1s own society, in their actuality and 
realism. 
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Any poet in ancient Thailand knew that he would remain, more or less, 
"unknown. 1I The only way to distribute his verses was to put them down 
laboriously in writing, either by scratching them on palm leaves or 
penning them on the heavy, cardboard-like paper made from the bark of 
domestic trees. ll That was expensive, often more than a kha luang or 
the abbot of a smaller monastery could afford. Here again one would 
have to have had a benefactor. And to read and write was still a 
privilege then, for those who had leisure or who due to their unusual 
talent were supported during their studies, for which economic security 
was a prerequisite. Whatever hypothetical alternative one may examine, 
the conclusion is that writing in old Thailand was largely determined 
by social and economic conditions. 12 This, however, was not so because 
of any Itnatural" law of dogmatic validity but because of a specific 
historical situation. There was nothing to encourage poets to see them
selves as prophets or missionaries, neither was there any need for that. 

1.	 I am aware that in contemporary sociological literature the concepts 
of "role" and "playing one's role" are controversial by definition 
and application, see the comprehensive survey on this question in 
Haug, KPitik dep RollentheoPie, as well as in Bernsdorff, Woptepbuah 
dep soziologie, under the heading IIRo" e und Roll entheori ell (by 
Dahrendorf), vol. 3, pp. 673 ff. For the present study, which 
attempts an interpretation of partial aspects of social conditions 
in pre-industrial Thailand, this IItheory of roles" turns out to be 
entirely practicable, unburdened by ideology. liThe purpose of the 
theory of roles, therefore, is not to uncover the means by which 
reality is changed, but rather those means which mold the interpre
tation of this reality in our consciousness, in our experience,1I
Haug, op.ait., p. 130. I also feel justified in using the concept 
of role in view of, particularly, the more recent results of re
search in ethology, to which only occasional reference can be made 
in the present study and in view of the insight that acting a part
implies at the same time IITriebverzicht,1I restraining one's sexual 
and other drives. (Concerning IITriebverzicht" as a fundamental 
precondition for the development of human civilization, see Freud.) 

2.	 Concerning the concept of sakdina see Rabibhadana, The OPganization 
of Thai Soaiety in the EaPly Bangkok Period l?82-l8?3. pp. 98 ff.; 
Wales, Anaient siamese Government and Administpation, passim. 

3.	 Claessens, RoUe und Maaht, p. 47; Boesch, "Autoritat und Leistungs
verhalten in Thailand,1I pp. 35 ff., speaks of IIstaying in one's 
proper place;1I see also Sarkisyanz, Buddhist Baakgpounds of the 
Burmese Revolution, pp. 68 ff., where references to further litera
ture may be found. In this connection, it might be of interest to 
read what Priestly, The English, pp. 19 f. has to say in character
izing his fellow-countrymen, see also note 85. 
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4.	 It may be pointed out, however, that at least one of the poets 
according to his own testimony was a guardsman in his younger years 
(see VI/22), thus stemming from the lowest social stratum. 

5.	 See the biography of the poet by Damrong, French translation by
 
Notton, La vie au Poete Sounthone-Bhou~ pp. 9 ff.
 

6.	 Phayaphrom, The Poem in FoUl' Songs" pp. 5-7; PhaYQmyong, PrOJ.Jat
 
wannakha~ Zan na thai~ pp. 141 ff.
 

7.	 "Artistic creativity ... al ways asserts itself in accordance with 
the needs of society, and it is expressed in forms corresponding 
to these needs. I! This statement by Hauser, Kunst und Gesenschaft~ 
p. 32 (see also ibid. pp. 163 ff.), which would sound less ideolo
gical if instead of lI needs of societyl! one were to put I!the histor
ical situation,1! describes accurately, in any case, the situation 
in a cultural community as tightly structured as old Thailand. 
Nietzsche (FrohUche WissenschaftJ put it this way: lIPoets ... are 
always the valets-de-chambre of some morality or other. I! Compared 
to this somewhat flippant formulation, Sigmund Freud's repeated 
remark (see Das Unbehagen in der KuZtUl'~ pp. 266 ff.) seems to lead 
much further, namely, that also I!communities develop super-egos 
under the influence of which cultural development proceedsl! and 
that these I!cultural super-egos form ideals and pose demands. I! 

8.	 Compare to this also Hauser, op.cit." pp. 215 ff. concerning the
 
position of the artist in the period of Mannerism and the Baroque

Age. In the light of a poet's self-understanding in ancient
 
Thailand such as we assume it here, Lenin's theory that there is
 
only art of the exploited or the exploiters clearly miscarries.
 

9.	 See concerning this also Bourdieu, Zur SozioZogie der 8ymboZischen 
For.men~ pp. 89 ff. 

10.	 Nai Khamwilai, a contemporary poet of the older generation, points 
again and again, in personal conversation, to the Artful metrics 
of his verses, see Wenk, Die Ruderlieder--kap he rUo~-in der 
Literatur ThaiZands~ p. 90. 

11.	 Streblus asper. 

12.	 On the social determination of creative writing in general, see 
Lowenthal, LiteratUl' und GeseZZschaft" pp. 245 ff.; further the 
respective contributions in Fugen, Wege der Literatur8ozioZogie~ 
especially those by Bonald, pp. 39 ff.; Tocqueville, pp. 60 ff.; 
Plechanov, pp. 82 ff.; also Bourdieu, op.cit." in the chanter on 
"Kunstlerische Konzeption und intellektuelles Kra'ftefeld,1I pp. 75 
ff. I have read this literature with, I hope, profit for my own 
theses. I have also consulted Bernsdorff, Worterbuch der 
Soziologie~ especially Vol. 2. 
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D. The Addressees 

PhQZ~ S9n ngng: n9ng here is younger brother~ that is~ Sukhrip~ but in 
all versions the teachings are extended to others as well: SUkhrip and 
Ongkhot in I, II~ and IV; Sukhrip, Dara, and Ongkhot in III; "his 
(Ph~ll's) race, and also Ongkhot" in V; Ongkhot, Sukhrfp and Hanuman in 
VI~ even though Hanuman does not figure in the respective account in the 
RTxmakicrn. All of these are without excepti on persons of royal rank and 
thus Phali1s equals. It is obvious, however, expecially in Versions III 
to VII, that each of the poets addresses himself to a general public, to 
all sections of the population not directly connected with the royal court. 

As far as the majesty of the Thai king was concerned~ everyone without 
exception was subject to the same rules, prohibitions~ and punishments~ 

from the Maha Uparat, who had the lJworth~lI or sakdinii.., of 100~OOO~ down 
to the slaves with a sakdinii. of 5. 

A generally formulated principle of equality~ establishing that every
body was equal before the law and in court~ did not exist in the laws of 
the Ayuthaya period. It would actually have been unthinkable~ consider
ing the general spirit and social conditions of the time. In fact, such 
a principle was entirely beyond any idea that could have been conceived 
at a time when people's minds were conditioned, at least subconsciously, 
by Buddhist teachings about merit, bun., acquired by each individual. 
More or greater merit meant to be nearer than others to the world of the 
gods and, ultimately, to nibbana", and on this earth this included a 
better social position than that held by one with less merit. But we 
have a good many accounts to the effect that legal penalties were exe
cuted on a prince of Thailand, even a "ce l estial prince" of the highest 
rank,l with the same severity as on an unknown courtier or servant. 
The chroniclers of the country as well as Western literature mention not 
infrequently that members of the nobility suffered such punishment, 
usually resulting in death. Ministers who had the misfortune of incur
ring the displeasure of the king were condemned to flogging~ and punish
ment was executed immediately in front of the entire court. L 

Thus, all subjects were indeed, apart from individually granted favors~ 
"slaves at the feet of the majesty." And further on in our study it 
will become apparent that this was true not only with re9ard to punish
ments but also to rewards accorded for special merits. 

P'JUiH Teaahes the Yovng is not addressed to a specific "class" or just 
one section of the people, but to everyone considered to be a subject of 

king of Thailand (regarding this see also above, under II.C). 

v 

1.	 See for example the death of Cau Fa Thamathibet, Wenk, Die Ruder
lieder--kap he ruo-- in der Literatur Thailands., pp. 35 ff. 

2.	 See Benedict~ Thai Culture and Behavior", p. 4; Thompson, Thailand: 
The New Siam", p. 234. 
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E.	 Typology of Dominion 

1.	 Inst..e~~d of .an introduction; the typology of the Thai monarchy 
according to Western sou~ces 

In the accounts given by Western authors s the monarchy of ancient 
Thailand is described as follows: 

La Loubere (1691): IILe grandeur des Rois s dont l'Autorite est 
Despotique, est de pouvoir tout contre tous .... "1 "ces Rois qui sont si 
absolument les Ma1tres de la fortune et de la vie de leurs sujets .... "2 

Crawfurd (1828): IIA government so arbitrary and unjust s can place no 
113reasonable reliance upon its own subjects .... liThe government of 

Siam ... is as thoroughly despotical as the absence of all legal restraint 
with the aid of religion and superstition can well make it .... 114 

Pallegoix (1854): "Le gouvernement de Siam est despotique dans toute la 
force du terme; le roi y est craint et respecte presque comme un dieu .. 
.. 115 "Quoique le roi de Siam ait un pouvoir despotique et absolu s cela 
nlempeche pas qulil a un reglement de vie auquel it doit se conformer ... 
Ph:Pa: pa:;r;a: monthiepaban.,,6 

Bowring (1857): liThe authority exercised by the King of Siam ... is 
altogether absolute. II? "So absolute is submissions that the severest 
punishments emanating from the authorities are submitted to without 
murmuring."8 "Honours almost divinep .. humiliations 

11
ghe most degrading s 

mark the distance between sovereign and subjects .... 

Landon (1939): "Under the absolute monarchy the people were socially 
ranked in such a way that each rank respected and feared the superior 
while oppressing the inferior .... "10 

Thompson (1941): "In ancient Siam the absolutism of the king was such 
that his subjects were nothing but slaves and chattels. No one was 
exempt from the cruel and petty tyranny practised to inculcate meekness .. 
. •u11 "(Buddhism) has been eminently useful to an autocratic govern
ment by instilling in the people a cheerful humility and forbearance 
that has kept them submissive and loyal to the throne. 1112 "Since the 
man who filled so uncompromisingly despotic a role was unknown to his 
people their loyalty was transferred from him as a personality to his 
office. II " ••• (a) master-servant concept of kingship." l3 

Benedict (1952): liThe omnipresent fact of Siamese history has been the 
absolutism of the king, an absolutism which in theory and practice 
meant that his caprice made and voided the fortunes of those who sur
rounded him."14 

These quotations might easily be multiplied. With the exception of 
Crawfurd s all those quoted are men who knew the country well--clergymen 
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or diplomats--authors who, while they might be wont to be critical, yet 
bore interest and perhaps even benevolence to the country of their 
choice. In no case did they display ill-will or contempt. Neverthe
less, the tenor of all these reports is that where the benefits of 
Western-Christian civilization, and that is to say the benefits of 
European colonial regimes. did not prevail, in good time, chaos, corrup
tion, superstition, and tyranny were rampant. 15 And the white man did 
not write only about Thailand in this manner. A special case even 
within the style of writing cultivated in the West is Crawfurd's JournaZ 
of an Emhassy ... to the COUY'ts of Siam and Coahin China. This book, 
heaping contempt on the ways of life and culture of Asian nations with 
an acidity increasing from chapter to chapter, empties the cornucopia 
of Western arrogance to the dregs. 16 To describe this work as "one of 
those classics of historical literature which at the same time serves 
both as a first-hand account of an historical event and as a scholarly 
[I] general treatment of the context in v/hich that event occurred,"17 
can only be the result of an astonishing ignorance of the book itself 
and/or Asian cultures. 

From a Marxist point of view an attempt has been undertaken by Wittfogel 
to prove that the equation "Asiatic society despotic society" makes 
sense. 18 The author tries to build his thesis on a wealth of detail 
taken partly from some of his numerous earlier publications. Yet, 
already the thesis, taken by itself alone, must be considered as pro
grammatic, which compromises its dispassionate quality and scholarly 
value from the beginning. There is too much generalization in his 
equation "Asiatic society =despotic society" to be accepted as satis
factory, let alone convincing. Every Asian society? And outright 
"despotic" at all times? Indeed, Wittfogel starts out with a program, 
and thus his argument suffers, despite all the substantial research that 
went into it, from a one-sided interpretation of the facts and a not 
infrequent substitution of assertion for proof. Quite apart from the 
questionable value of such a procedure, it must be pointed out that, at 
least in the opinion of this author, it ought to be considered a primary 
obligation and a point of professional honor by any Orientalist, i.e., 
scholar in the field of foreign peoples and civilizations, to describe 
and to judge the ways of life of such other nations, Chinese or Thai for 
example, in the light of Chinese or Thai sources. It is generally known 
for instance, that Eastern civilizations have a conception of person
ality, and thus also of society, fundamentally different from that of 
the West. We know that among Asian peoples one of the mental patterns 
for conceiving society and, in consequence, the state has been nature 
in its various forms of manifestation, i.e., its "elementslluhowever 
these may be defined--in their interaction and mutual displacement in a 
general struggle for survival. Applied to the human level, this means 
that the battle of all against all in which the stronger overpower the 
weaker, the bigger beast swallows the smaller one, is obviously one of 
the primary impulses of life. The history of the Thais, in other words, 
cannot be properly interpreted from merely the point of view of areli
gion or an ideology of Western origin. 
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Despite all professions of "objectivity,1I of IIbenevolent interpretation," 
the mona rchy of old Tha i1 and has for centuri es been presented to 
Western readers as the prototype of Oriental despotism. 19 Let us see 
whether on the basis of original Thai texts we come to the same or 
alternative interpretations. 

2. The king--title and	 terminology 

That in a language as rich in synonyms as Thai there should exist numer
ous terms for "king ll is to be expected. In fact, there are several 
dozen of them, and in texts other than PhaZ~ S9n n9ng there are still 
further expressions. 

However, the wealth of such expressions for the person or office of the 
ruler is not something typical for Thailand alone. A similar phenomenon 
may be observed in any state, also Western ones, that has or had a 
monarchical form of government. And it must be added that eulogies of 
the Western kind on monarchs are probably more aggravating to the modern 
reader than those from Thailand because the former almost invariably 
glorify the national past together with the ruler, stirring up not just 
patriotic emotions but overbearingly chauvinistic ones. Poems like 
phazt sqn n9ng are entirely free from such excesses, and that remarkable 
difference ought to be stressed. No parallels for IILebensraum," IIpeacellby victory,lI or II ru ling the waves are found in these Thai works. 

II Ki ng II in these poems is expressed in the fo 11 owi ng ways: 

1. 1: phu somyet: IIHe who has dignity (fame) II 
4: phra cakra: IIBearer of the disk ll 

5: ong phitsanWiJong krasatra: liKing of the race of Phra Narai" 
7: thlzu: II Lord" 
9: thai: A IIgreatll or	 IImighty oneil 

12: ong: II (Royal ) person" 
13: phra bancha: "Illustrious wisdom" 
19 : ratcha mana: II Roya1 hea rt II 
19 : 6akraphat krasatr~: IIGreatest king of all kings ll 

21 : phu pnan phau: IIHe who stands above your head" 
22:	 pin eutha tharet: liKing with the golden pin in the (Brahmin)

hair knot!! 
23: isarathibet: IIVisnu" 
24: bqriban bqdisun: IISav ior and ruler of the solar race!1 
25: phUth9n: "Preserver of things, of the earth" 
26: l5au: IIPrince, ruler, king tl 
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28 : 

31 : 

II.1.3: 

2. 1: 

3.4: 
5.2: 

6.2: 

8.3: 

8.3: 

9.2: 

10.3: 

12. 1 : 

13.3: 

18. 1 : 

18.3: 

19. 1 : 

20.2: 
23. 1: 
25.3: 
26. 1: 
26.1 : 

28.1: 

30.3: 

III.6.2: 

7.4: 
19.3: 

21. 1 : 

28. 1 : 

32.3: 

IV. 25: 

27: 

makut kZau thom don: IIHighestt great, enlightened crown ll
 

phra khun t'hZru: "Great lord and ruler"
 

burintharat: liKing of the great city"
 
ratch(aJ: IIKing"
 

kaeu net: IlHe of the radiant eye"
 

thi b'9din pin rakhultJong: liThe twice great, with the (Brahmin)
 
hairpin, from the race of Rakhu" 

singhanat: liThe one with the lion's voice ll 

thai phu song thorn: IIRuler giving the 1aw ll 

thY prato' IlTwice wise ll 

phuwanai: "Lord of the earth ll 

naPen(trJ sun: IlGreat king ll 

t'hZru narub'9a:i: IISovereign and great king ll 

thamik(aJ rat: liKing and dispenser of justice ll 

tha brdin: IIHe, the great ll 

npranat: IlDivine being and king ll 

th9ranin: "Ruler of the earth ll 

catuY'aphut: llThe four-anned oneil 

thCiu song s'9n: IlRuler and lord of the 
/ 

b9rom isasal.tJaPat: "Supreme Siva-king ll 

ins?;: liThe one with the five senses II 

phayaban: "Guardian of the sick ll 
I 

arrow ll 

witsanu: liThe one who protects, II Vi snu.
 

ong song sakdi thoran'inat: IlMost worthy one in whom the earth
 
) 

trusts ll 

phra narai pin kZau: "Phra Narai, highest majestyll
 
dau Zo.o' "Lord of the earth"
 
phU ban: IIRuler of the earth J'
 

c9m krasato' II Su preme king II
 

phra harirak: "Phra Narai"
 
b'9phit: liThe venerable one"
 

phra det pok kZau: "The mighty reigning highest"
 
phra batha: "(The one with) the noble feet"
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30: khun bun: "Benefactorll 
37: phra thai: liThe gracious oneil 

44: phra khatiyawong kasatrisut: liKing of the highest royal blood ll 

45: mongkut traiphop: IICrown of the three worlds ll 

88: phra phirot: liThe man of wrath" 
90: phra banaha: liThe wise one" 

100:	 phra b'9rirak b'9romcmat: liThe regent, the highest, the
 
protector II
 

174: phra maha yotsa: liThe powerful, most worthy oneil 

V.12: pnuwanat: IIRuler of the	 earth ll 

88:	 phra phu song cop phiphop: "He who lords it over the whole 
world ll 

89: mali tr'i ~okhanata: IIHead	 of the three worlds ll 

111: phra harithai: "He of a knowing mind ll 

VI.83 : phra s'i. kJm: liThe four-handed oneil 

118: phra b'9romin: liThe Highest, Indra ll 

129: luang: II Lord II 

184: phra aet pok ket kaeu: liThe mighty, commanding, illustrious 
head II 

217: phra aeahZrnuphiip: liThe mighty oneil 

Expressions from Versions I and II recurring identically in III to VII 
were not repeated in this list. 

The sum of all these words and phrases, when surveyed and examined in 
detail, are found to present in mosaic fashion no less than a pattern 
of Thai political philosophy and, beyond that, of the cosmological 
ideas on \'lhich Thai culture is based. The IIgeneral charactieristics ll 
of these poems as outlined above might be repeated here at the hand of 
the tenninology used for IIking. 1I 

In the beginning of Thai history there surely was no specific word for 
king, rather expressions like thiiu" I'lord, prince/lor thai" lIgreat, 
mighty one,1I among others were used. These are original, monosyllable
Thai words. 20 In Version III the poet uses without exception thiiu and, 
less frequently, thai. Also in Versions IV, V, and VI these tenns are 
predominantly used. These are the poems in which attention is not 
focused exclusively on the person of the king. 

Also aau" luang" and khun belong to the group of autochthonous Thai 
tenns. Among the people, even today, the king of the Thais is referred 
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to as nai luang, which in their everyday language expresses the rever
ence they hold for the highest ranking Thai. There is no submissive
ness in this expression, at least no more than is demanded of the 
individual by the customs of the country. Nai luang, roughly "10rd 
in (the palace)," is the simplest title possible for expressing a 
relationship of a certain superiority and subordination, implying at 
the same time, notwithstanding a citizen's distance from the royal 
court, a touch of familiarity. The expression recalls directly Ram 
Khamhaeng1s title,uphq khun, "Father and Lord,1I during the patriar
chal monarchy of that Sukhothai ruler's time, as well as the pater 
familias of Bodinls theory of state. 

Here we cannot help feel doubtful as to whether "the concept of Thai 
kingship has always rested on the religious belief of the people" and 
whether IIhistory offers only two conceptsuthe Hindu and the Buddhist 
ones." 21 This may be correct regarding the self-understanding of the 
Thai kings of the Ayuthaya period, not however for those of Sukhothai, 
and never did the Buddhist concept of kingship, much less the Hindu 
one, enter into the minds of the broad masses of the people; in fact 
with them it could not but meet with incomprehension. 

The authors of Versions III to VII were taking a relationship of a 
higher and lower standing, such as it is found in one form or another 
in any community, as natural and matter of course. If the nai luang, 
the thau or thai, was a1so a "lord of the earth, II a II crown of the 
three worlds," this was merely one aspect among others, and it applied 
only in a cosmological or religious sense which did not directly touch 
the common individual confined to his modest sphere of life, 

At this point in our analysis the question must be asked whether Thai 
monarchy was indeed that kind of a tyranny that Western writers have 
invariably presented it as being. There are levels of differentiation 
which were entirely neglected in so many of their sweeping generaliza
tions. One may be certain that a people living in fear and terror of 
a tyrant would not call him thau or nai luang, especially when expres
sions like IIlord of the earth" sound so much more impressive and surely 
more ingratiating. 

All references to Phra Narai must be counted among the titles with a 
cosmological, religious connotation. Narai 22 is a synonym for Visnu, 
who plays an important part in Thai royal ceremonies. 23 Among the 
attributes of this god--according to Thai iconography--are the conch
shell, the disk (~ak),24 and a bow shooting off arrows of miraculous 
power. 25 "Bearer of the disk,1I or "ruler and lord of the arrow" are 
therefore paraphrases of Visnu-Narai-Rama. Also the "four-armed-one" 
or "four-handed-one" probably refers to him, although one of the other 
four-armed gods 26 might possibly be meant by this likewise. Only once 
is the ruler held up to be the equal of Siva, on one other occasion, 
of Indra. The Brahmin gods, too, are included in the wide network of 
Thai court and state ceremonials. At the ceremony of shaving the 
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tonsure,27 the king personifies Siva, and this god is present also at 
the festiva1 28 generally called the IlSwing ceremony.,,29 

Among Brahmin deities, Indra takes the highest place in Thailand as 
lord of the Tavati~sa heaven. Knowledge of this god has entered the 
religious imagery of the people by the way of Buddhist legends. 30 

It must be stressed once again that it was only in connection with 
ceremonies adopted from the Khmer tradition that any relation was 
established between Brahmin gods and the Thai kings, who otherwise were 
not regarded, either in theory or practice, as godlike and therefore 
were not accorded divine adoration. 31 

Other designations like those describing the king as llru1er of the 
earth," Ilpreserver of the earth," or as the "greatest of all kings" 
must be assigned to a different category. These refer to a concept 
significant in Buddhism~ namely, the Cakravartin,32 or Ruler of the 
World (dominus mundiJ.3j 

The one who observes the ten royal virtues,34 the five obligations for 
1aymen,35 the eight precepts for "holy days,"36 and the four principles 
of justice37 is the true king of righteousness and therefore called 
like a Bodhisattva, to be a universal ruler. 38 

This Buddhist teaching has been adopted into the PhFa Thammasat~39 the 
"Most Excellent Treatise on Law," which is the fundamental constitu
tional 1aw40 from the revised codex of 1805. 41 

Another group of terms directly connected with the designation of the 
king as Il ru 1er of the earth" refers to qualities of a great sovereign:
"royal heart," "enlightened wisdom,1l lithe one of the radiant eye,lI 
with the Il voice of a 1ion,1I the "guardian of the sick," the "wise man,1l 
the one "of a knowing mind." All these physical characteristics and 
intellectual or moral qualities are taken from the "Canon of human 
perfections"42 as it was developed in India and taken over by the 
Thais via Buddhism. Reference is made here to the thirty-two IlPhysica1 
characteri sti cs of a great man," maha:puY'U?aZakfJana~ and to the eighty 
secondary marks,43 as well as the enumeration of royal virtues in the 
Cakkavattisihanada-sutta and the Agganna-sutta of the Digha Nikaya. 

In a final group we may assemble those titles which, while also with or 
without modification taken from the IlCanon of human perfections,1l yet 
express at the same time aspects of ancient Thai political life: the 
"ruler giving the laws," "the king meting out justice. II In theory, the 
Thai kings were legislators only in a restricted sense,44 but, as they 
were omnipotent rulers in the eyes of the people, these may have 
regarded them also as unrestricted legislators. 

These titles must, however, not be considered as mere technical terms. 
Rather we shall have to ask ourselves whether the poets, in using 
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epithets like lithe king who metes out justice,U did not also want to 
express something of a more programmatic or atmospherical nature such 
as, for example, that the Thais of their time felt that justice was 
always done to them, and that this was the general opinion. 45 One can 
only pose this question, not answer it--at least not on the basis of 
the teachings of Phali. The epithet mentioned may have been, after all, 
no more than a courtier1s flourishing flattery. 

3. Characteristics of royal rule 

Here, then, are the premises underlying the teachings: (1) The ruling 
power of the kings of Thailand is real. meaning that it is not a mere 
claim but actually prevails. due to the existing relations of power; (2) 
the government is just. which expressly follows from the epithets given
to the kings as quoted above. tithe ruler dispensing justice ll (III.13.3), 
from the king being equated with various deities. from his designation as 
the IIwise one full of dignity.u and conclusively from the absence of any 
doubt or seed of criticism concerning royal government; (3) the king1s 
rule is inviolable. which is the tenor of all the verses; (4) his royal 
power is so exalted, so majestic that nothing is left to the teacher but 
to repeat this fact again and again and to give counsel to the king's 
subjects on how best to comport themselves toward the royal majesty; (5) 
the rule of the kings of Thailand is all-powerful and that everyone's 
well-being on this earth depends on it. 

Proof of these five qualities of rulership is, more or less, advanced 
eXpressis verbis. Legitimacy is not mentioned, either positively or 
negatively. However, one will have to go on the assumption that quali
fying dominion as "just,1I coupled with "inviolable,tI IIma jestic,1I and lIall_ 
powerful" implies legitimacy. Also, it is quite generally accepted that 
the exercise of actual power must after a certain period of time be 
considered as legitimate, meaning that assent to the structure of a 
regime is no longer considered depending on the quality of a ruler's 
government46-- in other words, a case of the IInormative power of facts ll 
(a concept. by the way, which ought to be handled with utmost discretion). 

Max Weber. too. admits more or less that there is an assumption of legiti
macy for a government provided certain conditions are met. On this, more 
under the heading that follows. 

4. Type of goyernment 

If we take Max Weber's typology of government47 as our basis, to which 
category should we have to assign a dominion showing characteristics as 
enumerated above? 

Dominion is defined by him as the II chance to find obedience for commands 
of a specific content from identifiable persons. 1148 This implies "a 
certain minimum of preparedness to obey, thus an interest to obey,lI and 
lIa conviction of legitimacy."49 
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Weber distinguishes llthree pure types ll of legitimate dominion: dominion 
of a rational) a traditional) or a charismatic character. 

The Thai kingship may have been of a charismatic character temporarily 
during short intervals) perhaps at the time of King Phra Naresuan or 
Rama I. But this is a rather subjective assumption) lacking any docu
mentation. What we may very well deduce from Phal,'s teachings) however) 
are the types both of rational dominion and of a traditional one. 

Rational is a "dominion based on the conviction of the legit"jmacy of 
laws and statutes and the rightful directive authority of those called 
by them to exercise dominion (lawful dominion);" traditional is a 
"dominion resting on the common, everyday belief that traditions which 
have always been valid are sacred) and that the authority of those 
entrusted with it by such traditions is legitimate."SO 

"Laws and statutes" have existed in the Thai monarchy from the very 
beginning. Even the patriarchal royal rule of Sukhothai was formalized. 
The king had to exerc i se his offi ce accord i ng to the Ph-pa ~l'hammasat.) 
called dhammasattha in Pali. The Thais had adopted this from the Mons, 
but its origin is probably to be found in the Digha Nikaya. 5l In the 
Agganri'a-sutta the ideal of a "king of righeousness" is described: "who 
is elected by the people" (mahasammata), a king who is a khattiya, "a 
lord over the countries." And we know that Thai legislation was con
ceived entirely as a derivation from the Ph-pa Thammasat. 52 "King of 
righteousness"53 necessarily implies, however, if not "in strict theory 
at least practically) a belief that his power of command is rightful, 
and clearly there must be faith in the "sanctity of traditions that 
have always been valid!' in the case of kings whose legitimacy was 
expressly derived from laws founded on religion. 

Legitimacy, i. e., the rightful exerci se of government authority, depends 
on the will of the people according to Rousseau's theory of the social 
contract. "Will of the people," which is not easy to define theoreti
cally in any case) has to this day remained an amorphous concept in 
Thailand. Weber, however, proceeds from the assumption that such a 
popular will supporting a certain form of government exists when the 
mass of the people behave in accordance with the prerequisites of legal 
or traditional dominion, in other words when there is no sign of oppo
sition of any kind against such a form of government. In this connection 
it seems important to point out that Thai monarchy surely has been, to 
a certain degree, elective) but we do not know enough about this yet to 
enter into a discussion of this question here, 

Kingship in ancient Thailand was thus both legal and traditional in the 
sense of Weber's definitions. This covers so far only constitutional 
theory, yet Phal,'s teachings enable us to obtain a better insight in 
the constitutional reality and to become aware that the theoretical 
concept of royal power was identical with people~s understanding of it. 
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Within the frame of legal-traditional dominion, the king1s power was 
in theory, as we shall see below, partly absolute, partly limited. 

From the beginning of the Sukhothai era, i.e., about 1250, till the 
beginning of the twentieth century Ildominion ll in Thailand was a social 
phenomenon but not a social problem. During this period of several 
centuries of continuous Thai history, internal conditions for the exis
tence of monarchy were changing so little that neither was the "level 
of satisfied needs ll ever in danger nor were there any II noticeable alter
natives to the traditional way of life ever approaching the possibility
of realization. 1154 

5. Legislative power 

According to the Phra Thammasat~55 the code of legal norms of former 
times is divided into two groups. 

There are "basic laws,1l munZakhaifi~ namely, ten titles concerning laws 
"for judges ll and twenty-nine concerning laws "for anyone engaged in a 
dispute. 1I The former had reference only to arriving at a judgment; the 
others contained legal facts and provisions which anyone seeking legal 
redress could consult for guidance. These titles in their entirety 
constituted, according to the conception on which the Phra Thammasat 
was based, a definitive condification of the law. This follows directly
from the legal text which states that these ten and twenty-nine 
munZakhad:i lI are the laws of Manosara, explained by him. liSe By Manosara 
is meant the legendary creator of the Indian Law Code of Manu. 

This notwithstanding, there exists a large number of laws apart from 
those termed munZakhad:i~ namely, laws issued by the kings of Thailand. 
Some of these were probably collected decisions which acquired the force 
of laws, others were perhaps original codifications. We need not go 
into this further, since, in any case, all of them were emanations of 
royal power that became law. However, those acts and decisions did not 
become law because they were based on royal jurisdiction or executive 
authority but only and exclusively because they were considered as 
supplementing or interpreting the divine Law of Manu. This is an impor
tant limitation of the royal legislative power, even though in essence 
this is merely of a theoretical significance. Yet it is a limitation 
that must be taken into account when passing an overall judgment on the 
allegedly limitless royal omnipotence. Titling the king as "rul er 
giving the laws (11.8.3) can therefore be accepted as valid only in II 

a qualified sense. Also, the word law (tham~ Pali: dhamma) must not 
be interpreted solely as a juridical term; its meaning according to 
genera1 use must rather be taken as II cus tom ll or IIgenerally recogni zed 
directive norm." It may be pointed out in this connection that among 
the more than sixty epithets given to the king in several hundred verses 
the title of IIgiver of laws" is found only once. 
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6. Executive and j':J~iciary powers 

What becomes evident only occasionally in the chronicles is brought out 
with unmistakable clarity by Phali's teachings, namely, that the omnip
otence of the kings of Thailand was limited only by the precepts of 
Buddhism in theory and by the actual power constellations in practice.
As far as the third segment of state power, the judiciary, is concerned, 
it was probably not yet clearly enough distinguished from the executive. 
Kings, governors, and government officials must actually have been in 
many cases judges and administrators at the same time, even though a 
special estate of professional judges did already exist. 

We have already pointed out which qualities an ideal ruler was supposed 
to have and what precepts he was to honor (see II.E.2). It would mean 
underestimating these rules were one to regard them merely as moral 
barriers which to heed or disregard was entirely within the king's
descretion. They certainly did have constitutional significance as 
laws of a higher, quasi-divine order, even though they were not directly
enforceable and thus cannot be considered as norms protecting the 
individual. 

More incisive than Buddhist precepts must have been the part played by 
actual power relations in circumscribing royal omnipotence. 

First of all, one may point out that, as experience teaches, the power 
of an absolute monarch is never as absolute and unlimited as it may seem. 
The allegedly all-powerful majesty, too, is an individual finding him
self, because of his position, as part of a network of mutual inter
dependencies. It sounds almost imploring when 1.30 urges: "Accede to 
the royal pleasure, the ki ng wi 11 respond wi th thanks .... II Aga i nand 
again we read that the king ought to be served "gladly" and lIof one's 
own free will. II He could preserve the latitude of his power only by a 
ba1anced strategy, payi ng in hi s government due regard to a11 the 
imponderables of an intricate pattern of court society.57 There was no 
such thing at the Thai court, therefore, as an "individual as such. 1I 

Nevertheless, the spectacle of a monarch ruling invariably gives rise 
to the wondering question as to how it was possible for one single man 
to be able to lord it over millions by his nod and beck, and that for 
decades. What factors, real or atmospheric, and how many of them had 
to coincide to create a situation like that? 

Among the real factors contributing to this situation in Thailand must 
surely be counted the discretion, even indolence of that race, also 
their understanding and judgment as well as being accustomed to follow 
custom, further a desire for veneration, and finally, the balancing 
function of being aware of one's own role in society and that of one's 
neighbor. Possibly, the effect of an (inborn) disposition toward_ 
obedience present in all of mankind must also be included into our 
considerations. 58 
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Phali's teachings are not sufficiently comprehensive to support a 
generally valid conclusion as far as conditions in Thailand were con
cerned, but they permit the recognition of at least part of the restric
tions to which even the king was subjected, limiting the sphere of his 
own free decision while enlarging that of his subjects. In VII.39, for 
example, Phal, points out to the divine lord Rama that, before pronounc
ing judgment on him, he would have to abide strictly by the precepts of 
the law and that, therefore, he could not simply kill him. And in the 
Ph.Pa ayakan Zaksa:na rap f9ng, the "l aw on fi 1i ng su it, II a 1aw of proce
dure by modern terminology from the legal code Kotmai tra sam ,iuang, 
it is expressly and repeatedly mentioned that any "inhabitant" may at 
any time bring an action against any !lhighly placed person!l or any 
!loffice or magistrate. I! (In Germany, the latter principle \\Ias realized 
fully only in the twentieth century). 
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F. The Teachings in Practical Application 

1. Duty to give information 

At the top of any hierarchy there was always the king. He was followed 
by the Maha Uparat~ the royal princes~ the other princes of lower rank, 
and a profusion of concubines. There were innumerable court offices, 
and every member of the service had a deputy, the palat. 1 Thai monarchs 
used to have up to a hundred and forty children, with the elder princes 
among them very often having sired progeny already, too. For all these, 
service personnel were required: cooks, laundry maids, nurses, guards, 
clerks, and so on. The ministers had to present themselves for audience 
every day, and they~ too, had a large staff also structured hierarchi
cally. The ruler had to take into account not only the rivalry of 
princes and high officials among themselves, as well as the intrigue
laden atmosphere in his own and other harems, but also scheming targeted
against himself. 

In order to rule the kingdom of the Thais it was first of all necessary 
to keep the court firmly in hand. For this it was essential, among other 
things~ to be completely infornled about everything. Top prioity in all 
the admonitions advanced in Phal,'s teachings is therefore given to: 
"Serve the k'jng~ explain to him everything." This is elaborated in I,7: 
"Do not reply to royal requests with thoughtl ess words, expl ai n ~ veil 
not the gist on purpose, to deceive." 

Even more precise is the formulation in II1.16.3: "Do not~ uncaring, 
cover up (what must be) punished." This verse is not merely an invita
tion to denounce misdeeds in the interest of the king but corresponds 
to a legal obligation. Such a clause~ or a similar one, is to be found 
in numerous provisions of the Kotmai tra sam duang, especially in the 
Kot monthianban. Any punishable fact or action had to be reported to 
the king by anyone on his own initiative. It must be assumed that gen
eral conditions made such legal provisions necessary. Chronicles men
tion, especially in connection with plotting or affairs with royal 
concubines, that such crimes punishable by death were, or were not, 
reported to the king,2 and that in the latter case not merely the 
delinquents but all those privy to the plot were executed. 3 

But again~ thinking of the courtier's own best interest, it is said 
(V.31): Pay attention to carry only agreeable news; and only when 
being alone with his majesty should one, "whispering, explain all the 
true facts of the case" (111.10). 

All verses having reference to conversations with, or reports to, the 
king stress that one ought to speak simply, plainly, and to the point, 
without long-windedness. There is not one line counselling that one 
should try to impress the king by one's own wisdom or cleverness~ or 
inappropriately stress the importance of a matter laid before him. 
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To see in this merely good advice toward submissiveness would surely be. 
the wrong interpretation. To show a reticent, unassuming behavior was 
a sign of politeness--and in the background there was always the Lord 
Buddha's teaching that the ego is really a non-ego (anatta) , merely a 
compositum of causalities attached to each other (khanda) from which to 
be liberated must be the sole aim in life. This duty to reveal infor
mation--a legal duty which, as I want to stress here again, was surely 
a necessity in order to maintain the Thai state and society under the 
conditions of that time--is made out to be an obligation of spying on 
each other and of mutual denunciation by La Loubere in his book quoted 
above (I, p. 397). Did that author in fact have any detailed knowledge 
of the legislation of that country, about which he passes such definite 
judgments? Today's readers surely know that practically all civilized 
states have in their penal codes provisions that make it an express
obligation under the law for anyone obtaining information about the 
planning or intended execution of particular punishable actions to 
communicate such information without delay to the competent criminal 
authorities. 

2. Serving the king loyallr 

Another group of teachings request loyal service to the king (I.5;III. 
6.28; IV.36 f.; V.64 ff.; VI.76 ff.; 128, 147), veneration for him (II. 
23,27; V.60, 83 ff.; VI.156 ff.), being subject and devoted to him 
(L22, 24; II.5, 18ff., 24, 27; !IL15, 20, 26, 29, 32; IV.23 f., 50 
ff.; 79 ff.; V.ll ff., 86 ff.), praising him (II.26; IV.44 ff.). Vary
ing in diction but invariable in their tenor these verses invite first 
of all unconditional loyalty. However, they demand more than this, 
more than simple routine in doing one's duty: they ask for personal 
affection, for demonstrations of a feeling of attachment, and that in 
the proper ways. 

Veneration, or at the very least respect, for the man at the helm is a 
matter of course coming naturally in traditional Thai society.4 
At the head of one's own family (or clan) there was always a respected 
senior who directed what had to be done and who frequently--during the 
pre-scientific age--represented the sum total of collective experience,
knowing when work had to start in the fields and offering the best 
counsel at the approach of danger. How the Thais felt about reverence 
towards "elders" may be seen from Chandruang's beautiful description in 
My Boyhood in S-iam. 5 

Further: the state becomes personalized through the king so that it 
does not appear as either a Leviathan or monster, nor as an abstract 
creation of philosophical speculation unrelated to the individual human 
being in his limited sphere of daily life. As the pater familias is 
the head of the family, so is the king the head of the larger social 
entity of all Thais, preventing what according to Freud is the worst 
impediment to civilization, war of all against all. For properly under
standing Thai society one ought to keep in mind this rather personal 
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relationship in the nature almost, despite the distance, of a family 
relation between the Thais and their ph9 thau or ph9 tuang~ a relation
sh-ip that has always existed and still does, although not with every 
single Thai. 

One fact of importance for a detailed discussion of the following teach
ings must be mentioned first. It is, that a cultural community largely 
inspired by Buddhism proceeds from a concept of the human personality 
different from that in the West. If here we have the immortal person
ality created by divine omnipotence, each soul with a unique, inex
changeable identity, Buddhism conceives of man as a being more or less 
accidentally composed of the lifive groups of attachment li : body matter, 
sensation, perception, mind formations, and consciousness. And each of 
these groups is subject to the all-embracing law of impermanence. 6 The 
dualism of Western thinking: here man, there nature, has no place in 
that philosophy. That the lIhighest bliss of the children of this earth 
is their personality" is a thought alien to that part of the world 
which gave birth to Phali's teachings. Here not even one's personal 
name was of great importance, it used to be chosen rather arbitrarily 
and changed with little hesitation on proper occasions. Further, 
despite their strictly circumscribed position in society with a clearly 
defined division of roles, one highly democratic institution was famil
iar to all Thais, namely, the organization of the sangha, the Buddhist 
clergy.7 Every monk could, and can, participate in the legislation, 
administration, and juridical proceedings within the order. Each one 
had a chance to ascend, according to his abilities, to the highest 
offices without regard to his social provenience. Prestige and reputa
tion of a monk have rested above all on his monastic integrity and his 
1ea rnedness. 

How large a sphere of freedom remained, by the way, for the individual 
and how vigorously uninhibited the sections outside the court, i.e., 
peasants and burghers, led their own lives, is sufficiently documented 
by the existence and the topics of Thai genre painting, which took a 
relatively important place within Thai mural painting in general, 
especially since the turn of the eighteenth century. These scenes, 
often comical, even drastic, more rarely painted with delicate sensi
tivity, show an everyday life proceeding quite unconcerned with what, 
in the same picture, is happening in the libig world,1i meaning the 
court. 8 

Only if we keep these general conditions fully in mind shall we, pro
ceeding from our Western viewpoint, still be able to appreciate the 
following teachings adequately and to understand them in the context of 
their culture and their time. 

Among the teachings quoted above there are surely some that owe their 
existence to the poet's whim or a mood of the moment. It must be noted 
that quite generally Thai epic poetry abounds in verses with little 
function other than filling space, repeating endlessly what has already 
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been said, devoid of significant content or poetic charm, sometimes 
merely playing with words and pleasant sounds. But here is not the 
place for censoring aspects or details of Thai poetry that are not of 
immediate significance to the subject of our discussion. 

Another part of the summons to loyalty may have as its motive the 
desire or necessity for flattery. If so, the question must be asked 
whether the authority of the Thai kings rested on such feeble ground 
as to give to the constantly repeated admonitions in all versions of 
the poem the function, as it were, of a necessary state-preserVing 
ritual. This question may at best be answered hypothetically. 
Judging by Thai history in general--as it presents itself to us both 
from native chronicles and, more clearly even, from the reports of 
foreign observers--an affirmative answer does not seem called for. 
Nevertheless, we read often enough in the countryt s chronicles about 
revolts generated in most cases in the immediate entourage of the 
king by one of the many princes frustrated in their ambitions. Some
times, during the Ayuthaya era, changes of government were accompanied
by slaughter. 9 It is known that as late as in the reign of Rama III 
(1824-1851) one of the king's uncles tried to rebel against him and 
was beaten to death with a sandalwood club. And in the report of the 
Prussian delegation of the year 1861, i.e., during the reign of King 
Rama IV, Mongkut, we read that the Maha Uparat of that time dared 
only with hesitation to receive the Prussian Minister Count Eulenburg
because he had to be wary of the king's jealousyneven from so out
standing a monarch as Mongkut. 10 

The omnipotence of the Thai kings did not exist of itself at all times, 
it had to be jealously guarded and constantly established anew--which, 
however, does not mean that royal power could not strike an individual 
very harshly indeed even in periods of weakness. The violent acts, 
reports about which have come down to us in chronicles and even more 
so through Thai literature and Western travelers, may often have been 
motivated only in part by Itreasons of state. II There were instances 
when an execution seems to have been ordered in a momentary outburst 
of wrath. ll And as far as Taksin's actual or alleged misdeeds are 
concerned, there are ample reports about them in both Thai and Western 
1i terature. 12 

The poets may well have also felt that for this part of their teachings 
they could count on a receptive audience. There is no reason to assume 
that an author, in ancient Thailand, would intentionally have dis
regarded the mood of the audience he wanted to reach. The addressees, 
citizens of Thailand of the time of the old monarchy, must therefore 
have felt that these admonitions were entirely befitting, lawful, and 
necessary, by no means offensive or degrading to themselves. This 
implies, as we have pointed out above, that the individual Thai consid
ered a certain relationship of superiority and submission as natural, 
not something forced on him. There is no particular class conscious
ness or feeling of inferiority connected with this on the part of the 
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subjects but rather an insight, conscious or unconscious, that a 
particular role in life is assigned to every human being depending on 
what kind of "merit 'I (bun) he had gained in his previous existence. 
Buddhists in particular are aware of the dialectics of fate--and this 
makes them all the more 'inclined to leave the outward guidance of their 
lives to others. He who is powerful must act, and he who acts cannot 
avoid guilt, IIWhoever acts sets aside his conscience; no one is 
conscientious but he who contemp1ates ll (Goethe, Maximen und Reflexionen). 
Thus, one need not even fall back on a thought advanced by Freud 
(Massenpsychologie und Ich-Analyse; Das Unbehagen in der Kultur)~ 
according to whom the individual in his feeling of impotence identifies 
with a leader, an authority, in order to participate thereby in his 
power and glory. There is no need to assume such a kind of more or 
less passive psychical participation in the case of Thailand. Here in 
a Buddhist society these interrelations of authority can be explained 
out of the teachings of the Buddha themselves. 

Quite apart from religion, there is that inclination of the Thai race 
toward a life of peace with as much sanuk (fun and pleasure) as 
possible, which can only be achieved and enjoyed if some directive power 
with sufficient authority guarantees the maintenance of peace. The 
state, here represented by the king, is necessary if the individual is 
to pursue his career and make his living in civilized forms. Society 
with its ever-present open or latent conflicts between its members could 
not possibly exist without a state authority which, while not suppressing 
antagonisms, directs them into orderly channels. 13 

What other system of government would have been possible, and in the 
best interest of the Thais under the political and cultural conditions 
prevailing in ancient Thailand, but absolute monarchy? Even geography, 
the vast plain from Bangkok to Northern Thailand suitable for rice 
cultivation, invited a central authority which alone could provide the 
protection expected by the community from the state. No other alter
native offered itself, nor was there need for any. 

The fact that we find such frequently repeated summons to loyalty in 
the poems also leads, however, to the conclusion that the individual 
Thai, despite several centuries of absolute monarchy, had apparently
(still) not been IIpower programmed,1I that there had (still) not been a 
IIpersonality transformation ll to the effect that the wielding of power 
(by the king) was in every case regarded by those subject to that power 
as a highest value, or at least, a positive feature. 14 

These recurring admonitions to loyalty and obedience, while at the same 
time stressing the fullness of the king's power, may also serve an 
intention of transforming the quantity of power into the quality of 
legitimacy or, to express it differently, to render the citizens recep
tive to IIpower programming. 1I Any existing society has its own inner 
reason, which prudence and wisdom require the individual to recognize. 
This need not lead to blind submission, rather to acceptance by reason 
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and insight, which make man free and put him at ease to ponder matters 
of deeper significance than the actual and usually transient political 
conste11 ati ons. 

Also under the heading of "loyalty,1I with a specific connotation, may 
be seen such teachings as liDo not contradict (the king)" (I.23;V.25) 
or, expressed positively, "Respect his sovereign might" (L19). As a 
compensation for these quite undifferentiated demands apodictically 
set forth, the poets suggest that the king would be "grateful II (I .30). 
And repeatedly there is also an intimation of the Machiavellian maxim15 
that to feign being dumb at the proper time may be a sign of great 
wisdom (see also under II.F.3). 

While the chan Version (I) says: "Do not contradict the Divine one," 
V.28 offers a more discdminat'ing formula: "Gainsay nought unless 
such seems proper." Here the poet leaves it to the discretion and 
tactical prudence of the reader to decide whether the matter of the 
conversation or of the royal order lets an objection to it appear 
worthwhile and whether this is an opportune moment to voice it. Not 
to contradict, by the way, is not only a sign of loyalty, of recog
nizing the "higher" wisdom of the majesty. He who does not contradict 
gets to know more--his partner's opinion, that is, he does not spoil 
an auspicious hour in which the one who for him is the mightiest on 
earth condescends to communicate something to him, and he resists the 
not inconsiderable temptation to show off his better knowledge. Warn
ings like the one: "Do not object should the king offer rewards (to 
others)" belong only in part to this category (1.14; 11.13; IIL14; 
IV.100 ff.; V.36 f.; VI.132 f.). Not only contradicting the king is 
discouraged, but with equal emphasis (VI .118): liDo not molest the 
king with flatteries." This verse seems to be inconsistent with so 
many others in these poems, but Thais have a fine ear for the subtle 
difference between flattery and "what the king will be pleased to 
hear. II 

What strikes one is that the invitation to obedience and loyalty names 
as person of reference only the king. Although the latter may be 
taken as the one symbolizing the state, yet it seems remarkable that 
no other persons or groups of persons are mentioned even marginally.
There was, then, in the opinion of the poets, no power group worthy 
of mention between the sovereign and the mass of the people under him. 

A different interpretation would have to be given to this part of the 
teachings were one to follow Wittfogel 's thesis that there exists in 
response to the IIdespotic I?ower ll of the ruler a "total submission" on 
the part of the subjects. 16 Wittfogel's key words are lIobedience" and 
"total adjustment" to the IImons ter" of despotic power. 

Obedience and adjustment are ways of behavior demanded, with more or 
less insistence, by any society. It surely is one of the primary 
challenges to the individual to take cognizance of environmental 
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conditions within the social fabric and to make an effort to adjust 
the behavioral pattern of his psycho-physical organism to the community 
norms of his society. Coexistence necessarily presupposes that individ
ual behavior is to a certain degree calculable, at least in typical 
everyday situations (with due allowance to the fact that the conse
quences of one's actions, words, or writings often expand beyond what 
was intended, due to what Kant has called the "heteronomy of purposes," 
or what poets like Schiller, Novalis, and even Eliot and Gide have 
referred to as the "infinite," or "inspiration"). In Thailand's 
ancient monarchy loyalty, therefore, also meant among other things a 
coexistential way of behavior with an awareness for one's own role and 
recognition for the existing hierarchy whereby the latter need not be 
classified as a value in itself but rather as an instrument neutralizing 
the ever-present mechanisms of open or latent aggression. 

Compulsion and barbarityneven if these should only be felt as such by 
certain individuals personally--will always exist in the wake of obedi
ence and adjustment, everywhere and at any time. To recognize this 
one need not fall back on Bayle, to whom history is nothing more than 
an accumulation of monstrous deeds. But to proclaim, on the other hand, 
that obedience and adjustment are the exclusive, more or less opportu
nistic, ways of behavior of the individual reacting to total power-
even if that power is not one pushing him into a corner ideologically-
that surely means, all the humanitarian intentions of Wittfogel 's point 
of departure notwithstanding, to concede to man only a very low evalua
tion indeed. It means in fact to see in him nothing but a mechanism 
whose only goal is--even in non-exceptional situations when he is not 
exposed to extreme mental or physical pressures acting on his naked 
instinct for existence preservation--to survive. 

There is also something like a specific dignity in serving. There are 
cardinal virtues like friendship, decency in our daily associations, 
reticence, an open mind towards others (without necessarily adopting 
their opinions), taking injustice or humiliation with calm composure.
All this may appear to a sweeping, undiscriminating view as "obedience" 
and "adjustment," when actually it is a wise and dignified behavior 
rooted in the fullness of human life and relations. Here is not a case 
of the "servant honoring the violent despot ll (Holderlin), rather does 
the Thai serve him who because of his more meritorious kamma has become 
his superior. The perception of oppression does not exist for one who 
has insight and who of his own free will accepts, submits to, authority 
(see also Schiller, UbeY' das EY'habene). And quite generally, for a 
person with a sensitive mind there is no difficulty in recognizing 
natural nobility. Plump familiarity or hail-fellow backslapping are 
beyond what comes naturally to Thais in their behavior anyway.l? Their 
thinking and acting is nuanced and subtle; and there is usually a great 
deal of personal pride in their social relations. 

3. Serving king and state 

The above headline may, in view of the preceding section, seem like a 
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hendiadys. Serving the king means at the same time to behave loyally 
toward him, at least in actual fact. We shall bring together in this 
group not merely precepts referring directly to the king but also to 
the state, better to the community, like the ones to serve with eager
ness (1.27; 11.21; 111.7,26; IV.68; V.24, 49, 61 ff., 102; V1.130, 
136 ff., 244 f.), not to be lazy (1.18; 11.5; 111.7), to fight bravely 
in war (1.31 f.; 11.28 f.; 111.31; IV.120 ff.; V,12 ff.; V1.83 ff.; 
92 ff.). 

I and II urge that orders received be carried out quickly, precisely, 
and with concentrated application, while 111.26 demands that one in 
royal service "should look around in every direction." V.61/62 adds, 
"Don 1 t sleepily dose into morning's bright sun. Your duties attend 
to with body and soul." 

These teachings imply to a certain degree the encouragement to show 
initiative: "look around in every direction;" yet this is supple
mented by: "Report (what you have seen) to the king." This verse 
leads to a central problem which to this day has remained latent in 
Thai society. It is a problem that has to be seen--apart from the 
general duty to pass on information--in connection with, for example, 
the concept of kCin kreng cai~ which means roughly an "attitude of 
respect and awe" but also "reverence" or "acting shy.,,18 

To behave in a kreng cai manner results among other things in a drastic 
stifling of one's own initiative; it means holding back one's personal 
ideas and opinions, acquiescing to orders of one's superiors against 
one's own better judgment, and trying to find out beforehand what some
one asking for advice would like to hear. Kreng cai means therefore-
seemingly or actually, depending on the individual personality--a loss 
of independent thinking or acting. The lesson of 111.26 is therefore 
not, "keep your eyes open in office and then act to the best of your 
knowledge" but "report (first) to the king."19 

Perhaps the only positive aspect of such an attitude in life is compat
ability, the politeness of a conduct guided by kreng cai. In all other 
respects this term might indeed seem to be indicative of a society in 
which the relationship of superiority and submission is based on fear 
and terror. 20 But the concept of kreng aai reveals itself more clearly 
when it is compared with one found in Tacitus and derived from the 
reigns of terror of a Caligula, Nero, or Domitian--simulatio. Simulatio 
meant to put on a show, simulating an attitude and behavior that would 
enable one to save one 1 s life. Krenq cai~ on the other hand, means 
first of all not being prepared to take on responsibility. It may be 
regarded as typical for a society not yet touched by any self-doubts, 
still safely structured within the firm framework of a generally 
accepted social and ethical-religious behavior. Everyone has to play 
the role that is his, within the sphere assigned to him by tradition 
and custom. The problem here is entirely a matter of the actual case 
in question--when someone trespasses beyond his legitimate domain. 21 
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It might seem that the command to serve the king and the state, com
bined with a behavior patterned by kreng aai~ must result in a kind of 
negative inducement towards achievement, an inhibition of efficiency. 
We shall have to deal with this later (see II.F.6). 

/

The problem of jeunesse doree seems to have existed already in ancient 
Thailand. 1.18 and 11.5 are quite comparable to decrees that were 
issued at the time of Prime Minister Sarit Thanarat in the fifties and 
sixties of our century, by which the frequentation of cinemas by flocks 
of idle teenagers in Bangkok and elsewhere was to be discouraged. Idle
ness is apt to spoil good customs and manners, and that does not serve 
the state. 

In none of the versions is there any lack of admonitions to volunteer 
in war and to show no fear. I, II, and III demand: fight IIfor the 
king. 1I IV.142 ff. and V.1l6 ff. elaborate on this: It is also in 
order to uphold the honor of one's own clan, not only to save the sov
ereign, that one must not behave like a coward. Which goes to show 
again how important the "familyll was as a basic unit of the state in 
ancient Thailand,22 within a social structure built around the king, 
but not the king alone. 

To suggest that this urging to fight bravely because of one's own honor 
was also merely an exploitation of his subjects, egotism by the ruler, 
would surely be a one-sided, unhistoric interpretation. That he who 
bears responsibility for a larger polity than merely his own clan must 
aim at inspiring all on whom he depends for the fulfillment of his task 
to a supreme effort is natural and legitimate. 

Most noteworthy concerning conduct in battle is section IV.120-147. Not 
only do we find here a few very intelligent remarks on strategy but also 
good advice on morale (128): liTo subjects be kind so they be of good 
cheer,1I (135-136): "Be careful, not too far from your soldier's place. 
In lost causes be steadfast, desert not your men,1I and (l40-14l): IIThink 
not of yourselves, nor do quickly abscond. What is hard is what you 
ought to do, you alone. 1I These are formulations from the nineteenth 
century or an earlier time and they can in no way be reconciled with that 
kind of a tyrannical posture scornful of man which the Western authors 
quoted above write about. We do not recall from the time of absolute 
monarchy in Thailand a single sentence that would propagate heroic slogans 
of holding out to the last man, ad maiorem regis gZoriam~ or to the glory 
of the only true ideology. Rather are Phali's teachings, in dealing 
with such situations of risk and peril, characterized by a spirit of 
humaneness, sympathy, and responsibility. 

Regarding verse IV .141, a further comment is called for in connection 
with the general interpretation offered here. "What is hard is what 
you ought to do, you alone. II Anyone who knows Thailand is aware that 
to induce a Thai to do what appears to him as Zambak is very hard indeed. 
No employee or servant would go out of his way, not even nowadays, to 
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conceal his aversion if he is charged with a commission that goes 
against his grain. This holds true for anyone in relation to almost 
anyone else. What is highly remarkable in that line IV.14l is that it 
pays attention to something most personal concerning non-ruling sub
jects, and such an attitude loses nothing of its ethical value by the 
fact that, as we wish to point out, it corresponds at the same time to 
a precept of Buddhism (Digha Nik~ya, Sih~lov§dasutta).23 

4. Living with, or within, the hierarchy 

An important, perhaps the most important, characteristic in the pattern 
of the Thai monarchy of old was its hierarchical structure. Hierarchy 
means a succession of levels, so that one is always superior in rank to 
the preceding one. The wider the distance, the greater the power of 
command of the higher ranking and the more comprehensive their discre
tion in disposing as they see fit. 24 

This hierarchical structure of society was but the translation of Hindu
Buddhist cosmological ideas to the reality of man!s existence in this 
world. The cosmos, graded by stages, was seen to ascend in pyramid
like fashion, with the vertical line as the dominant feature in this 
stereometric configuration. And altogether vertical also was the social 
structure of the Thai community, with consequences that will have to be 
dealt with later. 

This hierarchy extended down to the lowest free subject, who on his part 
was still higher in rank than the slave. The intensiveness and tenacity
with which societies usually hold on to a hierarchy once established may 
perhaps in part be explained by psychological reasons. An order of 
ranks offers an excellent means for self-identification and, to a certain 
degree, for security within society. 

Even the Thai language is endowed with a hierarchical quality. The 
special idioms that have to be used in the presence of royalty, patcha8ap~ 
for example, are familiar only to the courtiers. And nothing shows more 
clearly that the hierarchical order was accepted as something natural 
than the large number of personal pronouns which had to be used with sub
tle differentiation depending on who was addressing whom. This art for 
the nuances was developed to perfection throughout the Thai language. 

What the Thai kings, as any autocratic rulers, were aiming at was to 
maintain, implement, or, whenever necessary, restore their position estab
lished above and beyond any imaginable sakdina, or "worth.1I Many ways 
were open to them for this, and these were, at that time~ probably more 
effective than we can visualize today; insistence on etiquette in gen
eral, special rules for dress and attire, observance of decorum and 
behavior at court, forms of address and cultivated speech, display of 
stately pomp and splendor as a demonstration of power. 25 

Nursing jealousies among his subjects, presenting himself, if possible, 
in the light of a charismatic ruler, or at least creating the proper 
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appearances of one, and perhaps appealing ever anew to state-supporting 
sentiments were of benefit to the sovereign and also, in the historic 
situation of that time, to the commonwealth. A large number of some
times pompous ceremonies were spread over the whole year,26 staged 
surely not for religious needs alone but as a demonstration of power 
for the greater glory of the king and, last but not least, to break 
the tedium of the routine of life. 

The words "courteous" and "conventional" were, and still are today, 
correlated terms. Originality and spontaneousness are expected of a 
court jester, hardly of the courtier. 27 A sense of measure and keeping 
one's reserve--not the perversion of these qualities by the ways of the 
timorous, unprincipled tactician--have always been the courtier's vir
tues par excellence. It follows from this that courtly or uncourteous 
behavior are not primarily a matter of one's estate or social prove
nience, but of education. It is in this context that the following 
teachings must be understood. 

The teachings concerning attire at court suggested one should take care 
not only to avoid sumptuousness or extravagance (1.8; 111.8; IV.40) but 
also that one should dress "with care, not too shabbilyll (VL134). In 
connection with the first counsel, the word Ilostentatious" is used 
besides "sumptuous," implying that no one should permit himself to forget 
he was a slave before the face of the majesty. One had to keep one's 
distance also in outward formalities. 28 Thus there is no reason to 
assume that the exhortation had anything to do with the insight that lithe 
luxuries of the little people are what ruin the state'l (Joubert). Rather 
might one see a connection between that counsel of simplicity and the 
Buddhist attitude frowning on hedonism. But it might also seem risky to 
"offend the eye of the majesty" by a shabby, slovenly appearance. "Well 
groomed come to serve so that favor you court ll (V.39). 

Dress, jewelry as a sign of rank, and hair fashion were largely stan
dardized in each period,29 not by any official "regulations of dress" but 
by custom and economic restraints. 

There are no detailed guidelines in the teachings concerning proper eti
quette in behavior, as this was a matter or savoir-faire, tact, and 
general worldly prudence rather than specific rules. Here, too, the 
influence of Theravada Buddhism discouraging emotion and cultivating 
tranquillity of soul may have played its part. 

That one ought to not cross the road in front of the majesty (111.18), 
raise one's hands in greeting when entering the palace gate (IV.28f.), 
utter no vulgar or offensive words before the king (IV.62), lIanswer him civil 
in manner" (IV.47), not appear at audience abulging, "overstuffed with 
food ll (1.15; 11.14; IIL21; V39ff.), or drunk (VL1l4) are no more than 
elementary rules for any courtier, or anyone, in any land. These teach
ings reveal more to us about Thai society of that time than about behavior 
at court. The admonitions to avoid lavishness suggest a certain affluence. 
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if not of everybody, at least in the broad economic sense. Since 
special rules of etiquette are not found, as far as I am aware, in the 
rest of Thai literature either, we shall have to assume that court life 
in Ayuthaya and Bangkok proceeded largely without such a specific cere
monial code. There was the usual prostration in front of the king, the 
most perfect gesture of outward submission, but that was perhaps the 
only indispensable norm valid on any and all occasions (see also 11.24)-
a polite gesture, by the way, which any well-bred Thai offers to his 
elders and to monks, though not in the most elaborate form of execution. 3D 

If one compares the customs at the Thai court with the cramped rules of 
etiq~ette, sometimes bordering on the ridiculous, at the court of 
Louis XIV as we know them from Saint-SimonIs memoirs, we cannot but 
conclude that there must have been a great deal of freedom in Siam, much 
more than ignorant or arrogant observers from Western countries seem to 
have been able to recognize. 

Of course we cannot overlook that court life without much ceremonial, 
while affording greater ease and liberty to the courtiers, makes the 
courtiers appear less significant, depriving them of opportunities to 
make their status manifest by impressive display, perhaps even sti
fling their ambition to do so. No one can properly become the high 
priest of the idol of his own honor, nor bask in the feeling of his own 
perfection through meticulous service to it, without the rituals of an 
elaborate etiquette. 

This absence of a highly developed court ceremonial also reveals the 
relative lack of importance of the nobility as a social estate or 
group of political power. Certainly, those with a higher "worth!! could 
come closer to the majesty, squatting on his right side rather than on 
the left, but no traditional, generally recognized social or political 
set of rules vested them with the privilege to carry out in their own 
right this or that ceremony or significant action in favor of the 
majesty. 

5. Distance from the king and reticent behavior 

Some of the verses enjoin very specifically Ilavo id the palace grounds" 
(IL17; IV.1l6f.; V.76ff.) and as far as possible "behave inconspicuously" 
(IL7). 

The palaces of any monarch were at all times to a certain degree for
bidden cities, for various reasons. The kings of Thailand, although 
not regarded as "sons of heaven, II were yet a supreme majesty far above 
any imaginable IIworth. 1l The king was too elevated to permit his resi
dence to be accessible to ~he plebs communis. His position was so lofty 
that it would have been Ilimproper and unbefitting to walk the ways which 
he had set foot on." The sentence: "Don't thoughtlessly follow his 
footsteps, at fault would you bell (V.78) must be taken quite literally.
This expression, "follow someone's footsteps" is used in the teachings 
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in still another connection. For whoever follows someone else's foot
steps "pursues a foe," chasing someone who is fleeing before him. It 
is not quite clear what the poet intended to say by such stern sounding 
verses as: "Approaching exalted places in royal proximity might if 
you tresspass, cost your lives" (11.17). Presumably there was a gen
eral prohibition for those not in the royal service to enter the 
palace grounds without a specific petition or summons. 

What was true for the palace was true to an even higher degree for the 
regal ia (1.11; Ir.11; rI1.18; V.32f.). One should not as much as 
"lean on" the throne or "rest one's arm on the cushions" belonging to 
it. This is not to say that the throne, as part of the regalia, was 
supposed to be sacrosanct, rather this exhortation was probably 
intended to have a psychological effect, as though the throne were 
untouchable, in preparation for the enjoinments following: "Hope not 
to sit on it," "Do not ascend playfully up there in wanton boasting" 
(11.11). That these admonition~ were not without some real background 
~ay be seen, for eX2mple, from Ekathat's conduct during the reign of 
Cau Fa UthumphQn. Ekathat "desired in his heart the royal dignity. 
He would not go to any other place (but the throne hall). He ascended 
upon the throne of Suriyamarin," we read in the chronicle. 31 By his 
deportment, which strikes one as half insane, half infantile-- lI he 
would not go to any other place but the throne hall"--~kathat succeeded 
in obtaining UthumphQn's abdication and for himself the royal crown. 
Had he not gained it peacefully, factional fights and bloodshed would 
inevitably have followed. 32 

Quite generally, there are recurring reminders not only to keep one's 
distance in having to do with the king but also to use II cau tion" and 
"prudence" (1.20; 11.22; III.13, 19,27, 32ff., 39, 43; V.25f., 47f., 
75,91; VI. 97ff., 114), to refrain from "familiarityll (IL16, 19) or 
from boasting about alleged familiarity. (111.19,25; V.92f) 

This group of teachings was surely not only meant as good advice to the 
individual warning him against arrogance, wantonness, or frivolity, but 
also as a protection for the royal authority which requires distance. 
As Gracian has written: "Whoever puts himself on a level of familiarity 
with someone else loses at once his superiority. Any affability pre
pares the way toward disrespect." and "Communicating oneself openly 
reveals imperfections heretofore guardedly covered. 1133 Both for the 
king and his courtiers it may have always been wise to keep something
in reserve in all things in order to safeguard one's own importance
(before others)--reserve being a sure sign of prudence, saving one 
annoyances. No one is great before his valet-de-chambre, according 
to Hegel, as constantly being a witness to the large and small weak
nesses of one's master renders one blind to the stature he may have as 
a great mind. 

If the poet admonishes not to brag about alleged familiarity with the 
king, he may not only want to suggest that the sovereign stands too high 
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above all his subjects to condescend to confidentiality with any of 
them, but also that it would not be to the advantage of a courtier to 
make a display of his privileged position. Vaunting oneself by claiming 
special personal qualities may still be tolerated at court but scarcely 
the boasting about a signal standing or special dignity (see below under 
6.), It might also be unwise to drop remarks about sharing secrets with 
a superior, be they real or alleged, since the latter most likely did 
not communicate them as a favor but because he found himself in a situa
tion not calculated beforehand. Imprudently bragging only serves to 
activate rivals and the envious. 

In largest part the advice given, such as "Do not try to chum up with 
his majesty, this conjures up dangers," are generally human and could 
have been written for any other court or period as well. Much psycho
logical wisdom is to be found in verses such as: (IIL13) "should the 
ruler be cross, withdraw not, not lazy be but keen to serve your high 
lord. Acclaim his orders, stand by with counseling word. Then glad
ness will induce him to waive all punishment." And again and again the 
poems admonish (I.9f.; II.9f.; 111.9,13; IV.88ff., 94f.; V.22f .• 
96ff.): give report only when the king is in good humor, in a favorable 
mood, when Ilhis eye rests graciously" on the informant. All this means 
that one ought to preserve one's place before the majesty with prudence, 
not be too self-assured nor too obtrusive. Who avoids being obtrusive 
will not be put back in his place, and news, however pleasant or impor
tant, will not be appreciated nor rewarded when presented at the wrong 
moment. To adjust to the occasion, living not merely according to one's 
own pleasure and purpose, that is the proper fashion for a courtier. It 
is not by accident .that astrology is so widely popular in Thailand, 
supplementing one's own intelligence and intuition by information about 
II favorab1e" cons te11 at ions. 

6. Keeeing on middle ground 

A natural, tactful conduct. good fortune in not stirring up the sover
eign's ire or jealousy. and unconditional loyalty were not only suffi
cient but also indispensable for occupying and holding the sphere of 
liberty available to the individual. 

The teachings directing Thais to behave in the proper manner in front 
of the king offer the following details. 

The most important rule heading all others was: "Be not too close to 
the king, neither too far" (I.12f.; 11.12; IV.4; V.34f.), keep just 
about in the middle in order to be at the right place at the right 
moment--this is not only a precept of circumspection and the prudence 
of a courtier and man of the world, it contains at the same time a key 
element of Eastern wisdom. also of Buddhism, namely, to choose the 
"middle path"; and surely the teachings just quoted must be seen under 
this aspect as well. 
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"To keep in the middle" is perhaps the central theme in the Thai char
acter. A few additional observations concerning this group of teachings 
seem therefore called for. While this ideal of the "middle" opens up a 
great many positive possibilities, yet there are also some effects that 
may be prejudicial to community and state. 

Striving to stay in the middle, in a balanced position, may, among other 
things, lead to indifference, shunning or fleeing from responsibility; 
it may even be an alibi for personal cowardice, or indolence. In fact 
we find in the Thai language expressions that point in this direction, 
and this is mentioned here not gratuitously but because these words are 
significant in everyday life. 

The word choei means "indifferent, uninterested, not caring, aimless, 
silent, unconcerned. 1t As adjectives these expressions indicate the vir
tues most highly to be praised according to Thai conceptions. 

If a manls conduct in dealing with his fellowmen can be described as 
choei choei~ this is considered quite commendable. Take life as it 
comes, keep an even face, don1t get excited. Choei implies restraint, 
indifference toward successes as well as toil and trouble, but also 
jealousy and even stronger feelings against him who tends to break out 
from the rhythm of life attuned to these attitudes. Choei~ in other 
words, is an excellent regulator for keeping a society under control 
with relative ease. To cultivate the qualities indicated by choei~ see
ing that they are highly effective as an instrument of ruling. could 
not but lie in the interest of the powers that be. In making this judg
ment we should not overlook. however, that a life so ordered was quite 
bearable for the individual and could offer him perhaps even satisfaction 
(not self-satisfaction) or aspects of a moderate happiness. The over
coming of passion was in harmony with the precepts of religion, too, and 
a conduct shaped by choei did not exclude the realization of onels own 
personality. 

Interpreted more positively, choei also means a Itleisurely conduct." 
Perhaps we find here something reminiscent of the Chinese concept of 
II civilized manners. 1134 Choei includes aversion to radical revolutions 
and a desire to uphold the existing, stable order. We are faced here, 
in a specific historical situation, with another way of behavior main
taining the state, an Eastern one which corresponds to the character of 
that race, the Thais. Here at last it becomes evident that the lack of 
state conceptions and philosophical theories in political science had 
its root not merely in a disinclination towards abstract, speculative 
thoughts but also in the fact that no need was felt for them. Thais did 
not aspire for an interpretation of their lives (in the community) by 
some II sys tem," being well aware that any such "explanation ll would only 
be shipwrecked eventually in some way or other on the cliffs of the 
theory of cognition. They would rather prefer to remain in a suspense 
more true to life, to gain insight rather than a penetrating analysis. 
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In the Ramakian epos, the word used in the section translated above 
(under I.A.la), of which Pharr Sqn Nqng is part, is not choei but an 
expression belonging rather to literary language, 6ai chantha~ and 
equally for instance in IV.104. What this idiom expresses is "approval 
benevol ence, contentment," thus i ndi cati ny--yet ina positive sense-
a similar attitude of life as choei. He whose life is marked by benev
olence and contentment will usually be carefree, reticent, not torn by 
ambition or craving for recognition. 

To walk the "middle path ll does not mean to choose the path of "medioc
rity.1I No argument is needed to prove this in the sphere of morals and 
ethics. But an attitude marked by choei has also very practical conse
quences in everyday life. 

It was pointed out above (under 3.) that a negative effect on efficiency 
might appear to be the consequence of a combination of the teaching to 
serve king and country with the concept of kreng oai. Here now we have 
to add that Thais feel they must behave with due attention to hierarchy 
and keep in all things on middle ground. An elaboration seems called for. 

The fact is that the teachings just mentioned are connected by an impera
tive of negative effect. The enjoinment is to serve for the benefit of 
the whole, of superiors, and surely also for one's own benefit. However, 
one's achievements must not include in any demonstrative fashion the 
intention to break away thereby from one's present social status and to 
rise above the level of hierarchy to which one belongs. 35 Thus, there 
is in itself no pressure to the negative effect not to do any more than 
just called for under the respective circumstances, but rather pressure 
to see what one has actually achieved at least partially under the 
aspect of the community.36 In order thereby to cement the social fabric 
ad infinitum? By no means. There existed in Thai society of old spe
cific avenues in large number for attaining to higher positions. How 
pervious they were at various periods depended on changing historic 
conditions. Taken all in all, the system may be assumed to have worked 
in a satisfactory fashion. 37 

7. No intercourse with foreigners 

Of all the teachings, the enjoinment to submit information was in its 
substance probably the one most important to the king. But connected 
with it is the admonition not to have intercourse with certain groups 
of persons, namely "foreigners," "procurers," and "officials." All 
these might themselves be privileged informers or even bearers of secrets, 
and it would not have served the king1s purposes to see subjects exchange 
information among each other. 

"To strangers lend no confidence" (II1.24); similar formulations are 
found in IV.108ff., V.72f. A further touch is added hereto by the verses 
from 1.17: "With strangers in town have no friendship, be not confiden
tial with them. Distrust and doubt all their wiles, lest the king 
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disincline toward you. II These verses are not an expression of open or 
latent xenophobia. Any foreigner was welcome in Thailand at any time, 
except temporarily when there were weighty political reasons militating 
against this, as for instance after Phra Narai's coming to the throne. 
Xenophilia is widely documented in Thai history. The Thais also showed 
themselves wide open to any foreign cultural influences, with little 
bias or prejudice. Pride of race and a certain national conceit are 
known to exist among Thais,38 but these qualities express themselves in 
more subtle ways than a crude disdain for all things IIforeign," let 
alone hostility towards foreigners. 39 

In the Ramayana of Valmiki (book IV, chapter 22) we find among IIBali's 
last words ll the sentence: 1100 not form ties with those who are not 
his (i.e., the king's) friends. 1I This, and this alone, is also meant 
by the corresponding verses in Phali's teachings: no passing on or 
receiving of news to or from persons who are not under the king1s imme
diate control, who may be suspect because of their engaging in not 
quite transparent affairs, and who in addition, by not being permanent 
residents in the country, would have less to lose than a subject of the 
Thai king. It is interesting that all the texts cited use for IIfor
eigner ll the word khliek., not farang~ by which it becomes clear that it 
is not, or not primarily, Europeans who were meant by this but foreigners 
of Asian, especially Indian and Malay, origins. 

A different chapter, without actuality yet at the time when Phali's 
teachings were written, was the official hostility towards the Chinese 
beginning under Rama VI, Wachirawut, and climaxing in the Phibun era, 
as documented by numerous acts of law. 40 A further chapter under the 
heading of IInationalism ll would have to sum up anti-Japanese and also 
anti-Western tendencies manifesting themselves more strikingly in recent 
years. Such phenomena have nothing in common with verses such as IIHave 
no intercourse with strangers" from the poems we are considering here. 

Exhortations against confidential intercourse with "procurers ll (I1.l6) 
may have been addressed to readers also for their own protection, for 
such persons IIreport to the king,1I just as dealings with the "eunuchs" 
(111.22; V.54) and other court officials might merely lead to "entangle
ment in guilt and punishment, even unto death. II These specialized teach
ings are supplemented by the general admonition to "be reticent ll (V.94), 
meaning to be wary of the trustworthiness of others. 

8. No intercourse with the king's concubines 

Amatter concerning the person but also the office of the king directly 
are enjoinments, not lacking in any of the versions, to avoid contact 
with the royal ladies (1.8; 11.8; 111.8,23; IV.52ff., l12ff.; V.18ff., 
52ff.; VI.120ff.). 

According to the historic sources, most death sentences against members 
of the royal family were pronounced for trespassing against this 
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particular law. Article (matra) 120 of the Kat manthianban states 
unequivocally: "Anyone who enters into adulterous relations with 
a royal concubine shall be killed, so that he dies within three days. 
And also the female person shall be put to death. ,,41 The text of the 
law leaves no room for doubt, and thus the exhortations concerning 
this most human of all spheres of life are justified; they are but 
paraphrasing the provisions of the law. There is no need for arguing 
about the necessity of that particular law within the historic and 
social context. Criminal sanctions as well as the manner of their 
execution were generally harsh and cruel in ancient Thailand. 42 On 
the other hand, in eighteenth century England, too, a man was hanged 
for the stealing of a pocket handkerchief. 

9. Commandments of ethical conduct 

A last group of the verses enjoin the individual person to observe a 
moral conduct. The poets' intention is not, however, to set up a code 
of ethics of universal validity without regard to any concrete applica
tion. Rather all the commandments must be seen in the context of the 
most important one: lIbe devoted to the ki ng." Thi s follows log ica11 y 
also from Theravada Buddhism which teaches that here and now, on this 
earth, in this life, "merit" must be gained by which the cycle of 
reincarnations may be shortened. Merit, redemption, meaning extinction, 
can only be gained by one's own effort. No supernatural powers, accord
ing to the teaching of (Theravada) Buddhism, can help one to attain to 
extinction but only a community organized and directed by Buddhism-
a Buddhist state. 

Specifically, these verses demand: be honest (1.28; 11.6, 25; 111.26; 
V.28, 74; VI.144ff.), be modest (I.29f.; V.38, 50; VI.82, 104ff., 
152ff.), do not harm others (111.27, 30, 33; V.104ff.), help friends 
(II1.29; V.51, 103ff.; V1.149ff.), be just (IV.48ff., 74ff.; V.108f.; 
VI.131, 139ff.), guard your equanimity (IV.72), do not be fearful 
(IV.38; V.28), do not seduce others to gambling (IV.78). 

It is interesting from the point of view of sociology that the larger
part of these teachings referring mostly to the weal and reputation of 
the individual are found in Versions IV to VII.43 

"Be honest"uwhen the sovereign questions you; "be modest"--in his pres
ence. Honesty and modesty, then, not because of these virtues them
selves but only to please his majesty and to present oneself in a 
favorable light? Hardly, for honesty and modesty are also, among other 
things, primary precepts of Buddhism familiar even to illiterate people. 

Of greater interest is the group of admonitions to the effect, lido no 
harm to others." According to III.27 one ought not to try and lItrap men, 
strewing thorns on their path ll because in an emergency this might 
strike home on the catcher. By doing something like that one would 
reveal that one lacks the conduct of "prudent persons. II Motivated 
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differently, by moral reasons, is II1.30: As a soldier, meaning in war, 
one ought to refrain from willful destruction, as this means guilt 
which one would come to regret. Help should be offered to a family 
after its downfall. And transcending all theologies is this most 
deeply human enjoinment: "Do not threaten others with the torments of 
hell" (III.33). One should not denounce friends, except when their 
offense is so grave that--presumably in the general interest--it ought 
to be made public (V.104ff.; III.29). But there is no invitation to 
condemn, to act as an accuser, to persecute the delinquent with one's 
hatred. 

If the king, in ire, calls another man to account, one should not inter
fere or comment "presumptuously" on the royal doings (V.98f.). A 
courtier must be aware that for a ruler there must always be others to 
take his own failures upon themselves and that this, in an autocratic 
monarchy is ultimately a necessity for the good. 

The teachings enjoining the individual to be honest and just include 
being impervious to blackmail. Express reference to this admonition is 
made once again in the group of verses stressing that the royal treasure, 
which at that time represented the total of public finances,~4 must be 
-inviolable (1.16; I1.15;III.17; IV.104ff.; V.15, 68ff.; V1.129). This 
seemed so significant to the poets that it is raised in all of the ver
sions. With a sense of realism drastically formulated, II.6 considers 
that "often maya king ... be robbed." 

Also of special interest are the lines enJOlnlng one to maintain the 
honor of one's own family (III.24; IV.148ff., 156ff.; V.llOff.; VI.86ff., 
124ff.). Only in I and II, the most royally-authoritarian poems, are 
such teachings lacking. Benedict, whose study summarizes the general 
opinion of Western authors, remarks however: "The chief endeavor of 
any man who had attained status was, not to consolidate his power for 
the benefit of his family line, but to keep a fairly precarious footing 
with hi s superi ors. "45 One cannot fully agree with thi s rather one
sided assertion. Benedict may fail to some degree here to recognize 
the fundamental role played in Thai society, even to this day, by the 
family and the clan, i.e., the family in the wider sense. The state, 
in whatever form, is presupposed as a necessary institution, but to most 
people it remains an abstraction. There is initially no conceivable 
community that as such could impose itself as an obligation toward act
ing ethically but the family. All of the impulses toward a behavior 
sustaining the community have evolved from the rules determining life 
within the family--at least up to the most recent times. 46 Only he to 
whom "family honor" meant something could possibly be receptive to con
cepts such as the honor of that larger community of which families 
were part. 

"Uphold the honor of your family" can only mean, in the context of 
Phali's teachings, "Conduct yourselves toward the king as you have been 
accustomed to do withi n your family." Thi s verse is a warni ng that the 
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original, ethical conduct within the family must not dissolve into 
egoistic pursuits in society. The attitude toward life, usually 
unreflected, which resulted from membership in the family collective 
was expected to remain the basis also for the general posture taken 
toward the wider collective, the state. 47 

Concerning the king-subject relationship there is still another group 
of teachings which have reference to rewards or remunerations dis
pensed by the king. 

One ought to be grateful that the king supports those devoted to him 
in the very best fashion (I .31), that he II sus tains his servants ll 
(1.21). It is significant that statements of this kind are found only 
in I. All other versions proceed no doubt from the (tacit) under
standing that a man is worth his wages. 48 Version I intends perhaps 
to make it appear as though the ruler is doing out of generosity what 
he has to do by necessity. 

More important in the eyes of the authors seems to be the admonition 
not to object when rewards are handed out by the king (1.14; 11.13; 
111.14; IV.100ff.; V.36f.; VI.132f.). As these teachings are con
tained in seven of the eight versions, it may be assumed that they 
were considered significant at that time and perhaps even touched on 
a primary problem in court society. 

Version II, in the usual apodictic, lapidary brevity, limits itself to 
a bare warning not to contradict. Emphasis here seems to rest on the 
act of obedience and loyalty; thus in essence also IV and V. Version 
I, however, is not content with the exhortati on alone but adds: "Be 
devout,1I appealing for purity also in onels inner attitude. Even more 
clearly expressed and reasoned is this admonition in III. One should 
not be envious of other people's gains because this would (1) put one 
to shame and bring no luck; (2) make one lose face; and (3) only make 
the king angry about an objection coming from his servant. In any 
case, the purely tactical aspect is placed last among the reasons. 
Another entirely different motive for this group of teachings is 
brought up in VI. 133: 1100 not hold back ll anything of what the king 
distributes. There is some criticism in this, indirect yet impossible 
not to overhear, hinting at existing abuses. 

All of these motives--obedience, loyalty towards the king, loss of 
personal integrity, fear of corruption--may have played their part, 
more or less unconsciously, in each of the versions, but always one 
of them specifically was in the foreground of the respective poet1s 
mind. 
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1.	 A survey, although not complete, of the hierarchical system of
 
government in ancient Thailand is found in Wales, Ancient Siamese
 
Government and Administration~ pp. 21 ff.; see also Rabibhadana,
 
The OPganization of Thai Society in the EarZy Bangkok Period~
 
pp. 103 ff.; Vella, siam under Rama pp. 3 ff.; Wenk, The
 
Restoration of ThaiZand under Rama I~ pp. 28 ff.; Jones, Thai
 
TitZes and Ranks~ passim.
 

2.	 See for example the affair that led to the death of tau Fa
 
Thammathibet and ten other persons, Wenk, Die RuderZieder - kap
 
he rUG - in der Literatur ThaiZands~ pp. 35 f.
 

3.	 See for example Vella, Siam under Rama p. 10. 
4.	 I should like to point here to the earliest document in writing 

of Thai civilization, Khun Ram Khamhaeng's stone inscription by 
which that ruler stated at one passage in beautiful classic Thai 
II I served my father, I served my mother, I served myel der brother. II 
See Coedes, ReceuiZ des inscriptions du Siam~ vol. I, p. 44; see 
also the initial verses 2 and 3 of Version VI and the section on 
"Autoritatsverhaltnisse ll in Thailand, in Boesch, cit.~ pp. 33 ff. 

5.	 P. ll. 

6.	 For an extensive discussion of the concept of personality in
 
Buddhism see Grimm, Die Lehre des Buddha~ pp. 35 ff.; Nyanatiloka,
 
Buddhistisches Worterbuch~ pp. 106 ff.
 

7.	 Details in Wells, Thai Buddhism~ Its Rites and pp. 7 ff.; 
see also Chomchai, op.cit' 3 pp. 8 f.; Sarkisyanz, Ope pp. 21'3 

ff.;	 Ling, The BuddnM, pp. 159 ff. 
8.	 See on this reproductions in Wenk, MUraZ Paintings in ThaiZand3
 

vol. II, parts 1 and 2, passim.
 
9.	 See for example Wood, A History of Siam3 pp. 231 ff. 

10. preussisa.he Expedition nach ostasien3 vol. IV, pp. 317, 323. 
11.	 See for example the scene in the first chapter of the epos Khun 

Chang Khun Phaen3 ibid' 3 pp. 23 ff., which may assumed to have been 
conceived after a real event. The king here has the almost totally 
innocent Khun Krai beheaded on the spot when he fails in trying to 
drive a herd of buffaloes into a kraal (translation of the scene in 
Wenk, Metrik in der thaiZandischen Dichtung3 p. 126); according 
to the report by Koenig, IIJournal of a Voyage from India to Siam... , It 
pp. 164 f., Taksin had his barber beheaded because allegedly he had 
not cut his hair evenly enough. A wealth of quite colorful descrip
tions from neighboring Burma concerning arbitrary decisions based 
on sheer personal incompetence is contained in Fielding, Thibaw's 
Queen3 especially on pp. 92 ff. 

,	 '" 
12.	 See quotations in Stransky, Die Wiedervereinigung ThaiZands unter 

Taksin Z?6? - Z?823 pp. 140 ff.; and also the same author's comments 
on this, ibid' 3 p. 148. 
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13.	 Only en passant do I wish to point here to the parallels between 
these ideas and the conception of state and society with Hobbes, 
Kant, and Hegel, further to the findings of fundamental signifi
cance in the field of ethology concerning "social hierarchy and 
rank," "aggression control," "area control and distance." 

14.	 Hondrich, op.cit.~ p. 83. 
15.	 Machiavelli, Discorsi~ p. 279. 
16.	 Oriental Despotism~ pp. 149 ff. 
17.	 See, by way of comparison, Priestly, The English~ p. 20: "The 

truth is, most of the English have an inbuilt sense of class, 
part of their Englishness .... 11 

18.	 See on this in particular Landon, Siam in Transition~ p. 149. 
19.	 The inertia of Thai bureaucracy because of this pattern of behavior 

has been one of the principal targets for the violent attacks by 
critical Thai students, see, e.g., the article by Nitiwanakun, 
tiThe Hidden Danger of the Seniority System," and Ungphakorn, "The 
Society of Siam," pp. 3 ff. Concerning the same complex see also 
the study by Boesch, op.cit.~ passim, as well as the chapter "On 
the problems of social ethics of Theravada Buddhism" in Sarkisyanz, 
op.cit.~ pp. 37 ff., in which his dismissal of Weber's theses of 
the alleged incompatibility of the Arahat ideal with active social 
engagement should be noted. 

20.	 In fact we find occasionally that people in the service of others 
are called khon klua~ "people who fear (somebody)", see Wenk, 
llTamra maeu,tamra sunak," p. 151, note 19; see also 1.29, note 43. 

21.	 A negative example may be found in Chandruang, MY Boyhood in Siam~ 
p. 40: "I soon rea1i zed that in p1ayi ng with a pri nce it pa i d not 
to win. Deception was what was wanted. This diplomatic tact 
father also applied when he played chess with the Viceroy"; compare
also Fielding, Thibaw's Queen~ p. 66: one must never seem to 
"excel" the great. 

22,	 And also that "only men who are fighting for their own glory are 
good and faithful soldiers," thus also Machiavelli, Discorsi, p.
l17--a thought which if we pursue it further draws our attention 
to the fact that an absolutistic system of power, in order to 
maintain itself, needs the personal engagement, even pleasure, of 
its subjects in what they are doing for it, in modern terminology,
their motivation by identification. 

23.	 Compare also Rosenberg, "Bemerkungen zum buddhi sti schen GehaIt des 
Romans Phli Di von Dpk Mai Sot," p. 48. 

24.	 See on this also the analysis by Luhmann, Zweckbegriff und System
rationalitat~ pp. 70 f., according to whom a system of government
is "structured hierarchically in order to assure that purposes are 
achieved through obedience to orders, regardless of the character 
of the motivations of other participants 'l ; see also ibid~. p. 78. 
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25. 

26. 
27. 

28. 

29. 
30. 

31. 
32. 

33. 

34. 

35. 

In this connection a remark by Fontane, Meine Kinderjahre~ chapter 8, 
may be of interest: "One honestly believed (around the year 1830) in 
the pyramid of the state, which had as its natural law that the upper 
stone pressed upon the lower. 1I 

See Veblen, Theorie der feinen Leute ("The Theory of the Leisure C1ass ll ), 
pp. 41 ff. 

See on this Wales, Siamese Ceremonies~ passim. 
In Thai literature, I know in this context only the series of stories 
around Si Thanon Chai who plays a role there somewhere between a 
buffoon and a court jester. 
Compare verse 472 in Wenk, IIEin Lehrgedicht fur junge Frauen - suphasit 
sQn ying - des SunthQn Phu,1I " ... Evi1 will come to you because of your 
coveting (gold jewelry), you have not stayed within your station ll ; 

compare also on this topic Priestly's remarks in The English pp. 19 f. 
about "class distinctions" in England: IICritics fan to understand 
that an accepted class system may be easier, more comfortable, even 
cosier, for most people than what passes for an egalitarian society.... 
And men and women can be truly independent even while acknowledging 
class distinctions." 

See Samut phap~ pp. 33 ff.; Tamra phap lai thai~ passim. 
See Chandruang. op.cit.~ p. 11, where he describes a visit of his 
family with the mother of his father: "Yes, ... an old woman was wait
ing for us on the veranda of the old house. Father jumped down from 
the car. Hurriedly he climbed the ladder and bowed his head upon her 
feet. II Young, The Kingdom of the Yellow Robe~ p. 130: liThe national 
etiquette is the natural result of the national condition of society.... 
As the head is the most sacred part of the body, the chief rules that 
concern the behavi our of an i nferi or person in the presence of hi s 
superior relate to the position of the body.1I See also Boesch, op.()it.~ 
pp. 35 ff. It should be pointed out that prostration is not unknown 
in the Occident either, including Byzantium, as a form of paying 
respect or also expressing recognition in the non-religious sphere. 
For details and further bibliographical notes see Ohm. Die 
Gebetsgebcirden der Volker und das Christentum~ pp. 135 ff. Further, 
I should like to mention here, as Griswold does in King Mongkut~ that 
the Western custom of remaining on one's feet in the presence of 
persons of higher rank appears as shockingly servile in Thai eyes. 
See Wenk, tau Fa UthumphQn - ein Monch auf dem Thron Thai1ands. p. 656. 

I /

Stransky, Die Wiedervereinigung Thailands unter Taksin l?67 - U82" 
pp. 9 ff. 
The Art of Worldly Wisdom~ Aphorism 177. 
See Wilhelm, Gesellschaft und Staat in China~ p. 15; also Dohring,
 
Siam~ p. 16.
 
It seems to be a basic, generally valid law in human community life
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that members of a group behaving differently from the rest stir the
 
latter to acts of aggression, or at least feelings of aggression,
 
by creating a "situation of irritation ll 

; see on this Eib1-Eibesfeldt,
 
Der vorprogrammierte Mensch~ pp. 97 f. And this complex of problems
 
must be expanded on behavior at variance with the legal norms of a
 
community, e.g., criminal law. (At the basis of this from a psycho

logical viewpoint may be the fact that an exceptional social ascen

dancy brings home to others that they are remaining behind in their
 
present social status or perhaps even falling back, and thus they
 
feel disturbed by such ascendancy because it is putting their every

day routine, their "normalcy," and their system of order in disarray.)
 
I should further like to point to Hofstatter's idea in Einfuhrung in
 
die Sozialpsychologie~ pp. 99 f., concerning a "ceremonial of
 
rivalry" which appears to fit Thai conditions singularly well, run

ning parallel to the aggressive behavior just described: the
 
frequent existence of an inarticulate, perhaps even unconscious
 
consensus previous to the contest, who is to be the victor, i.e.,
 
the one distinguishing himself and thereby moving up in the hierarchy.
 

36.	 See on this Boesch, op.cit.~ pp. 38. 41. In a wider sense also 
Luhmann, Zweckbegriff und Systemrationalitat~ pp. 149 f., according 
to whom "an action aiming purposely at inter-human relations must 
not only be carried out appropriately to the purpose but also demon
strated with great care and due consideration for the respective 
audiences." 

37.	 To elaborate on this in detail would transcend the frame of the 
present study. I shall therefore limit myself to a few cue-words 
to indicate in which direction the argument would have to aim, 
pointing to elevations to highest ranks of nobility, often from the 
lowest social strata, (especially) because of military prowess, 
even ascendancy to the kingship (e.g., Taksin, Rama I); elevation 
due to outstanding poetic genius (especially under Rama II); from 
1860 onward because of excellent technocratic or scientific achieve
ments; ascendancy to the highest dignities in the Buddhist hierarchy. 
See on this also Rabibadhana, op.cit.~ pp. 155 ff. 

38.	 See for example Embree, in Evers, Loosely structured Social Systems: 
Thailand in Comparative Perspective ~ p. 10; Wenk, Mu:l'al Paintings 
in Thailand~ vol. I, part 1, pl. XXXVIII. 

39.	 See Dodd, The Thai Race~ p. 312. 
40.	 See on this Vella, The Impact of the West on Government in Thailand~ 

pp. 351 ff.; Skinner, Chinese Society in Thailand~ pp. 244 ff.; see 
also a remark in Stifel, Rubber and the Economy of SouthePn Siam, 
p. 9; Dohring, op.oit., p. 16; and also Crawfurd, op.cit., p. 88. 

41.	 Kotmai tra sam duang~ vol. I, p. 119. 
42.	 See illustrations LI to LV and LXIII to LXVI in Wenk, Mural Paintings 

in Thailand, vol. II. 
43,	 On this see under I.B.2 and II.C. 
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44.	 The legal and factual separation of the royal pri~y purse and 
public finances was not effectuated till Rama V, CulalongkQn, see 
on this Mokarapong, op.cit .. p. 54; Chula Chakrabongse, Lords of 
Life, p. 250. 

45.	 Thai Culture and BehalJior, p. 6. Also Embree, "Thailand, A Loosely 
Structured Social System," p. 4, gives on the whole a negative 
evaluation of the Thais as members of the family. 

46.	 This latent or manifest process of socialization within the family 
or clan, it must be pointed out, is at the same time a decisive 
contribution towards stabilizing society, inasmuch as shaping the 
attitude and role assumed with regard to state and society is 
probably the main factor in this process of socialization. See the 
authors quoted in Milhoffer, Familie und Klasse, pp. 220 ff. From 
this it follows that "old Thailand," already on account of its solid 
family structure, was not ready for any larger social upheaval. 

47.	 These arguments lead to the same conclusions as Bodin's theory (Six 
Zivres de la Republique, l576J devel,oped on the basis of public 
conditions in an absolute monarchy, to the effect that the real life 
cell of the state is the family, with the state being a family of 
larger dimensions and the sovereign a pater familias. 

48.	 Compare in this connection also chapters IV and V in Sarkisyanz, 
op.cit., pp. 26 ff., 33 ff. Concerning the salary system in 
ancient Thailand see further Wales, Ancient Siamese Government and 
Administration, pp. 215 ff. 
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G. Conclusions 

The versions of Phal~ S9n n9ngJ among the many suphasit poems in Thai 
literature, are not to be counted among the great works created by 
Thai poets. Whoever desires to read poetry for its own sake will 
hardly choose these teachings. l Neither was it the poets' intent to 
offer edification or aesthetic enjoyment, as the concluding passages 
of each version clearly show. Their essential purpose was to offer 
useful precepts. This aspect has so far hardly received scholarly 
attention, in the history of literature. Not only has Phal~ S9n n9ng
remained unexplored under aspects other than aesthetics or literary 
history but also so has the larger part of Thai sup7ursit literature 
as well, although that literature too is of interest mainly from the 
point of view of sociology. 

The present study may be taken, for one thing, as a contribution to 
the history of literature. There is not merely one poem Phal~ S9n 
n9ngJ but no less than ten versions of the same title. A similar 
situation may well be found to exist in the case of other poetic works 
in languages of the Thai peoples. 

The interpretation of the poems attempted here under sociological 
aspects proceeds, independently of any ideology, from the premise that 
within a state community there have never existed perfect conditions 
assuring supreme happiness to everyone; the best that can be achieved 
is a tolerable situation for all members of the community. As Freud 
has already stated: "nature by endowing individuals with highly un
equal physical capabilities and mental talents has instituted injus 
tices against which there is no redress,1I2 thus anticipating basic 
insights of genetics and of the present-day science of behaviorism, 
such as the "law of nature of the inequality of all living things." 
Not everything is there for everyone or, rather, much is out of reach 
for many. Total equality does not exist except where there is total 
tyranny or, reversely, freedom exists only where people may still be 
unequal. 

Within the old Thai monarchy, moral and spiritual values rendering 
life tolerable were passed on for centuries. 3 In this connection we 
may point to the affirmative position toward dominion generally and 
toward the actually existing system of government in particular as 
documented by the very existence of the poems. There are no passages 
which, under the influence of Theravada Buddhism's pessimistic world 
view, might question this positive attitude toward the political
community. 

We do not intend to offer here an apologia for political conditions in 
old Thailand. Barbaric acts of many kinds can be documented for that 
country from works of literature, chronicles, sanctions threatened by 
numerous laws4 --just as the same may be done from the respective 
sources of any other country. Yet, how infinitely small was the number 
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of those who fell victim to individually committed or instigated crimes 
in Thailand compared to the masses that were put to death for the 
benefit of even a single IItrue" religion or dogma or ideology. 

Not everyone succeeded or is succeeding in sUblimating their aggressive
ness or urge for power--neither did all Thai rulers. But they did 
succeed in preserving a society in which the ego-transcending impulses 
were channeled toward seeking the "middle path" rather than trying to 
bring salvation to others by violence--within or without the country-
in blind submission to the sovereign or for some other reasons for 
which the latter must take responsibility. There was no urgent need 
for measures to change society fundamentally under the actual conditions 
prevailing during the Ayuthaya and Bangkok periods. up to the beginning 
of the reign of Rama IV. Mongkut. in the year 1851. That nevertheless 
much was modified in an evolutionary way during that time without hys
teria. without physical or psychical force. and without slaughter is 
sufficiently well known from the works of historians specializing in 
that periorl. The factual content of the poems here studied is limited; 
it might even be called modest. Considerably more problems exist within 
a social fabric than one finds touched upon in PhaZ~ sgn ngng. I have 
carefully resisted the temptation to use these poems as a pretext for 
an elaborate theoretical superstructure for which they were not intended. 
Perhaps as a result of this procedure the present study may be considered 
to be to a certain degree one-sided; not in the sense of partiality but 
because there are sociologically relevant facts and problems of impor
tance that were necessarily left unmentioned. This is a criticism that 
cannot be avoided. What Phali1s teachings offer is merely the subject 
matter for a first study--which will have to be followed up by others. 

Nothing of a metaphysical nature nor any indulgence in morality is to be 
found in PhaZ~ s9n n9ng. Certainly. the king is termed the repository 
of all virtues. but this is always done in some concrete context. Rev
erence is owed for practical reasons to him whose decisions are valid 
for all Thais. We do not find in the poems such rather big words as 
freedom. truth. equality, and so forth--concepts that automatically
conjure up their contrasting antinomies: oppression, lying, inequality. 
Even moraliz·ing commonplaces found in some of the verses refer always to 
perfectly concrete matters, and thus the poems are not overly burdened 
by weighty metaphysical implications. 

What is it, then, that Phali's teachings teach us? The identity of 
"Asiatic society = despotic society?" That they surely do not teach. 
They do show us that the constitution of ancient Thailand offered under 
certain conditions possibilities for handling state power despotically, 
even tyrannically--certainly according to the teachings of Version II, 
less strikingly according to IV to VII. Here again we ~hould make refer
ence--merely in a few key words, in order to recall certain fundamentals 
rooted in nature which in the opinion of this author are common to all 
beings living in communities--to more recent findings of the science of 
ethology which can no longer be ignored in scholarly discussion. I 
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should point especially to the concept of udominance in social 
structures" (Lorenz) and to the "social behavior" laid into all liv
ing beings by nature with a tlrelationship of superiority and subordi
nation" (Tinbergen, Ei bl-Ei besfeldt). 

At what time, how often, and in what manner tyrannical power was used 
is a question that can only be answered on the basis of specific 
historic research. The teachings show, however, at least pars ppo 
toto~ that the common man, the phrai, wanted to live just the way 
he actually did,5 in harmony with his natural surroundings, the 
peculiar characteristics of his race, and the cultural traditions of 
his community. His own proper role as he himself understood it was 
not that of a downtrodden something or other deprived of any personal 
dignity. Phali's teachings do not express the ethos of slaves but 
of free men to whom service and reverence towards others did not mean 
degradati on. 

The state of the Thais was ruled in the manner of absolutism, as was 
probably necessary in a society whose members were ready to undertake 
but little (too little) responsibility themselves. 6 However, I should 
qualify as despotic or tyrannical only governments which pursue the 
individual by their compulsion, constraints, and brainwashing into the 
last corner of privacy and into domains of everyday life. The sug
gestion that every people has the form of government it deserves would 
seem to be, if you abstract its cynicism, rather close to the truth. 
In any case, the various capitals, Ayuthaya, Lopburi, and Bangkok, 
seemed always far off to the peasants in their rice fields and the 
tradespeople in their stalls. 7 

The poems do not convey the impression of an utterly atrocious absolute 
state in the background, such as do works by some European poets from 
the same period. According to Lessing1s llEmilia Galotti" or Schiller's 
"Kabale und Liebe," to name only two of the better known examples, the 
state in the age of absolutism (of Western vintage) was a wholly 
corrupt and arbitrary regime. Comparing the two models, East and West, 
will always give rise to the question whether their widely different 
tenors must be explained by contrasting objective conditions or by the 
poet's divergent conceptions of life. Whichever alternative may be 
more correct, both of them offer equal justification for considering 
the state of the Thais, an Asian people, as a polity sui genepis, to 
be evaluated without falling back on the hardened formulas of Western 
mentality, ideology, or weltanschauung. 

1.	 Benedetto Croce would no doubt have dismissed these works as "non 
poesia,u as merely time-bound rhetorics or tendential poesies. 

2.	 Freud, das Unbehagen in dep Kultup~ p. 242, note 1. (I do not 
ignore the existence of an opinion--see the Myrdal Report of 1969 
according to which we are called on today to "correct nature's 
inequalities"nin order to achieve what kind of equality?) 
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3.	 A similar development as that in Thailand is suggested in the case 
of Malaysia by Alatas, "Feudalism in Malaysian Society, a Study in 
Hi storie Conti nuity, II passim. 

4.	 Some such barbarities springing from human imagination are rather 
drastically presented in Thai mural paintings depicting scenes from 
hell, see Wenk, MUral Paintings in Thailand~ vol. I, pp. 129 ff., 
149 ff., vol. II, illustrations LI to LV, and LXII to LXVI. 

5.	 Compare with this, among other things, the description of a prole
tarian environment in the poetic work Raden Landai~ see Wenk, "Raden 
Landai ndas Leben und Werk des Phra Maha Montri," there especi a11y 
under II.3. d,e. 

6.	 See on this also the remarks by Chomchai, IIDevelopment of Human 
Rights in Thailand,1I p. 7, and Ungphakorn, "The Society of Siam," 
pp. 3 ff.; Wenk, Die Verfassungen Thailands~ p. 7. 

7.	 In the narrative by Thirabutana, Thing8~ p. 69, which de
scribes conditions in her home in Northeastern Thailand, the author 
states that her mother (in the year 1970) did not even know where 
Bangkok, a city of many millions, was situated. 
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III. THE TEXTS 
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A. Texts in Print 

1. Version I--Phal~ 89n n§ng (kham chan) 

(l) 

(2) 

That glorious day,l in Khit
did sacrifice his life,3 

The arrow5 struck6--yet tore 
he clutched the arrow, then 

(3 ) 

(4) 

Sukhrip, the young. To him 
My death is near. Past deeds 

My counsel. you lO and Ongkhot, 
most noble, of royal seed: 

(5) 

(6) 

Wait on, keep not too far from, 
be it for leisure hours13 

Beware15 at play and pleasure,16 
pain, punishment, and peril. 

(7) Do not reply to royal 
explain, veil not the gist 

(8) At audience be not sumptuous, 
Do not with furtive glances 

(9) If, while you give report, 
displeased, then speak subdued, 

(10) When auspices be fair, 
B · 20 B'e anXlOUS, wary. elng 

(ll) On the king's throne, adorned, 
hope not to sit, nor lean 

(l2) At audience be not too near 

or too far, concealed from his 
eye, 

kin town,2 Phali the king 

so he might save his soul. 4 

but hair. Mocking? his miss, 
called his beloved brother,8 

did he expound his teachings. 9 

repenting, I bequeath you 

my son, both closest kin,ll 

Do serve and shield the king! 

the lord of Vi£nu's line,12 

at day, or work at night. 14 

lest frolics should not lead toll 
Thus: prudence, care,18 restraint! 

requests with thoughtless words,19 
on purpose, to deceive. 

at the palace prudent, careful. 
lust for the concubines. 

the king should shun your eyes, 
resigned and bide your time. 

report, when not, stay silent 
2la firebrand may bring sorrow. 

aglow with jewels and gold, 
on it, nor on the cushion. 

to the king, seeming intimate, 
bold,22 

lest he order a search for you. 
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(13 )	 Keep about the middle, not close, nor too far to hear the reQuests 23 

of	 IIHis Wisdom," but rather to all things, to respond and to act. 
learn 

(14) When the king, in	 mood to reward, dispenses small gifts to some, 
do not object to his pleasure, 

(15) Attending audience	 at noon, 
or	 else you might feel ill at 

ease. 

(16)	 The treasury24 of the king, 
some may try to rob. 25 

(17)	 With strangers in town have no 
friendship, 

Distrust	 and doubt all their 
wiles, 

(18)	 On streets and arcaded lanes26 

idlers, across all counties27 

(19)	 Do never trespass beyond 
and fear his sovereign might, 

(20)	 The lion throne of trfumphl 28 

or you may conjure up peril. 

(21)	 Be gratefu1 29 to him who 
30towers

and night. Perpetual will be 

(22)	 He is the ruler,32 he raises 
In reverence bow to his royal 

(23)	 Do not contradict the intent35 

any crime that might distress 

(24)	 Be not presumptuous, proud 
Be devout, of a loyal mind,38 

but gladly give your acclaim. 

be sure you did not overeat, 
Overstuffing may bring discomfort. 

while richly provided and filled, 
(Thieves) have but their own good 

in mind. 

be not confidential with them. 

lest the king disincline toward 
you. 

do not brazenly stroll like 
worthless 

where you may not yet be known.
 

the kingls commands, respect
 
the monarch's majesty.
 

Try not to chum up with the king,
 
Be cautious, circumspect, fearful.
 

above you, tremble3l morning
 

his power, sustaining his servants.
 

the white baldaquin33 of conquest.
 
wi sdom,34 time without end.
 

of him, the divine,36 nor commit
 
the dignity of the king.
 

toward the lord of the sun race,37
 

do offer help in all things.
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(25)	 And then: be grateful, eager,39 
revere the ruler, protect him 

(26)	 To an angry king reply not 
and harshly punish the slight. 

(27)	 When receiving a royal command 
take care to decide the matter 

(28)	 Reporting events to the king 
yet in a manner to Please42 

(29)	 Don't expect that the king show 
affection 

But	 be modest and courteous 
1'j ke men 

(30)	 At audience be self-controlled, 
to the royal pleasure, the king 

(31)	 Regaling you to the best, 

and advantage. Revere him, and 

(32)	 Do volunteer service in war, 
bravely the foes of your king. 

(33)	 Do not think your life will end: 

Your name in the three worlds46 

beyond 

(34)	 Remember, younger brother and 
47 son, 

to you, the sovereign's 
49servants. 

(35)	 Phali, the monkey·s king, 
then went up to the heavens. 
taught the king·s servants well, 
Eagerly listened and learnt. 

40show providence and care, 
with never relenting zeal. 

4lin anger, or he will resent
Do patiently bide your time. 

for investigating a case, 
as is proper by custom and law. 

do tell nothing but the truth, 
the exalted majesty. 

by raising your ranks to the sky. 

who humble themselves43 to the 
great. 

44not haughty at heart, accede 
will respond with thanks and 

rewards. 

he increases your might, to your 
boon 

you will be in need of nought. 

harbor no fear but fight 
In peril be unperturbed. 

should you die, then so let	 it 
45

be. 
will be exalted by fame. 

these precepts48 that I did 
expound 

51ObeySO what I put before you. 

scion of the ruling house, 
Seeking the younger, he had 
abundant for them. The young 
Here (Phall's) life does end. 
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1.	 The word pin following pang might possibly be a kham S9i used for
 
the interior rhyme~ but it could also give to pang the sense of
 
IIgreat, g1ori ous time. II
 

2.	 buret : bur'i 

3.	 ch'iphit: ch'iwit 

4.	 k'Cd: "his body, his self ll 

5.	 phromat: the divine arrow of Phra Narai 
6.	 phlae phlaeng: II wounded II 

7.	 khai: lito spit ll 

8.	 sawat khu khaphoth'9n: ... khanphoth'9n 

9.	 tha phram phr9ng nuson: ... anuaon 

10.	 au nau: likely au ~au 

11.	 thang a lan: "both, uncle and nephew," i.e., SukhrlP and Ongkhot, 
uncle and nephew to each other. 

12.	 i.e., Rama, the incarnation of Visnu, in Thai Phra Narai 

13.	 wang wen... phasuk 

14.	 nitsa nan: "sleeping long" 
15.	 phawong phawak: Ilapprehensive, anxious in view of the future" 
16.	 len long: "longing for pleasure" 
17.	 Interpretive translation of this line, literally: IlExcessive fun~ 

then look for the cause (of the evil)" 
18.	 prayat: "frugal ~ simple" 
19.	 bau kham: "with 1ight words II 

20.	 dan: kham S9i 

21.	 interpretive rendering of this line 
22.	 tha(ra)nong: thanong 

23.	 nuaon: anuson 

24.	 khlang: a tenn in use till this day for "financial (matters)~ 
ministry of finance ll ; see Wales, ancient Siamese Government 
and Administration~ pp. 98 ff. 

25. While there is	 no "do not" in this line~ it is undoubtedly implied. 
26.	 chanuan: canopied, arcade-like paths for pedestrians 

27.	 amphoe: administrative region~ today corresponding to a "county" 
28.	 The reference here may be to a throne called Phatharabitha 

(bhadrapitha) on which the coronation proper of the Thai kings takes 
place. Across the seat and back of this throne there is spread a 
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cloth of gold brocade with a vermilion "lion" woven into it in the 
shape of a	 ratahasrha~ see Wales, Siamese State Ceremonies~ p. 83 
and illustration	 IX. 

29. khit khun:	 kh9P khun 

30. phu pnan phau: "who is above your head" 
31. yam y?mg:	 also "timid" 
32.	 pin cutha tharet: "King with the needle in the (Brahmin) hair knot"; 

regarding "hair Knot" see illustration pp. 104 
and 105 in Dohring, Siam, part I. 

33.	 sawet chat: "White ba1daquin,1I a symbol of royal power and dignity, 
see Wales, op.cit., pp. 93 ff. 

34.	 bot: among other meanings a numeral for poetry or teachings of 
wisdom in writing 

35. athaya: atchanasai 

36. isarathibet:	 IIVisnu," see note 12 
37.	 b~riban b'9d:isun: "Savior and ruler of the race of the sunil; 

concerning II race of the sunil see under LA.a. 

38. nukun: anukun 

39. phir(aya) : phira~	 or phiriya 

40.	 khZat khZa: IImuc h," here probably to be understood in the sense 
of "intensive1y ll 

41. prathut: lito	 do evil to someone, or to put him in rage" 
42. sangng net	 sanqng kan: "pleasant to the eye, pleasant to the ear" 
43. tam yam yeng: 1I1ow1y and fearful II 

44 . t har (a) nong:	 thanong 

45. bq aZai: an idiom 
46.	 traiphop: here probably the heavens, earth, and hell are meant, 

not the Buddhistic "Three Worlds" of desire, forms, and 
non-forms. 

47. a Zan: "uncle, nephew," see note 11 above. 
48. nusat	 san: anusat 

49. mattaya: amat 

50. nuwat: anuwat 

51.	 sawekak9n: probably sawek, "court official," and kQn, here numeral 
for the preceding 

52. rot:	 "with gusto" 
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2. Version II--Phali 89n n9ng (kham khlong) 

(1) 

(2) 

(3 ) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

Phali holds highest rank,l above all rank and file,2
 
a ruler of Indra's order,3 sharing his might. 4
 

He lords it over Kh,tkin land, as king,
 
his fame far flung,5 even unt06 heaven's blessed fields. 7
 

The monkeys' glorified king, famous Phali,
 
he called his worthy younger brother, and
 
Ongkhot, most honorable, of gentle heart,
 
in solemn words revealing them the core and course of things.
 
To you, young kin, same blood by mother's womb,
 

9I'm deeply bound at heart,8 as never more.
 
Farewell I bid to life,lO choosing death.
 

You two with kind heart honor11 the one of "radiant eyel ll12
 

Both shall you ever love him with respect and faith. 13
 
v . 14 15Be slaves at Cakri's feet, the highest light.
 

Ongkhot, extolled and brilliant like mine eye,16
 
Uncle and nephew, do defend with mutual care each other.
 
Devoted17 be a thousandfold to the crowned 18
 

ruler from Rakhu's19 line, bow20 to his head,
 
and fancy not you may stay idle forever,21
 
with joy and bliss all morning, while fast asleep all night. 22
 

Then: 23 Often may24 a rich king be robbed of gold.
 
When roaring25 he requests a precise report,
 
relate26 the cunning deed to him in truth,
 
not answering at the surface,27 but making clear the case. 28
 

At audience with the great, appear not too elegant.
 
Your dress be not too sumptuous, your conduct humble.
 
Approach the palace29 with a polite deportment.
 
At court move quietly, not all too rash or rumbling. 30
 

Court31 concubines are like celestial ladies,
 
of fairest figure,32 fine and most delicate.
 

Do not while serving the "giver of laws,"
 
sovereign, 

33"twice wise," lust for them, them with furtive glances. 
searching 
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(9)	 On king's request expound clearly each case. 
(Yet) wait till the "wor1d's 10rd" is pleased to smile. 
Then, when he turns to address you with "1ion voice," 
elaborate plainly, plausibly, while the king's grace lasts. 

(10)	 If reasons he wishes to hear, do respond, 
if,	 undisposed, he remains silent, desist. 

34 35Do dread to stir the sovereign1s temper, lest he, 
his heart sad, dark, disgusted, should bring harm36 to all. 

(11)	 The throne of his majesty, the "giver of 1aws," 
enriched with gold and pearls of brilliant beauty, 
with precious gems, bright colors i1lustrious,37 
do not ascend playfully up there in wanton boasting. 

(12)	 Another rule: When going up to court, 
draw not too near the king1s radiant might. 
Pride may provoke a twice hard punishment. 
Vet, neither stay too far, so they need not search for you. 

(13)	 When (the king) dispenses38 in order to 
presents 

reward for some particular full achievements, 
you shall not blame the ruler1s righteousness.
 
Wholeheartedly do emulate him39 who brings good fruit. 40
 

(14)	 Attending morning's audience for a survey,41 
refrain from overeating before, be fruga1. 42 

Don't feast yourself so ful1 43 that, maybe,
44your angry inner man	 impair you at the palace. 

(15)	 Wealth and precious wares45 from the king's treasure46 

do not try to conceal, nor even touch. 
Take but non-treasure, under harsh penalty. 
Let not a greedy heart,47 like a villain's, break your worth. 

(16)	 About the monarch speak with supreme respect, 
as though the disk bearer48 were upon49 your head. 
Shun the town1s procurers,50 fear what might fo110w. 51 

Don't talk to them in confidence, for they inform the king. 
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The king1s canopied walks,52 

because that is unseemly, 
Approaching exalted places 
might, if you trespass,53 cost 
His majesty, the highest of 
of three worlds, world end beyond 
Do fear the word and power 
and serve him ever truly,54 
This high lord shielding you, 
potent like Siva in 
not be (compared to) millions56 

You both57 be subject to him,58 
Be loyal vassals to the lord of 

60 .the four-armed, rlch one, always most powerful. 

step not on them,
 

and quite improper.
 
in royal proximity
 
your lives, therefore desist!
 
Ayuthaya,
 
limits and lands!
 
of the king,
 
until your lives will end. 55
 

lord of the earth,
 
this world, can
 
of races, nations.
 
love him, preserve our house. 59
 

assembled armies,
 
61 

Yield to his sovereign anger, 
Do not resist, nor roam his 
And further: When (the king) 

should 
remember what he explains, 
not absent-minded63 nor lazy,64 
Report on a hundred matters,65 all 
If you are the sovereign's 

confidant, 
about secrets any Place66 in 
If you see through matters,67 
in measured words aptly68 

Presume no intimacy with the 
Do not speak curtly to him in 
Your fear, respect, be boundless 
When near the throne,70 be 71 

mindful 
Be submissive,72 reticent, do not 

nor left, nor right. unsteadily74
 

Don't turn or wander around,
 
Be firm, collected, enduring,
 

and punishment.
 
realm like rebels. Respect him!
 
need you, obey,
 

mind his words,
 
and no sly twists!
 
things useful to the king.
 
do not prattle
 

so many words.
 
do expound
 
your finely spun schemes.
 

69lord of the arrow. 
abrupt words. 
of hi.s majesty. 
of revering him alone. 

face up to him73 

shifting sideways.
 
disregarding him.
 
innocuous before the throne.
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(25)	 Research in each case the truth, then report. 75 

Do not exaggerate, slyly all eg i ng rnagi c . 
Obedience render always the supreme majesty. 

76 eager to know his oplnlon. 
(26)	 His majesty,77 lord of punishment,78 healer of the sick, 

is teaching on the throne of the six spheres,79 pondering, 
expounding the four postures80 ever anew, also 
the two kinds of perfection8l to you slaves, so you may take heed. 

(27)	 Revere the lord of the earth82 with a collected mind. 
Don't devise subtle schemes for his adulation 
Rather find what befits and pleases at all time. 
If you flatter him thus, his will be a millionfold. 83 

response 
(28)	 Volunteer to serve when the monarch wages war, 

" 85not fearfu1 84 (but) brave, teeth gnashlng ln rage. 

Thus fight and fiercely surge 86 routing (the foe), 
forward 

following in hot pursuit,87 slaughtering, spreading terror. 
(29)	 In the battles of war do fight, never frightened, 

combatting with utmost courage a11 enemi es . 
Kill, slay, spreading destruction, dreading death, 

not 
attacking to your last breath. Then your gallant deeds ' tale will 

be told. 

(30)	 Complete is now my report. I bid you repeat 
the precepts I taught	 you both, dear kin, honor them. 

.Revere the mighty majesty, your saVlor. 88 

.......•.......89 shall come to an end, depart not yet. 
(31)	 Thus he spoke to the uncle and nephew. 

Already then90 his words were duly recorded. 
Always mind these teachings like your own selves. 
Do spread them for the boon of all the world to know. 

(32)	 I, Phall, wielded wide power in the universe. 
This poem reports explicitly for your benefit. 
Absorb the value, both of you, of all these words. 
Most worthy, blessed are they, all the world will give them 

praise. 
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Jl1. det: also "dignity, power 
2. loei babin:	 1itera lly "more than the rank and fi 1e 
3. lau: "groupll 
4. baeng pan: "to share (power) with someone" 
5. yong chan: "of high caliber" 
6. jCik: "(at the) side" 
7. sutha sathZm: "heaven's balmy places" 
8. lIin heart and mind" 

(of the monkeys) II 

9. hqn laeu: 1iterally about "There is not the like anymore" 
10.	 ch~phit: ch~wit 

11 .	 hathayang: hathaya 

12.	 kaeu net: here synonymous with II Rama " 
13.	 phakdi.: signifies generally "loyaltyJl 
14. cabi.:	 "bearer of the disk," here a synonym for "RamaH 
15.	 loet lam: "of the exceedingly brilliant one" 
16.	 net: (see note 12), but here surely used with relation to Phiili, 

therefore in the meaning ll ••• like myself Jl 

17.	 sane duai cai: "friendliness on purpose" 
18.	 pin: a golden needle around which the Brahmin hair knot is slung, 

see also note 32 to Version I. 
19.	 rakhu: signifying Rama1s provenience generally, without directly 

alluding to the Rakhu-Vamsa of Kalidasa 
20. kCii:	 a1so "to 1ean on, " here however in the mean i ng of tai 

21.	 yiioyut: "prolong" 
22.	 khui takhui: inserted for euphony, without proper meaning 
23.	 nung kh(;;i: "firstly" 
24.	 chal(;;i: char(;;i 

25.	 singhaniit: "the roar of the lion," i.e., a royal command, feared by 
men like a lion 1 s roar 

26..	 thun phit: phet thun 

27. kiin biiu	 n(;;i: "not too simple" 
28.	 nuang nua khad~ trong: "(expounding) the most important matter 

coherently and correctly" 
29.	 The word plong following here is but a kham s9i without further 

significance 
30.	 samphlam: a contraction of sam han and phl~ phlam 
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31.	 krom c'hamae: "Office for the (royal) concubines ll ; what 
is meant here does, however, not seem to be a 
krom in the proper technical sense. 

32. phaibun phan:	 a pleonasm 
33.	 Concerning the situation of the ladies of the palace see Wales, 

Siamese State Ceremonies, pp. 49 ff.; see further--despite a 
great many reservations against these books--Leonowens, The 
EngZish Governess at the Siamese Court, and Romance of the 
Harem, passim. 

34.	 khQng: here kham ek, "to be mixed up in something," probably 
to be taken as a synonym for khuang 

35.	 tang tae: lIfrom this time on ll 

36. rgn: "(it is)	 hot .... " 
37.	 naphat: the meaning not clear beyond doubt~ perhaps a corrupted 

form for nopharat (ninefold gem)? 
38.	 chaZua: chaZia 

39.	 60ng khqi chaZ9i tam: an idiomatic figure of speech which 
cannot be translated literally. 

40.	 sup phon: lI(to produce) honorable results ll 

41.	 khlqi: has also the secondary meaning lIto be on the look out 
for an opportunity." 

42.	 Y9n wai: lito let up, to disengage ll 

43.	 pramUn khanat: IIdon't treat (yourself) to such quantities ... II 
44.	 kluak kuan puan: lito be cross, irritated" 
45.	 kh'9ng k9ng kat wai: more 1iterally, IIgoods kept together at the 

various administrative units." may be 
meant to point to the preciousness of the 
royal urns. 

46.	 khZang: see note 24 to Version I. 
47. nguam: really	 "grabbing, leaning to" 
48.	 ~ak(ara) Zaks(ana): epitheton ornans for Visnu 
49.	 kai: "piled up" 
50.	 sa: also "mediator, agent"; possibly su may be an abbreviation 

for su san, II spy. " 
51.	 that: "punishment," but the translation here must no doubt be 

in the more general sense, as rendered. 
52.	 chanuan: canopied walkways often especially set up for persons 

of royal rank. See also note 26 to Version I. 
53.	 It is not quite beyond doubt whether the translation as rendered 

actually exhausts the full meaning of this line. 
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54.	 khuan san~ng: lito do a favor" 
55.	 eh!p n:iUi: the text, which is here rather formalized. permits also 

another interpretation, namely. "even if (because of 
this) your life should end. II 

56.	 phin: numeral for 10.000,000 
57.	 i.e., Sukhrip and Ongkhot 
58. san'9ng kham	 eh!: "doing a favor and explain by words ll 

59. (Siam ton:	 "to preserve the line" 
60.	 (Satupaphut: a by-name of Phra Narai 
61.	 kham ehau: ehau (siang saman) will have to be read here as kham 

tho~ therefore, "at day and at night." 
62.	 yo. khiat kon: "be not incensed about a ruse ll 

63. sathuan:	 "excited, confused ll 

64. kiat: khi	 kiat 
65.	 n:iUnZakhadi: "something that happened, a legal case" 
66.	 sathan: "place,1I here surely in the meaning as rendered 
67. kon kan:	 IIruses. tri cks II 
68.	 Uau diangso.: "to turn, to meander,u and IIbeing omniscient" 
69. An allusion	 to Rama whose arrow ultimately kills Phali 
70.	 sathan: II pl ace .1I but here no doubt to be translated as synonymous 

with phra th! nang --compare, e.g .• verse 24. fourth 
line. 

71. tang: tang	 oai 

72. haen: fau	 haen~ compare verse 27, first line. 
73.	 At the time of the Ayuthaya monarchy it was--under the influence 

of the Hinduist conception of royalty taken over from Cambodia-
forbidden under penalty of death to look the king in the face. 
This rule, although much less rigorously handled as far as sanc
tions were concerned, seems to have been maintained also during 
the Bangkok era, in any case till the reign of Rama IV. Mongkut, 
which can be documented from chronicles and law codes. 

74. kZap kZo.i:	 lito change (one 1 s mi nd) 11 

75. thum phit:	 phet thun 

76.	 Line missing; in the text carries a note: "Volume (at this spot)
defaced. II 

77.	 ins!: indraya~ lithe one with the five senses ll 

78.	 The meaning of the word thian~ which follows here. could not be 
established beyond doubt; perhaps lIinsignificant," Le., thian 
ending with an -r? 
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79.	 hok ha.eng: in the absence of further indications in the text it 
remains open what exactly is meant by this, presumably 
the II six heavens of the divinities,1I see on this 
Alabaster, The Wheel of the Law~ p. 308. 

80.	 iriya: what by this is to be signified in (Thai) Buddhism could 
not be ascertained; there are numerous thoughts and ideas 
connected with the number IIfour. 1l 

81.	 sitrthi): also "success, right, power ll ; see Panyanuphap, 
Photaaniinukrom sap phra phutha sa.tsana~ p. 421, the 
text does not permit being more specific. 

82.	 phiienphop: "surface of the earth,1l to be supplemented "the lord 
of ... " 

83.	 luang rr;i saen: llexceeding this a million times ll 

84.	 The word maleng following here is no doubt meant only as an 
onomatopoetic insertion. 

85. khen khiau:	 Il gnas hing one 1 s teeth with rage" 
86.	 reng tabeng tabing sa-uk: tabeng tabing are onomatopoetic kham 

sr;i 

87. lang liau:	 liau is to be read here without mai tho. 

88. thoran"inat:	 lion whom earth relies" 
89.	 pranithin: The meaning of this word could not be established 

beyond doubt. It may be assumed that it is a 
corrupted form of patithin" lItime, calendar.!l 

90.	 bauran: Horan 
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3. Version IIr-~ph2iH 82n ngng (kham khZOng) 

(1)	 Then~ all those festive ways, 
hi9h l merriment and praise 
the many pretty plays 
Huge crowds of men attended, 

2(2)	 King Phali·s lot by hun

There reigned in Khltkhin town 
A quarrel flared; his own 
Sukhrip, did fight, and in 

(3)	 Phali, with might on earth 
did smite his foes; in flight 
His realm he ruled, delight
Throughout the world there spread, 

(4)	 Then was the monkey struck by 
r5 dread6 that royal arrow,? 
To die, or hide in shame 
(And yet) this arrow lessens 

(5)	 Arrow in hand r speak to 
Sukhrip he called and Dara, 
Ongkhot of royal blood, too, 
r shall now die. You here 

(6)	 Do freely bow to, honor 
as servants at the feet of 
life~ limb, and spiritlO subject 
with eager care revering 

(7)	 Sleep not too long, nor late 
or else good fortune found by 
Even at rest have onlyll 
Neglect not the king·s grace but 

three days· 

were	 ended~ 

prepared with care. 
who flocked to watch. 

3and khon were shown.
 
his kin.
 
young brother,
 
the end must leave the realm.
 
and height of heaven,
 
this king they dread.
 
ful town Khitkhin.
 
exceeding bright, his fame. 4
 

the bow·s arrow.
 
8 my face pales.
 

were better.
 
my guilt, baring my fault. 9
 

you kings.
 
that intimate pair.
 
most close to him.
 
protect and shield each other.
 
Phra Narai,
 
his majesty,
 
to him in praise,
 
the king. Do not be idle.
 
(into the morning),
 
you will dwindle.
 
service in mind.
 
be quick to render homage.
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(8)	 For audience with the king don't 

nor enter palace halls with 
To royal concubines, so 
lend neither ear nor eyes in 

(9)	 Conversing (with the king) speak 
If he be wroth, look for a 
Aspire to do homage 
Don't cover up trespasses~ 

(10)	 If once the king's command is 
in his advisers' presence, 
But should he order you in 
then whispering, close, explain 

all 
(11)	 Then~ courses where the king is 

his alleys, arcades~ je~elled 

all these14 do not frequent, as 
Observe this well, you two, and 

(12)	 At audience be not too far 
just right. 15 His orders do 

keep 
any and all, whatever 
Good counsel do advance to 

(13)	 And further, should the ruler 
not lazy be but keen to 
Acclaim his orders, stand by 
Then gladness will induce him 

(14)	 And: should rewards be granted 
don't envy those so favored, 
would put you up to ridicule,16 

make you lose face 18 as servants 
(15)	 And, as the king's attendants, 

forsake him. Shun deceit, fear 
Do act according to all 
aware they shield you like a 

dress flashy fair, 
brusk excitement. 
devoted, cheerful, 
furtive flattery. 
slowly and calm. 

. 12
better occaSlOn.
 
at his feet.
 
rather reveal, report them.
 
. 13 tln error, argue no 
for fear of insult. 
secret~ alone, 
the	 (true) facts of the case.
 

wont to proceed,
 
throne and sedan,
 
thoUgh the king.
 
to all this pay attention.
 
or near the king,
 
correct in mind,
 

his wisdom wills.
 
your king to ease his burden.
 
be cross, withdraw not,
 
serve your high lord.
 
with counseling word.
 
to waive all punishment.
 
by royal grace,
 
for that in truth
 
bad luck,17 and would
 

arousing their lords' anger.
 
do trust him, don't
 
his wrath, revenge.
 
the roya 1 1aws ,
 
protecting wall and rampart.
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(16)	 Avoid all boasting you be 
Weigh well each word, in thinking 
Do not, uncaring, cover up 
or the disk bearer 1s19 flames 

(17)	 Then, where the king sojourns in 
make fast the doors and gates 

with 
Do not remove, nor ever 
To do so would be crime, never 

(18)	 And, do not swing playfully 
Don1t overtake the king, then 
And: in the jewelled hall where 
don1t wear fine dress~ color

striped,21 and 

(19)	 Don1t see yourselves as mighty 
Men should act wisely,22 with per-

Brag not the king bestow his 
if closely queried by him, 

(20)	 And then: revolts against the 
don1t get enmeshed in such crimes23 

Serve ardently24 to stay in 
Associating with bad men 

(21)	 And then, to show respect to 
be moderate at meals, keep 
not overstuff your inwards 
. d' d' t' 25lmpe	 lng your 1ges lon, 

(22)	 And further, don1t rub shoulders 
to swap or buy, for gain or 
Don1t pass on word to eunuchs, 
lest you should not account for 

(23)	 Don1t court the palace ladies27 

Shun disrespect or arrogance 
princesses. 28 Write no letters 
Learning of such--the penalty 

the king\s confidant.
 
be circumspect.
 
(what must be) punished,
 
will, roaring, sear your lives.
 
the royal palace,
 
unbreaking bolts.
 

release these locks.
 
dare such a brazen deed.
 
the royal sword.
 
crossing his way.
 
the king appears,20
 
a flower behind the ear.
 

like lords of war.
 
spicacity.
 

affection on you:
 
you might fall down--beware!
 
lord of the earth,
 
or evilness.
 
the sovereign1s favor.
 
brings guilt, disgrace, and
 

punishment. 
the majesty, 
good measure, do 
beyond capacity, 
with perilous consequences. 
with publicans, 
for stealthy stealing. 
to courtiers, Brahmins,26 
your guilt, even unto death. 
with secret lure. 
toward the young 
of secret courtship. 
is death--inform the king. 
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(24i	 Impair not the repute of 
Your children,29 nephews, kin--do 

Then lead them here to venerate 
To strangers lend no confidence 

(25)	 And further, presuppose not 
Be quick to pay respects to 
present yourselves, do not hide 
nor answer crossly back, lest 

(26)	 Further, in royal service, 
you all should look around30 in 
report to, not deceive the 
Reveal malicious twists so 

(27)	 Also, refuse your ear to 
Try not to trap men, strewing 
for one in stress or peril 
Behave like prudent persons, 

(28)	 And then, to Phra Nirii,33 of 

higher than monkey kings, or 
to him be eager guards, not 
This highest lord of heaven 

(29)	 Should friends who are like you in 
go once astray, do help them. 
affair break open, prostrate 
Of noble deeds do likewise 

(30)	 As soldiers don't destroy with 
or you will rue your wrong in 
A clan struck down--assist in 
Give succor, help to all, to 

(3l)	 In war surge forward, routing 
Do volunteer to serve, be 
Yea, glory would your death add 
Fight fearless, or (the foe) 

wi 11 

your noble clan.
 

teach them all this.
 
the sovereign lord.
 
nor offer them mediation.
 
royal affection.
 
an irate king,
 
in trembling fear,
 
ill luck ensue and punishment.
 
in any office,
 
every direction,
 
king by smooth talk.
 
that evil men may perish.


31	 32frail men 1s glib tongues. 
thorns on their path, 
might leak this out. 
as does befit your station. 
supremest rank,

34all Yaks together,
 
devoted helpers.
 

you never shall offend.
 
government service,
 
(But) should a grievous
 
yourselves: report!
 
give notice to the king.
 
wanton intent,35
 

exceeding sorrow.
 
their resurrection!
 
burghers, nuns, and Brahmins.
 
the enemy.
 
in battle bold.
 
to your kings' race.
 
be hotly at your heels.
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(32)	 And ~ ha vi ng drunk the "wa ter 
you shall not bring deceit or 
The Venerable's fire of wrath will 
No waters~ even flooding 

(33)	 Also~ no quarrels, pray you~ 

Do not distrust nor try to 
Don't threaten others with the 
Control yourselves at all time, 

(34)	 I wrote these teachings down (of) 
You loved ones, do not part ways~ 

All fortune~ justice~ truth and 
like of the "ninefold gems" is 

(35)	 To you do I entrust young 
Don't humble nor oppress this 
Cherish her tender soul and 
At this dark time of mourning, 

(36)	 Complete are all the monkey 
I, noble simian rulers, 
Seizing the artful arrow, 
with thunderous sound into his 

(37)	 Reincarnated will he 
the simian king~ a god then 
He enters Indra's palace, 
surrounded by fair maidens~ 

(38)	 Throughout the world will monkeys 
and artful humans play it 
still flock to hear the story 
the monkey monarch's memory 

oath,,36 to the king~ 
stealth to his face. 37 

find all and strike. 
the heavens~ could smother 

such flames. 
about (mere) things. 
bribe any man. 
torments of hell. 
and heavenly bliss be yours. 
all things and men. 
illustrious princes! 
beauty withal 
given to you~ the young. 
delicate Dara. 

. 1 . 1 38prlce ess Jewe . 
leave her never. 
stay close to, watch each 

other. 
king's teachings now. 
end strong, secure. 
he thrust the weapon 
own breast. Extinct his life! 
rise, as he yearned 
to a new life. 39 

his equal now, 
celestial Apsaras. 40 

then spread this poem, 
as khOn~ Zakhqn~ 41 
when long, long since 
did fade into oblivion. 42 
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1. saen:	 Ita hundred-thousandfold ll 

2.	 hun: Thai puppet theater, see about this Rosenberg, Die traditionel
len TheaterfoPmen Thailands von den Anfangen bis in die 
Regierungszeit Rama VI, pp. 357 ff. 

3.	 khan: a genre of classical Thai theater, see Rosenberg, op.cit.,
 
pp. 7 ff., 99 ff., et passim.
 

4. s(a)roen: sansoen 

5. tuw(a): tua 

6. khlat: ch~ khlat 

7.	 bat: the meaning here is doubtful, could be an abbreviation for
 
nakhabat, Inth9rachit 1 s arrow of miraculous power; compare
 
line 4 of that verse.
 

8. salot	 00: meaning roughly "(making my) face pale, sad lt 

9. An interpretive rendering of this line 
10. 6it kai: thi s must be read as cit, "heart, mind, spi rit. ratherIl 

than Cit(p), since the meaning of bit kai, "tiger," 
would make no sense in this line. 

11.	 rawang kai: to be understood, in connection with nuk tr'Uk, in the 
sense of "to concentrate on. n 

v •12. sop:	 sop ca1

13. sat:	 instead of sattr) the author reads sastr 

14. phiu	 nuan: "surface" and chamnuan 

15. ph"9 praman:	 "just about" 
16.	 mi tae kham yan: "just teasing, mocking" must be related to the 

acting persons in the sense of "ridiculous" 
17.	 appraphak: apaphak 

18. bCik khai: lI wou ld	 sell." probably to be interpreted as rendered 
19.	 cakpaphat: "disk," one of Rama's divine weapons 
20.	 thi sadet "9k na: to be understood in the sense of "official 

activiti es" 
21.	 Meaning only that the dress ought to consist of elegant material, 

not of plain fabric woven without stripes. 
22.	 yatri: yati 

23.	 paet klua pakfzin: paet here is an abbreviation for paet pUan, klua 
for kluak klua. 

24.	 cep r9n: roughly "to be inflamed" 
25. khoen khat l"9ng:	 "impeded drai nage" 
26.	 ook thet: 1itera lly "preachers" 
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27.	 chCiu wang: here surely to be understood as rendered, considering 
the general contents of this verse. 

28.	 n9 krasat1"i: not entirely beyond doubt whether "youthful queens" 
refers to princesses or to other female members of 
the court. 

29. au rot:	 orot 

30.	 s'9t hen: IIl oo king around secretly, with a searching eye ll 

31.	 pl~: "fragi 1ell 
32. (deceitful)	 IItongues ll 

33.	 phra hapiraka: synonym for l'Rama ll or "Phra Narai" 
34.	 yak: IIdemons II 
35.	 sam thun au: meaning roughly lito state repeatedly"; the transla

tion as given above might well be questioned. 
36.	 nam piphat: see concerning this Wales, Siamese State Cerernonies~ 

pp. 193 ff. 
37.	 t'9 na: II r ight in front of hi s face" 
38. rot 1"akha:	 approximately lI of exquisite taste and worth" 
39. num na:	 "once again youthful II 
40.	 apsara: see Dawson, Hindu Classical Dictionary of Hindu Mythologie~ 

pp. 19 f., and compare notes 2 and 3 to the present 
version. 

41.	 As to forms of Thai classical theater see .cit. under note 2, 
pp. 9 ff., 17 ff., et passim. 

42.	 rna klop bagna: II(Will be) buried, hidden" 
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4. Version IV--phal~ s9n n9ng (kham kl~n) 

(1) The tale will I tell of the glorious king 

(2) of the monkeys, Phali, whose name does ring 

(3) as a skillful brave warrior's of famous renown-

(4) a warlord supreme like the radiant sun. 

(5) He rules at Khitkhin, the splendorous town, 

(6) a lord l of the earth and of heaven. 2 Unknown 

(7) anyone in the four worlds3 so brave he dares fight. 

(8) Ph~l', whom even the gods of ten directions4 

(9) do fear likeR~hu.5 His name gives them fright, 

(10) as he basks in his burgeoning battle might. 
(11) Of God Indra's race is he worthy6 to be. 

(12) When struck by the arrow Phromat of Narai, 

(13) it scratched but his fur, yet no wound had Phali. 

(14) Our hope is the simian king's glory will be 

(15) for ever and anon resplendent and bright, 

(16) a model for his soldiers to emulate 

(17) on the field of battle in future fight. 

(18) Then, clutching the arrow, he waved to invite 

(19) his brother, his illustrious son Ongkhot, too: 

(20) Approach, my young kin, for the wisdom that I, 

(21) 0 highly praised princes, shall now teach to you, 

(22) ere the glories of heaven7 I shall enter into. 

(23) So farewell. You twain lords do serve the Cakri,8 

(24) for thus you serve also the fame of your race. 

(25) (Alone) to the king shall each of you be 

(26) with heart and with soul a true devotee. 

(27) Your life and your trust put in him. When through 

(28) the palace gate passing for audience, do pause, 

(29) lift hands over head 9 for a greeting, bow to 

(30) the giver of bounty,lO like true servants do. 

(31) Approach then the palace in dignified pace. 

(32) And further: when inside the castle don't sport 

(33) exuberant frolics, nor laugh out of place-
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(34) no slighting of duties, no arrogant face! 
(35) Be alert and do fear your lord king's penalty, 
(36) circumspect and aware of which duties are yours,ll 
(37) as the pleasure may be of his high majesty. 
(38) Stern queries don't parry with timidity. 
(39) Your bearing should be an appropriate sight, 
(40) not splendorous nor perfumed at audience hall, 
(41) not too gay, nor too sad, just proper and right. 
(42) Do not kneel too concealed to his majesty's sight. 
(43) Fair mind and fair mien, but in good measure shown,12 
(44) no excess. Your august and sovereign lord, 
(45) of all the three worlds 13 is he ruler14 and crown. 
(46) His wisdom don't ever deny nor disown. 
(47) When answering be civil in manner and mood. 15 

(48) If some man be evil, indict16 him as such. 
(49) To hard working men 17 yield their labor's fair fruit. 
(50) Men's doings do weigh as with scales,18 (sharp and shrewd). 
(51) If a matter be weighty, do give it acclaim. 19 

(52) The king's host of ladies with faces so fair, 
(53) the rising sun even (might feel put to shame), 
(54) they step forth, and to wait but on him is their aim-
(55) do not look toward them with secret delight. 
(56) Alert be to what the king favors or likes. 
(57) Devote yourselves wholly to the majesty's might,20 
(58) and lust not for any forbidden delight. 
(59) In fact, you are servants, be p1iant,21 not daring 
(60) nor wanton when favored by royal affection. 
(61) Controlled be, of anyone falsehood bewaring, 
(62) not using words vulgar, impolite, overbearing. 22 

(63) Do never provoke what might serve to offend 
(64) the king. Do behave as befitting your rank,23 
(65) not greedy for more than your conscience24 will stand. 
(66) No evil do, boasting of it in the end. 25 

(67) Your dress choose so others will compliment you. 
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(68) Be versed in all tasks that pertain to the king. 

(69) Associate with those of the same rank as you. 

(70) To men good and true do be generous, too. 
(71) To wily men counter with wilier still art. 
(72) Though losing possessions keep honor intact, 
(73) then yours, will they (say), is a soldier's brave heart. 26 

(74) Encountering men evil, do batter them hard, 
(75) intent to destroy. They shall hold you in awe. 
(76) But	 raise not your hands against those who are good. 
(77) You 27 shall not oppress28 the weak,29 neither draw30 

(78) into gambling your light-minded friends (galore). 
(79) Do dread the king's power. And never you ought, 
(80) though chastised31 a thousand times even by him, 
(81) to bear any grudge, any rankling bad thought, 
(82) nor	 scheme of deceit at his feet,32 in aught. 

(83) Good deeds do, they will to your own boon convert. 
(84) At court, seated ministers don't pass with high head. 33 

(85) Stare not after (people) with a mocking word. 
(86) In front of the throne be attentive, alert. 
(87) Don't, kneeling, take orders with blank, absent mind. 
(88)	 While, angry, the king then explains his command,
 

.. 34 1 f d . h 35 'd . l' d
(89) to m1n1sters e t an at r1g t Sl e 1nc 1ne : 
(90) no smiles or disruption of, pray, any kind! 
(91) If his mood be not right,36 do withhold till your score 
(92) seems important enough to report to the king. 
(93) All	 news in--and outside37 explore to the core,38 
(94) then, when the king's countenance be radiant, before 
(95) him	 lay your petition, expounding it plain. 
(96) Report but at royal command, to the point, 
(97) add	 nothing, don't ever embellish in vain. 
(98) Speak sparsely, too much may not be to your gain, 
(99) for	 good might turn bad, which you dare not afford. 

(100) And further on: all those officials who do 
(101) their duty receive from our high sovereign lord, 
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(102) if meeting his wishes, their proper reward. 
(103) The king speaking out, you shall not disagree, 
(104) Whatever is the sovereign's dare not touch, nor take 
(105) the tiny least bit with intention for free, 
(106) not so much as the web of a spider may be. 
(107) His treasures do shield as though yours and for you. 
(108) And then: with so many lands! strangers in town-
(109) no intercourse with them, for that would not do, 
(110) and bonds of close friendship with them do shun, too, 
(111) the king would be wroth, and that must not be. 
(112) And further on: when towards his palace of gold 
(113) approaches the disk bearer's high majesty, 
(114) in the fold of the royal concubines he: 
(115) to furtively leer would be vile disrespect. 
(116) Any place out of bounds by the king so designed 
(117) don't rudely intrude. To commands pay respect, 
(118) collected and fi nn. Do not (orders) neg 1ect. 
(119) First sow, then may grow a fruit-bearing tree. 
(120) In war be always a quick volunteer. 
(121) Do never in fear turn around, neither flee 
(122) 
(123) 

being wary of foes,39 neither cowardly. 
Be prudent40 yet brave at the battle site. 41 

(124) In war do conduct yourselves in such ways42 
(125) as have from old days been passed down as right. 
(126) If combat you must then do ardently fight. 
(127) 
(128) 

If tricked do pay back with a double-trick wand. 
To subjects43 be kind so they be of good cheer. 

(129) Your thought be not flighty,44 quick gain not its end. 
(130) Your planning be right, for as warlords you stand. 
(131) When posting men take care that fitting they be. 
(132) When fighting be sure that you do it with skill. 
(133) 
(134) 

To messages react with spirit and free. 
When cha11enged 45 display the utmost bravery. 

(135) Be careful, not too far from your soldiers' place. 
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46	 47(136)	 In lost causes be steadfast t desert not your men, 

(137)	 aware that sure death48 you would otherwise face. 

(138)	 Though leaders in war, be no arrogant race. 

(139)	 Good or bad, fearful, brave? The mid-path49 be your own. 
(140)	 Think not of yourselves, nor do quickly abscond. 
(141)	 What is hard is what you ought to do, you alone. 50 

(142)	 You are men, and your mettle51 must in battle be shown. 
(143)	 Your 'name shall shine bright in this world that is bad. 
(144)	 Let me be your model, for I did keep faith. 52 

(145)	 Don't cling to your lives like to honor and head. 
(146)	 Before one's time comes one does fear bein9 dead, 
(147)	 then, time being fulfilled, one yearneth no more. 
(148)	 You, princes fair of the sun gods' (mighty) race,53 
(149)	 you jewels, I truly shall praise you all,54 for 

(150)	 your dutiful fervor shall come to the fore: 
(151) The royal simian race let not ever fall down, 
(152)	 rather down on your progeny blessings do draw. 

(153)	 Khitkhin shall you govern, the kingdom and crown, 
(154)	 maintaining that mighty and towering town. 
(155)	 Your service as warriors to the monkey king give. 
(156)	 Shield also Kaeu Dara, the young-faced, I pray. 

(157)	 In reverence, friendship and love shall you live, 
(158)	 each other protecting so you all may thrive. 
(159)	 You monkeys all, not least keen blade Hanuman, 

(160)	 give help to the sun-race, not lax nor remiss. 
(161)	 Defend do each other, you t brother, you, son! 

-rh .. th 55 th l' 56(162) en, selzlng e arrow, e g orlOUS one 

(163)	 struck dead himself. Then as a god was reborn. 
(164)	 Thenceforth was he given the name of Phali, 
(165)	 because of his faith to the end, unforlorn. 
(166)	 With Phra Narai's57 majesty, Phali, reborn, 

(167)	 ascended to heaven, to the peace of the same. 
(168)	 These proverbs here taught58 and from olden times known, 
(169)	 expounded here fully are world-wide in fame, 
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( 170) to many a man known of most honorable name. 
(171) The themes of our history I put down to the last, 
(172 ) for you as examples, as here may be seen. 
(173 ) King's	 servants you be in the future as past. 
(174 ) This	 slate of our great high lord's wisdom59 (so vast), 
(175 ) a Front Palace60 royal official has cast. So be it. 

1.	 sayom: perhaps abbreviation of sayomphu? 

2.	 The translation here is not quite certain: phak lom meaning
 
roughly IIl ow land,1I also "swamp"; fa nai ratr!., literally "sky at
 
night,lIu"al so " at night?
 

3.	 s~ thaw!p: according to Hinduist-Buddhist cosmography the world 
consists of four part-worlds, see concerning this Kirfel, 
Die Kosmographie dep Inder., passim. 

4.	 thotsathit: see on this Alabaster, The Wheel of the Law., p. 13. 

5.	 asurin: see on this Alabaster, op.cit . ., pp. 191 f., 217 f; Rahu:
 
a demon devouring gods and stars.
 

6.	 sophon: meaning approximately "thus it is welP 
7.	 phimanchai: here a synonym for heaven 
8.	 i.e., Rama, the llbearer of the disk" 
9.	 Concerning the traditional Thai form of greeting see Rajadhon, Thai 

Traditional Salutation., pp. 9 ff. 
10. khun bun:	 bun khun. 

11. hai r9P rU	 du: "be ci rcumspect" 
12.	 ngam cai ngam phak ph9 lae ngam: a proverbial figure of speech, 

literally lla fair heart, a fair face, but only just 
so much that it (still) looks good." 

13.	 traiphop: namely, the world of desires, the world of forms, and 
the world of non-forms, concerning which see Glasenapp, 
Die Religionen Indiens., p. 238; Thomas, History of 
Buddhist Thought., p. 111. Possibly, however, what is 
meant here may be merely the spheres of heaven, of 
earth, and of the infernos; compare verse 33 of Version I. 

14. mongkut:	 Ilcrown" 
15. tam thamn"9ng khon: II i n accordance with the ways of the humans" 
16. hai p"9n:	 probably an abbreviation of r9n 6ai 

17. khuan khwZii sawaeng: "to search for ... " 
18.	 chon: must probably read here, like in verse 102 of Version VII, 

as khon. 
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19.	 Compare verse 102 of Version VII. 

20.	 Identical with verse 112 of Version VII. 

21.	 Identical in content with verse 114 of Version VII. 
22.	 The word thanong preceding nuan surely is only a kham S9i without 

any particular meaning. 
23.	 The translation of this line is not literal but renders the 

meaning of it. 
24.	 watsana: "conscience, consciousness" 

25.	 ahangka: ahangkan 

26.	 khu khuan: somkhuan 

27.	 yauwayet: yauwaret.. "you, the young ll 

28.	 khomheng: "with violence, provokinglYII 

29.	 khau: here no doubt to be understood as a demonstrative pronoun. 
30.	 pha... chuan: "to detract someone from working ll 

31.	 than: also IIpower" 

32.	 bit'ang mulika: can also be translated as "servant" 
33.	 This corresponds to the traditional Thai custom that someone 

inferior in rank must not keep his head above that of his superior. 

34.	 matayak9n: amataya + k9n 

35.	 See concerning this Dohring, Siam.. part 2, p. 18 f.; Heine-Geldern, 
Weltbild und Baufor.men in Sudostasien.. p. 35; Wales, Ancient 
Siamese Government and Administration.. p. 79. 

36.	 khrau khiiang: "when (his majesty) is displeased ... 11 

37.	 nai n9k: lI within and without,lI i.e., inside and outside the 
palace 

38.	 pl9t pluang: meaning about lito extract something (from a matter)1I 
39.	 arin phair-:t: ar-:t phairin 

40.	 du th~: du tha th-:t 

41.	 khabuan: "battle order" 

42.	 songkhram: the khan following is possibly an abbreviation of 
khapkhon.. lito find oneself in a difficult situation. II 

43.	 phrai: members of the lowest social strata, except for the slaves, 
see Wales, op.cit ... pp. 43 ff.; Rabibhadana, op.cit., pp. 
79 ff. 

44.	 tun: also lI exc ited II 

45.	 sut thae tae: an idiom meaning Ildepending, as the case may bell 
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46.	 ap con: 11 impoveri shed to the bone, II with the general meani ng of "a 
hopeless situation" 

47.	 ph'9n pY'on: "to show compassion ,II which means in the connection of 
the text above "to stand by one's men ll 

48.	 to.i na: text here probably corrupted; the reading klUii na" "to 
lose face," as in the manuscript Version VII, verse 190 
seems more appropriate. 

49.	 to.e ph'9 ngi5m: an idiom, meaning approximately "let it just be 
proper and right" 

50.	 hak kai khau hap ham: meaning about lito take on personally and 
carryon one1s shoulders" 

51. wai Zo.i:	 idiom, "leaving one1s trace, or imprinV' 
52.	 The somewhat far-fetched example in verse 197 of Version VII has 

here been transformed, thus perverting the contents of the poem, 
however. 

53. thewet:	 thewada 

54. duang net	 phitsamai: II pra iseworthy eyeballs!1 
55. s~n: son	 sin 

56.	 phY'a CQi!atan: "he who shall be reborn" 
57. NiiPai: here	 a synonym for "Rama," compare verse 12. 

58.	 winit: phinit 

59.	 phY'a maha yotsa: "the mighty, great, honored one"; Y'o.: kham S9i 
without meaning 

60.	 wang no.: residence of the Maha Uparat, the so called IISecond 
King ll 
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5. Version V--PriiiZi. SPn nOng i-k samnuan nurzg (kham kl<f;n) 

(1) Report shall I give of the monkey king's fame, 

(2) who attained to perfection, Phali is his name. 
(3) He ruled	 over Khitkhin town, bright like the sun. 
(4) Forewarned, I no longer mourn for my life, 
(5) yet perish not yet, for the arrow did miss. 
(6) My dignity will I preserve like a man. 
(7) Detracting the arrow, he called his young kin, 
(8) Ongkhot,	 too, to teach, to the boon of his race, 
(9) these famous words that shall forever be known. 

(10)	 I shall in short while now take leave of my life. 
1· 2(11 ) You, son and young brother, be ever good friends. 

(12 ) Be servants who, close to and trusting the king, 
(13) Phra Narai, the creator, give praise at his feet. 
(14 ) No change introduce against majesty's wiSh,3 

4(15 ) nor do of his treasures dispose on your own. 
(16) Report on king's quest, yet alone what is true, 
( 17) exaggerate never with warping a tongue. 
(18) His majesty1s ladies, slim, gentle, and fair, 
(19) escort him like stars. Forbidden to hang 
(20) your eavesdropping ears, forbidden to throw 

(21) your secretive eyes on these beauteous gems. 
(22) Bide time till the king be prepared to receiveS 
(23) your report, be alert when his eye turns to you. 
(24) Your duties do truly fulfill, then report. 
(25) Beware the king's ire, await his command. 
(26) If someone use magic, do counter it shrewd. 6 

(27) If bad men approach (to the king) be concerned.] 

(28) Gainsay nought unless such seems proper and meet. 
(29) If something be wrong,8 do not carry bad news 
(30) to the king, such as might cause displeasure, alone 
(31) agreeable one. Pay attention to this! 
(32) And further: the throne, gem-studded, of gold, 
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(33) by servants attended,9 don't tarnish it. 10 Keep not 
(34) too far from it lest your high lord be annoyed 
(35) if you tarry; but neither too near, just midway. 
(36) And further on: should there rewards be dispensed, 
(37) do not raise objections, insulting the king. 
(38) Be modest. Do not walk ways evil or wrong. 
(39) Well groomed ll come to serve so that favor you court. 
(40) When going to audience do not overeat,12 
(41) be frugal, don't stuff yourselves up to the brim, 
(42) lest13 finding yourselves in, perchance, dire straits. 
(43) If boisterous, you might provoke turmoil at court. 
(44) Be patient to wait for, and careful to hear, 
(45) his majesty's voice and his wishes, close by, 
(46) absorbing his orders by straining your ear. 
(47) Before the king kneeling don't look to and fro, 

14(48) shun lapses and errors while he holds his seat. 
(49) Examine your duties in earnest, exact, 
(50) and boast not of prudence (in service) with pride. 
(51) Be true to your friends, to their perils alert. 
(52) And further: don't search, rather flee the fair maids 
(53) and well-guarded ladies in the castle compound. 
(54) With eunuchs 15 and concubines frolic not, nor 
(55) keep company, neither together converse. 
(56) And then: you of royal descent do not mock, 
(57) self-centered and haughty,16 the rest of mankind. 17 

(58) Initiate no flirts 18 nor exchange billets-doux. 
(59) Who informs, taken prisoner, is punished by death. 
(60) Pay respect to authority set over you. 
(61) Don't sleepily doze into morning's bright sun. 19 

(62) Your duties attend to with body and soul. 20 

(63) If some one is remiss2l make it known to the king. 
(64) And further: be servants, you, son, and you. kin. 
(65) Let me teach you wisdom in serving the king, 
(66) to perpetuate your race and the pride of your name. 
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(67) Do act as convenes to traditions of old. 
(68) Regarding his majesty's fortune and purse,22 

(69) magnificent, marvelous treasure and chest, 
(70) don't secretly scheme to steal any of this, ,
 

(7l) nor abduct anything from the palace of gold.
 
(72) Then: many lands' strangers who come for a call: 
(73) associate not with them as two of one cap.23 
(74) Be honest, throw arrogance out of your heart. 
(75) Reflect first, then speak but what proper may be. 
(76) Don't 10iter24 on canopied palace ground25 paths 
(77) the king does frequent, rather shun them at all. 
(78) Don't thoughtlessly follow his footsteps, at fault 
(79) would you be. Such places be sure to avoid. 
(80) These lessons may be to your temper and taste,26 

(81) you twain. In nothing do fail that I teach 
(82) but long to preserve all with 27 careful intent. 
(83) Ere going to rest do adore Phra Narai. 
(84) Your eyes and your soul but to him shall be turned, 
(85) in reverent worship both morning and night, 
(86) with zeal all time,28 truant not nor disinclined. 29 

(87) Don't ever desert him as I now must do. 
(88) Supreme majesty, of the universe lord, 
(89) and head of the' three worlds,30 our shelter and shield! 
(90) The sovereign's punishment fear, be alert, 
(91) not rude, unconcerned, lest chastised you be. 3l 

(92) Don't wantonly boast that royal favor you hold, 
(93) for that might change quickly. Don1t dress fancily.32 

(94) Be reticent. Prudently perils avoid. 
(95) All improper friendships disdain and distrust. 
(96) A monarch displeased do most humbly salute. 
(97) Don1t venture unseemly replies to the king. 
(98) At court, if in ire at someone he rails, 
(99) don't break in, presumptuous, nor add to his words. 

(100) Right or wrong 33 ponder not till (the king has) calmed down, 
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(101) then humbly you might broach the matter to him. 
(102) Your tasks fulfill truly, then do give report, 
(103) no falsehoods, distortions the king to deceive! 
(104) And then: be on guard with a friend who did wrong 
(105) in service, be alert, prick your ears, yet keep quiet 
(106) at first. If the trespass be grave, do enquire, 
(107) establish all evidence, then only report. 
(108) If some man be good, do submit to the king 
(109) he be raised; if excellent, likewise, so he, too 
(110) get his due. Make known who belongs to your race 
(111) of the sun,34 so the ruler may well be aware. 
(112) In wars serve the sovereign of your own accord 
(113) with fervor, show never a coward1s faint heart, 
(114) and don't ever muse that death you might meet. 
(115) Do not to your sovereign's enemies yield, 
(116) your lives you dare lose, yet your dignity not. 
(117) Thus will be revealed for the whole world to see 
(118) that truly you be of the monkey king's race. 
(119) Your name, at life's end, shall be famed among men. 
(120) And Dara, the precious, the jewel-like one, 
(121) do help her, I pray, let not perish this gem. 
(122) Show love to each other and separate not, 
(123) to your loved one compassion, by treating her just. 
(124) All you, of one womb, most intimate, close, 
(125) remember (you too will once) part from this life. 35 

(126) Protect and defend one another, secure, 
(127) until you escape from this valley of tears. 
(128) Live on now, you too, as from life I take leave. 
(129) Stand by one another, a community firm! 
(130) His teaching complete (Phali) wished to depart. 
(131) The magic craft arrow he clutched, his own breast 
(132) he smote and died. Then as a god was reborn. 36 

(133) Yet dead he is not, for his name, hiqhly praised, 
(134) stands brilliant, illustrious l'ike jewels and gems 
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;' <if ... ., 
fi1r'lm~Ul-l71~1rl un nC'l 

1.	 a li:in: literally, l1 unc1e-nephew,1I i.e" the re1ationship of
 
SUkhrip and Ongkhot to each other.
 

2. khqi khr"9ng 'ka:n: ani di om 

3. 7Ui.e 1iG:ng: meaning about "to march off brus~uely" 

4. na:u nam: lito tie finn1y; to dispose of" 

5. mii.a: sat"IUniJqn: "till he sits at ease" 

6. hai t1uz:n plae: "adjust yourselves (correspondingly)" 

7. hai cham lamphang phii:n: "that (the king) is only (among) bad men" 

8. m~ phg th~ khat: a vernacular phrase 

9. pat 'LJai: "cleaned" 

10.	 Zen hai sia s'i.: "don't let its luster be lost" 

11.	 sama:ng: a tenn used mainly for cosmetics like powder or perfume 

12.	 ja krayCiJUin: j7l j71.n 

13.	 ph'9 k7n.tk: "if unexpected ..• II 

14.	 Zuk nang: "while he is seated" 

15.	 khanth'i.: see on this S~anukrDm thai~ vol. IV, pp. 1934 f. 
16.	 phit phet: "do not stare (just) upon yourselves" 

17.	 chi. Sa: eh'i "lord ll ? 

18.	 What is meant are amorous re1ations to the royal
 
consorts.
 

19.	 hai saeng sai: "i nto the rays (of the sun)" 

20.	 t7umg sakon kQi: "with your whole body" 

21. bai biang: lito put something aside" 

·22. sot ca prasat: meani ng about "on the subject of. 

23.	 sam S9ng: "two of one feather" 

24.	 nat nuan.: meaning "all at ease," or "prancing." 

concubines or 

__ ". 

25. thi. nan	 nai chanuan: "a canopied, arcade-like 1ane" 

26.	 rot: "(having) the taste of" 
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(135) whose fire does radiate	 through heaven and earth. 

(136) Love, worship are due, as though to one divine,37 

(137)	 to him whose deeds' glory shall spread for all time. 38 

39(138) Complete tale and text now, from royal spheres taught, 

(139) which here, written down, may be poetry40 as well. 

27. Crw"9n:	 lito yearn for sexnething lJ 

28. ya khat sai: "be not remiss in ..• " 

29. suan rUii sane: "contrary	 to someonels wishes" 
30. tri wk: "compare note 46 to Version I. 

31.	 tai: "to die,1I yet surely to be translated here in a more
 
general sense.
 

32. yo. choet hai	 chai: "don't dress up too splendidly" 

33. ch"9p phit: "(whether) good or wrong ... " 
34. i.e., belonging to their own race, the house of Sukhrip 
35. san: sany'i 

36.	 khun pai pen thewa but: tlarose and went in to be a son of the 
gods II 

37. pen rau S9n: pen rau kap	 thip(aya) 

38. nuson: anuson 

39.	 nithan sat: concerning the concept of sat (sastra) see
 
Glasenapp, Die Literatur der Inder~ p. 140.
 

40.	 pen phleng yau: concerning this metre see Wenk, Die Metrik in 
der thailandischen Dichtung, p. 128; yet the 
present one is not a phleng yau poem in the 
traditional sense. 
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6. Version VI--Phal~ 89n ngng (kham kl9n) 

(1)	 Bright Buddha image of jade,l
 
.
(2) peace bringer, 2	 ln all lands set 

(3) by Indra himse1f,3 to spread 

(4) of might, bliss, boon--by 

(5) I bow to thee in	 all things, 

(6) most sacred 1aws,4 the mantras,5 

(7) the monks' community, as 

(8) The father I revere, to	 wit, 

(9) I honor all the Brahmins,7 

(10)	 gods mighty of all directions,9 

too, 

(11) the glorious sovereign	 who 

(12) Oh head sublime, protect me, 

(13) From heaven, the three worlds, 

(14) you gods of all	 abodes, 

(15) Inspire do the	 poet's 

(16) this tale from	 ancient time, 

(17) My hands shall	 be my candles, 

(18) my head a lotus	 fo1d 13 

(19) my f rame a s hrlne· 14 t 0	 h01d 

(20) my life in veneration 

emerald head,
 

on a throne high
 

your teachings. Image
 

all the gods created.
 

to Lord Buddha's
 

to holy writ, 6
 

I touch Buddha's feet.
 

mother and teachers, too.
 

Brahma,8 and you,
 

all majesty,10
 

does rule the realm.
 

I pray, from thousand perils.
 

I pray, approach,
 

mighty sublime.
 

creation, carry
 

auspicious, to comp1etion. 11
 

candles of gold,12
 

for adoration,
 

utensils, flowers,
 

I offer up as shining gem.
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(21) My name at first was Suk, the "blissful one." 

(22)	 When young, my work was done as guardsman. But 
15(23) in age I am the one	 to clean up cases 

(24) as judge, Phra Thammasat,16 fearless, straight by the law. 17 

(25) The 

(26) law 

(27) of 

(28) justice23 

(29) Teach 

(30) shall 

(31) these 

(32) words 

(33) Phali 

(34) taught 

(35) the 

(36) younger 

(37) The monkey 

(38) king 

(39) teaches 

(40) the off
spring 

Brahma18 made the Book 

as a guide for men 

what is said 21 here by an 

may spring and peace, 

wisdom24 may these words 

scrutinize those ancient 

tales explaining Phali1s 

about the scion of 

the monkey king, 

of his own accord, while 

tale of might and triumph. 
His 

brother, trusted kin 

Phali mourns, yet 

that high-born pair who 

so much to both, 

of your father 

of WisdolTI's19 

to honor;20 

official royal,22 

serenity of thought, too. 

to you, and you 

stories 

.. 25 thonglns, ese 

a celebrated race. 

coming to die, 

1eaning back, 

life broke. You 

I am resigned to die. 

comforts the young, the 

sit and listen. He 

the fair figured, 

bereaved protect each
other. 

(41) Let praise us the passed-away king, the monkey, 
(42) the prince of most noble a house, named Phali, 
(43) 
(44) 

he passionate, powerful, keen, brave, and bright, 
he bold like the disk26 whom all the world fears, 

(45) and able to kill with omnipotent might 
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(46) like fate,27 his name everywhere28 spreading	 fright. 

(47)	 The simian king as a warrior is known. 
29(48) As son of the most supreme king of three eyes 

(49) he reigns in the realm and in famed Khitkhin	 town 
(50) with Dara most fair, of exceeding renown. 
(51) Yet Dara, auspicious and magic, Phra In 
(52) had given to Phal,'s young brother Sukhrip. 

(53) PMli, though., by numberless foes is feared in 
(54) all four continents, yet none that could win 
(55)	 against the king's might which reverberates through 

30(56) the cosmos. For he is the sun god's great	 son. 
(57) With strength superhuman he moved Mount Meru. 31 

(58) The gods of all heavenly hierarchies, too, 
(59) gave fame him and triumph. His power moved on. 
(60) But woe, this elder brother broke faith, 
(61) by love lust unbridled32 beset upon-
(62) he took Sukhrip's wife. Then all friendship	 was gone. 
(63) 0 truly a trespassing deed without doubt!33 
(64) Do pity Phali, the king, now, he will die 

(65) when Phra Narai's arrow Phromat seeks him out. 
(66) But seeing	 it come Phali caught with a clout 
(67) and waved what for his undoing was meant. 
(68) His left hand beckoned	 his brother34 approach, 
(69) his right held the arrow. 0 compassion no end! 
(70) Then his son and his brother and Hanuman35 attend 
(71) prostrating themselves with grieved, loving mind. 
(72) Caressing their backs Phali then did teach 
(73) the three simian princes, towards them inclined. 
(74) Let firmly	 my words in your mind be enshrined, 

(75)	 for I shall now teach how new honor you ought
36(76) to gain being servants to glorious a king 

(77) most worthy, most high as is obvious in aught. 

(78) Be true by intent, have no fraudulent thought 
(79) and seek but the truth in all things without fail. 
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(80) 
(81 ) 

(82) 
(83) 
(84) 
(85) 
(86) 
(87) 

(88) 
(89) 

(90) 
(91 ) 
(92) 
(93 ) 
(94) 
(95) 
(96) 
(97) 

(98) 

(99) 
(100) 

(101) 
( 102) 
(103) 
(104 ) 

(105) 
(l 06) 
(l 07) 
(108) 
(109) 
(1l0) 

(1l1) 

(112) 
(113) 

Be faithful and loyal with a calm, even mind,37
 

adjudging the truth as though reading a scale.
 
Though great, keep a child's heart,38 don't brag tooth and nail. 39
 

Beware the four-armed god 1 s40 foes, if you will.
 
Further on: when you fight no fear shall you feel.
 
as men be not cowards4l but champions with skill.
 
For your race, which is royal, avoid evil or ill.
 
keep virtue intact as. in fact. I have done. 42
 

Of one thing make sure: that you lose not my words.
 
Although your own might43 be more bright than the sun:
 
what runs against Phra Narai 1 s power, do shun.
 
You are men: to be wise guard the fame of your name.
 
In war fly not off in foolhardy assaults,
 
but lead your brave troops by astute stratagem.
 
Foes in flight do not follow too far without aim.
 
Of strategy planning, precise, do not tire.
 
To enemy lures give no credence whatever.
 
Be wary, not trusty,44 with friends you admire,
 

45with fair women, too, whom as men you desire. 
To each situation give careful review, 

46in war most of all. If a good deed was done, 
report to the court in kind words that are due. 
If one went astray: on your toes so that you 
help extricate him as is proper and right. 
Do strive47 for good will, do evil exclude. 
The 10wly48 or burghers you shall not incite 

nor royal officials by arrogant spite. 
Compassion and loving kindness49 extend 
to all. If attached to a friend, treat him fair,50 

just taking freely is not friendship's end. 
Of men, if humble in rank,5l do not tend 
to think badly;52 if lofty, be modest,53 discreet. 
No slighting indifference, no arrogant pride,54 
And also show conduct so that no one need 
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(114) deride you. 55 Don't drink until drunken indeed. 
(115) With	 persons of ill repute do not carouse. 
(116) The following also be banned: Never be 
(117) impolite to the head of the royal house~56 
(118) nor blow hot air f1atteries57 apt to arouse 
(119) displeasure. It behooves not for you to address 
(120) the king first. 58 To ladies in waiting 59 do not 
(121) make	 signs with a laugh and a cough!60 from recess. 
(122) Converse not on matters whatever unless 
(123) first thinking. Don't flirt with suggestive intent. 
(124) As men of highest repute! your name's trust 
(125) and honor of race with all care do defend. 
(126) You!	 sons of the sun who from heaven descend! 
(127) don't oppose deed or word to the king's majesty.61 
(128) That	 servants should serve is befitting indeed. 
(129)	 Examine, reflect which the royal goods be. 

't 62 b f .. t 63(130) S 1 , ous e or your own m1n1So 1C1	 ry. 
(131) Prohibitions respect, what is not yours don't lose. 
(132) If the king from his treasure immense does dispense 
(133) to officers, soldiers, keep nought for own use. 
(134) At court dress with care! not in shabby disuse, 
(135) correct like the Phra Khlang's64 officials are. 
(136) Accomplish what may be the wish of the king, 
(137) and do any work, civil service or war. 
(138) In office be fully informed and at par. 
(139) In delicate65 missions keep gentle reserve, 
(140) not inclined to ill-will nor to vindictive wrath. 
(141) Revenge and undoing of others won't serve. 
(142) Bo guide and protect all the subjects with verve 
(143) and a heart for civilians and soldiers in aught. 
(144) To majesty's queries make honest reply~ 

(145) do give no abusive, distorted report. 
(146) Unless the full truth, do rather speak nought. 
(147) King's servants be you in his honor66 and praise~ 
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(148) revering him morning and night be your	 boon 

(149) by warding off dangers~ alert in all ways. 

(150) Assist one another till the end of your days. 

(151 ) Preserve yourselves. guard your dignity's fate. 
(152) Sustained by the king	 be content67 with your lot~68 

69	 . 70
(153 ) pretend not above your establlshed estate. 

(154) behave71 as is with your rank appropriate. 
(155 ) Know the law so you may serve the government well. 

(156) Of the king1s benign grace be at all times aware 

(157 ) where you go. fly~ stand~ sit. yea asleep even fell. 
(158) Bow 10w72 to revere the disk bearer73 you shall. 
(159) for refuge is he without evil or art. 

(160) Thus far. then. in kindness '1 taught you my thoughts. 

(161 ) o three monkey kings kind to me at heart. 

(162) Fate will sit that now I must from you	 depart. 74 

(163) I hand you town~ people~ and royal parasol!75 

(164 ) This said~ he saw Phra Narai stand at his side. 
(165) he greeted him bowing down to his feet	 three 
(166) times asking: "Protect brother. son~ I pray thee!~" 

(167 ) then rendered his might like the ocean	 immense. 76 

(168) The supreme majesty in a merciful move 

(169) then bade him delay~ he should not depart hence 
(170)	 but merely a drop77 of his breast1s blood dispense 

78(171 )	 for wetting the arrow to honor the vow. 
80(172) Phali79 did not answer at once. then said he: 

(173) Pray. no. I will die,81 for that is my	 mind now~ 
(174 ) I bear guilt. Taking 1eave~ to you do	 I bow. 
(175) My face let be hidden~ my eyes and my name. 
(176) In reply. then~ the king consoling spoke thus: 
(177 ) You bright light whose might82 the three worlds acclaim, 
(178) do continue as leader	 in war with the aim 
( 179) to assist in the search for my consort. 1 pray, 
(180) raped into the jungle--you~ truly my friend! 
(181) Whither Sidij was taken~ I know not the	 way. 
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(182) Please seek not your death,B3 rather help me and stay. 

(183) As I will not punish, so you be not wroth. 
(184) And yet, is	 it right?84 I, your subject, high lord, 

(185) accused do I stand and feel shame, as I	 quoth. 85 

(186) I thank you, 0 king, for the grace, yet	 I'm loth 

(187) to live on despised for an iniquitous deed. 

(188)	 For my vow-breaking love shall the arrow strike me 
86(189) as a warning in future for others to heed. 

(190) I loved too	 much wrongly, to death must I bleed. 

(191) How evil was I and how sinfully shown! 

(192) No matter whose wife,87 I minded not but 

(193) relied on my courage, and might, and renown. 

(194) That woman I raped from the evil one1s town. 88 

(195) And sin upon sin did I pile. Yea, in fact, 

(196)	 who strives for things wrong will end in despair. 
89(197) No man ought to ever as I have done act, 

(198) in the wake	 of such deeds his life must be wrecked. 90 

(199) My time has	 now come. I escape not, I tear 

(200) and 'press with hands twitching that arrow upon me 
(201) whose magic	 is mightier than I can bear. 

(202) I pity myself, such great guilt is my share. 
(203) The arrow obtained, let life's end not delay, 

(204) because towards you I'm blameworthY, 0 kings. 
(205) For the favor of your forgiveness I pray. 
(206) The god1s verdict readily91 shall I obey. 

(207) Phra In, Yom,92 and Brahma come not yet	 to die. 

(208) but I have no longer desire for life. 

(209) Do cover my	 body with care!93 Striking high, 

(210) Phali did sink down before god Phra Narai. 

(211) You three royal monkeys, approach to sustain 

(212) me in death. From his lips came these words: Brother mine, 

(213) I take leave now. But you, to protect these twain 

(214) and to serve at the majesty's feet shall remain. 

(215) You juniors	 three, care for each other's sake 
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(216) with zeal and in fear of a punishing king, 
(217) a ruler with power the heavens to shake. 
(218) Give praise to the diamant disk who will rake 
(219) the universe clean of wrong doers and deeds. 
(220) You, staying, do hear and harbor my words: 
(221) serve readily, brother and son, so that needs 
(222) your name will have fame that to future fame leads. 
(223) Be champions first of the II giver of laws. 1I 

(224) The heavenly fair one entrust I to you 
(225) whom dolorous mourning now overawes. 
(226) Phali94 by divine inspiration and cause 
(227) knew he would join a host in heavenly height. 95 

(228) Farewell did he bid,96 and no more was his voice 
(229) then heard by them all; extinct his life's light. 97 

(230)	 A god is he now of the uttennost might, 
1, 98 t th' d' h 99(231) a lve 0 lS ay 1n eac ceremony. 

(232) Therefore as example we chose him, the spell 
(233) of his words being known in all Signs 100 of the sky. 
(234) This story is not just a chapter merely 
(235) of PhalT's canon but of wisdom a 10re. 10l 

(236) Maya model it be, respected and known 
(237) through ages, throughout all the worlds ever more: 
(238) not life should one love but fame that will soar 
(239) through heaven and earth where rain, wind, fire spread. 
(240) I enlarged on this simian king's tale. Be it known 
(241) as Phra Thammasat's now,102 and fame may it add, 

(242) the young to instruct, be examined and read 
(243) by all to gain knowledge and insight thereby. 
(244) You men who his majesty's servants will be 

(245) shall day and night work, not be ever amiss. 
(246) What I here expound brings advantage and bliss, 
(247) good augury for all, with all dangers banned. 
(248) You young, still tender of limb, I do teach 
(249) what is high and sublime, so your wondering may end 
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(250) and the truth of all things you may well understand. 103 

(251) To teach you I tried from my innermost vein. 104 

(252) By storms of this world man is battered and torn,105 
(253) when finally ca1ming106 they still leave their strain. 107 

(254) The sweetness of honeycomb or sugar cane 
(255) is nothing compared to a mellifluous tongue. 108 

(256) Your conduct be courteous and studiously so, 
(257) your talk and intention be clear, without wrong. 
(258) Conceal your conceit, bow and get well along. 
(259) Unless backed by teachings109 like these, rather keep110 
(260) your peace. Like a sta11ion 111 stand up for things good. 112 

(261) Stay firm l13 where you go, stand, sit, even sleep-
(262) such as court dress,114 gem studded and sevenfold deep,115 
(263) clings firm to the figure of steadfast a man. 116 
(264) These precepts,117 I wish you would take the~ to heart. 

(265) Who reads this, may fortune and fame he have when 
(266) on earth,118 victory, too, and be uplifted then. 
(267) Eradicate dangers, let perils be banned. 
(268) These precepts impress on yourselves and obey, 
(269) to your boon 1l9 will it be from beginning120 to end, 
(270) to highest honors may you all ascend. 
(271) Complete now my teachings. I first did collect 
(272) all complaints, then consulted revered teachers' texts,121 
(273) then kap~ kl9n~ khlong wrote I, ehan~ 122 songs, too, in fact, 
(274) to teach in melodious verse how to act. 
(275) Pray, do not by way of comparison 123 deal 
(276) with my poem, for you would but compare with your taste. 
(277) Like medicine take it your sadness to heal, 
(278) and oft bit by bit inspiration to feel. 
(279) This who1esome 124 good remedy try, it brings home 
(280) through flowery fragrances laden with musk,125 
(281) ambrosia, too, and a spatter of som,126 
(282) the cure of all ills, of grief, too, by this poem-
(283) a boost to uplift you. So do read, I pray.127 
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khlZmg 

(284) Phra -Thammasat128 ends here. Amen. 
(285) The words ranged by my pen with taste 
(286) for all the young, their ken and boon, 
(287) to read with calm, not haste, and use in public, too. 

(288) Who reads this poem may be kindly inclined. 
(289) Pray, with respectful mind do laud and	 praise 
(290) wise words, as here you find, pleasing the ear. 129 
(291)	 Enough, you young, always do listen and obey. 

130(292) Of humble strength is what I, the poet, 
(293) alas, achieved, and wrote to teach, explain. 
(294) If wrong I am, pray show it clearly to me. 
(295) All now complete. Retain these .teaching words forever. 

1.	 phra phutt~ m9rakot: The poet eVidentlY refe~s to the jade Buddha 
sculpture ln Wat Phra Kaeu (Wat Ratanasatsadaram), the most 'highly 
venerated statue of Buddha in Thailand; concerning the history of 
this statue see Lingat, Le CUlte du Bouddha d'Emeraude~ passim. 

2.	 phadet dap r9n: an idiomatic figure of speech, meaning lito suppress 
things hot and turbulent" 

3.	 See Lingat, op.cit., note 1. 
4.	 phra thamet: by thi s the Buddhi st canon is meant here 
5.	 wetmon: literally "Vedas and Mantras," which expression, a bit 

general and not quite precise, is meant to point to Indian philo
sophical and religious literature with which the poet surely was 
only vaguely familiar. 

6.	 mak n9i: "much and little," linguistically a not very fortunate 
expression; to be interpreted as rendered since the poet pays his 
respect to the triad of Buddha, the doctrine, and the community. 

7.	 p'h.a:uJak: the "highest Brahmins"; not clear whether the poet means 
thereby the Brahman gods, or whether he, as here assumed, alludes 
to the Brahmins at the royal Thai court, see Wales, Siamese State 
Ceremonies~ pp. 54 ff. 

8.	 phr07lan: "Brahma" or also "Brahmin" 
9.	 The poet refers to the gods of the four directions of the universe-

compare to this Alabaster, The Wheel of the Law~ p. 127; Dowson, 
Hindu Classical Dictionary... , p. 180. 
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10. thua thau: thau	 here, I think, refers to the gods. 
11.	 WQ duai sawatdI: could also mean that the story is considered as 

auspicious. 
12.	 thup..• thian th9ng: as part of the traditional offerings for 

Buddhist monks or temples 
13. phum: an	 artifical flower arrangement, thus Ran dat d9k mai sot 

(I) (II)J illustration, page unnumbered. 
14.	 waen fa: small tables of consecutive sizes, one fitting under the 

other, used for displaying the offerings, see, e.g., 
plates I and X in Wales, op.cit. 

15.	 prot chamra khwam: meaning about "commissioned (by the king) to 
clean up (cases)"; presumably one has to think 
of a judiciary activity, which is supported by 
the honorary title mentioned in the following 
line. 

16. Fhra Thammasat:	 lithe one knowledgeable in law ll 

17. doi ch'9p: "as one likes to see it, or expects it II 

18.	 phra phrom: see note 8; the question remains open whether the poet 
meant IIl aws created by the Brahmins," or those created 
"by Brahma,1I or Ilby the gods ll generally. 

19. sanya bat: IIBook	 of the Teachings of Wisdom ll 

20. c1i9p th~i: "to pay	 attention to the words ll 

21.	 samnuan: has frequently the additional meaning of II sophistical, 
artificial." 

22.	 kha luang dOem: signifies, 1) a servant or official of the king who 
served already before the latter's enthronization 
or accession to office, 2) a royal official of 
higher rank generally. 

23.	 phra thammasat: today used in the sense of IIjurisprudence" but also 
means "moral teachings, la\'1 of ethics ll in general; 
compare notes 16 and 4. 

24. banthit: means also	 "adroitness" 
25. kan toem: kan doem 

26.	 aak(ra): an allusion to Rama's unfailing divine weapon; possibly
also to be translated as "disk bearer, II i.e., "Rama. 1I 

27. phra kan: "time, age, death" 
28. thuk sit... la	 philok: In philok vernaclular for phiphop 

29. tr~net: i.e., Visnu 
30.	 thotsathit: lithe ten directions," i.e., the four direc,tions of 

heaven, the four intermediary directions, the 
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various levels of heaven, and the underworld; see 
Alabaster, op.ait.~ p. 13; compare note 4 to Version IV. 

31.	 meru: according to Buddhist-Hinduist cosmography the cosmic 
mountain, concerning which see Kirfel, Die Kosmographie der 
Inder~ pp. 15-19 of the introduction. This line alludes to 
the scene presented in the Ramakian~ vol. I, pp. 103 ff. 

32. carit:	 "in full action" 
33. aai mi dai khZaeng: an idiom 
34.	 phra anuahii: lIyounger brother, II yet here Sukhr;p and Ongkhot are 

meant as is evident from verse 70. 
35.	 HanumQn: obviously what is meant here is that Hanuman, as follows 

from verses 73 and 75, is being called, too. According 
to the Ramakian~ however, Hanuman did not figure in this 
scene. 

36.	 kuak: II shoe,1I which "in general is an impolite, degrading desig
nation for IIservant.1I 

37. ubeksa: ubekha 

38. pen dek:	 IIbe 1ike a child ll 

39. mai afrang: an interpretive translation, 6~rang: a~ra? 

40.	 phra s~ k9n: i.e. Rama as incarnation of the god Phra Narai, who 
is four-armed 

41. ahai:	 mai ahai 

42.	 sang1Ji9n ins'i: in Sanskrit indriya, meaning about IIhonor the five 
forces," namely, faith, energy, attention, concen
tration, knowledge; see on this Thomas, History of 
Buddhist Thought~ p. 53; differently in Alabaster, 
op.ait. p. 241. 

43. sakd'ii:	 sakdi 

44. fan fua:	 vernacular expression for IIbeing ecstatic ll 

45. ahOeng: aliOeng ahiii 

46. kon khuiZon	 kon suk: the II ruse of a matter, ruse of battle" 
47.	 ahantha: properly "contentment, good wi 11 ,II but here. it may 

probably be understood as "striving for moderation and 
order," see also above under 11.6 f. 

48.	 phrai: term for the lowest stratum of the population excepting 
the slaves, compare note 43 to Version IV. 

49. prathan:	 to be read with a thq than instead of thq thoe 

50. rqp kngp: meaning about II we ll ordered in every respect'! 
51. rak ahen: Il(someone one does not) lovell 
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52.	 ya pen: "(yet' he) is not" 

53.	 hak: hak ~ai 

54.	 khau: "toward them" 

55.	 hua: hua r9 

56.	 b9rom phong ong sayom: b9rom indicates the highest level of 
royalty and is only part of the Thai title 
for the king himself, but here it will have 
to be understood in a more extensive sense; 
sayom may be taken as an abbreviation for 
sayomphqn but could also be read as sayam. 

57.	 The text here has the rather expressive figure of speech duai lin 
lom, "(to make) wind with one's tongue." 

58.	 thurn: "to overwhelm (with ta1k) " 
59.	 n'a:ng nai: Itladies from the inner (palace)," see Photoananukrom 

thai -, thai -' p. 500. 

60.	 ai kra-aem: kra ai 

61.	 1Jau phiphop: "lord of power," synonym for "king" 
62.	 au cai sai: vernacular, as also the thai tham following it 
63.	 krasuang: "department, ministry" 
64.	 phra khZang: had the position in pre-modern Thailand of a minister 

of finance and foreign trade, with regional authority 
at the same time for the coastal areas, i.e., south
central Thailand. See concerning this Wales, Ancient 
Siamese Government and Administration, pp. 89 f. 

65.	 yen r9n: "hot and cold" 
66.	 khU bun: vernacular expression 
67.	 phUn: pnun aai 

68.	 ph9 sam: ph9 sankhuan 

69.	 soem: s(a)roem 

70.	 kamnot: " (as) reg u1ated" 
71.	 atahanasai wai khom: about "intention to greet (-in a special 

manner)" 

72.	 siro: s~sa 

73 •	 cakraphan: cakarawem. 

74.	 khralai: khanZai 

75.	 ahat: i.e., the royal parasol, the symbol of highest dignity, see 
Wales, Siamese State Ceremonies, pp. 93 ff. 

76.	 saen••• sut sakan: kan((j) 
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77 .	 im malaeng wan: "... to sti 11 a fly I S hunger" 

78.	 Vow: made to Sukhrip to kill Phali. The idea of this verse to 
effect atonement by wetting the arrow with Pha1,'s blood instead 
of ,taking his life is not known otherwise either from the Ramakian 
or from any other version of the poem. 

79.	 ()~ 7a>abi.: "supreme monkey field marshal" 

80.	 chali. chal'9ng chaloei: "to venerate, to offer most reverent
 
submi ss i on tl
 

81.	 chi.wong: chi.wonkhot 

82.	 khae'9n cop: "to move everywhere" 

83.	 ban lai: pralai 

84.	 khuan mi khuan: "should one, should one not?" 

85.	 lau: "to make a loud noise, to strike the bell" 

86.	 hai khac9n aai: about "may courage dwindle" 

87.	 luk khau mia khrai: luk here is kham S9i to mia 

88.	 phraya mCii>(a): by this not Mara, "the evil one," is meant here
 
but probably more generally "evil."
 

89.	 khuan khiang khu yiang khai: about 1I ••• 0ug ht to take me as his
 
model"
 

90.	 aam cit: dam cai 

91.	 phat: phat ph'9n 

92.	 yom: "the lord of death," an abbreviation for yomarat 

93.	 beneang: "five parts of the body," namely, head, two hands,
 
two feet
 

94.	 phra sayom: probably sayomph'9n 

95. ath(a)wa: atama?
 

96 • sang sang: Ui
 

97.	 chi.wang sangkha: chi.wa, meaning approximately "life and ambition" 

98.	 sitp ma: "provable" 

99.	 phithi.: see Wales, op.cit., pp. 113, 122. 

100. rasi.: a "house" in	 astrology 

101.	 khamphi. saiyasat: "a philosophical didactic text," here however 
no doubt to be understood more generally as 
rendered. 

102. phra thammasat: compare notes 16 and 23. 

103. khwak: "extract (fran matters)" 
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104.	 Mat '9k saek C5aek: about "to press out of oneself" 
105.	 This line and the three following ones can only be traslated in 

an interpretive manner as only thus can the meaning of the folk
loric metaphors be made comprehensible. 

106.	 lom lin: according to the context it should be sin instead of 
Un. 

107.	 mai sin wan: "do not cease being sweet ll 

108.	 chiuha ocha rot: a figure of speech hard to translate literally, 
meaning "the tongue's intensity of taste" and 
expressing that by talk (here by the teachings) 
more may be effected than by tangible things of 
nature. 

109.	 th~ baep b9k: should probably be ya b9k 

110.	 n'9k bot banyai: 1I 0u tside this didactic poem" 
111.	 choeng atcha: an idiom; atcha" IIhorse, II often stands metaphori

cally for "brave, courageous'" compare also verse 
260. 

112.	 yang~: i.e., the teachings here 
113.	 ya moen ma?,.: "not to turn away intentionally" 
114.	 kr9: dress for the upper part of the body, richly adorned and 

iconographically determined to the last detail, see, e.g., 
illustration 69 in Tamra phap lai thai, phak 2, tQn 1. 

115.	 cet chan: "seven levels ll ; the upper vestments--kr9" see note 
114--carries many additional ornaments which, in 
precise iconographical definition, are ordered in seven 
stages from the shoulders downward with persons or 
royal status. 

116.	 choeng atcha: see note 111. 
117.	 phion: unusual use here, meaning "fundamentals" 
118.	 chomphu: chomphuphan, chomphuthaw~p" in Sanskrit jambudv~pa., lithe 

rose-apple tree land," according to Hinduist-Buddhist 
cosmography one of the continents, see Kirfel, Die 
Kosmographie der Inder" p. 358, and the remark in 
Alabaster, op.cit." p. 187; Coedes-Archaimbault, Les 
Trois Mondes, pp. 78, 85, and passim. 

119.	 ph9n ophat sathaphon: "blessing, luster, usefulness" 
120.	 tae phiin: "from the basis up" 
121.	 samnau: "draft, excerpt" 
122.	 kap ... chan: all these are metres in Thai poetry, see on this Wenk, 

Die Metrik in der thailandischen Dichtung., passim.
Actually, only kl'9n and khlong are used in this Version 
VI. 
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123. khU khiang: must be interpreted here as rendered. 
124. laZeLi chatom: also meani ng "goi ng down well in 1i qui d form" 
125. chamot chiang: Ilmusk-ox" 
126. Talium patens, or Asclepias acida 
127. In the manuscript there follows here as line 184: "these 122 

lines," Y'r;>iy'Isips'9ng kham: this figure evidently refers to the 
number of lines the text has in the manuscript, namely 123, 
from verse 25 to 283. 

128. Phra Thammasat here surely indicates the poet's title, i.e., 
the poet himself, see line 24 of this text. 

129. nang fau n'9n: "to sleep sitting at audience" 
130. aks'9n '9n sak su samdiieng: meaning about II words of little power,

(here) explained ll 
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B. Texts not in print 

1. Version VII--phaZi 89n n9ng (kham kZ9n) 

More than half of this handwritten version, i.e., verses 71 to 213, are 
more or less identical, in content and in part even literally, with the 
poem reproduced here under IV. 

The following translation from verse 71 on will, therefore, give merely 
the variations. The numbers after the colon refer to the corresponding 
verses of version IV. If nothing further is added, this means that 
the two parallel verses are fully identical. If words or phrases are 
merely contrasted without further comment (or translation), this indi
cates that, while some different words are used	 in the two versions, 
they have the same or similar meaning. The textual variations of 
Version VII are given first, followed by the corresponding passages of 
Version IV, after the colon. 

To the Reader. 1 

(1) On2 the ruler3 of monkeys we shall give report, 
(2) who governed Khltkhin,4 the glamorous town, 
(3) with power surpassing all monkeys' might. 
(4) Yet when his ill-fortune's5 cause took its	 course, 
(5) he banished his brother6 from Khltkhin realm, 
(6) for since ThQraphl's7 defeat8 the two kings 
(7) of monkeys did hate one another like foes. 
(8) Intently the younger9 now aimed to regain 
(9) possession again of the splendorous town. 

(10) TogetherlO they strodell towards the glorious mount. 12 

(11) (Phali) feels anger when seeing (Sukhrip). 
(12) Displeased13 he raises his voice to demand14 

(13) of him15 to explain and make clear his intent. 
(14) Ever more does his ire increase then until, 
(15) outraged,16 he goes blindly out of his mind. 17 

(16) Staying calm, just to listen, seems arduous indeed. 
(17) Thus ever more hatred 18 does poison his heart. 19 

(18) Sukhrip, then, withdrew20 from the city again, 
(19) a thousandfold sad, to abide in the woods, 
(20)	 by pain overpowered immeasurably great, 

2l(21) his countenance covered by tears. Then on
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(22) did he storm on the	 chariot, the waters to cross. 

(23) Before the ~akrl (Sukhrip) did bow down 

(24) to earth to offer salute at his feet 

(25) to Narai, a king like the radiant sun. 
(26) Phra Ram bade him speak what might be his concern. 
(27) (Sukhrip) of the mutual insult22 gave report. 
(28) Narai then did judge that Phal; must atone 

(29) and submit23 once again to him, the high 10rd. 24 

(30) He broke faith,25 broke away from the good, lawful path,26 

(31) expiation for which must be passing through death. 
(32) Sukhrip did he order to challenge (Phal;) 
(33) and; while they fought, did his -arrow dispatch. 
(34) Phali, having noticed, does make his defense 

(35) by catching (the arrow), which thus does not kill. 

(36) As one who has insight. he (acts) aptly, too. 
(37) Then, speaking to Rama 27 he haughtily states: 
(38) If we brothers quarrel, what is it to yoU!28 

(39) With prejudice- do you 29 approach toward me, 
(40) you heard but one side, neither did you consult, 

(41) nor reflect, nor research by rules of the law. 

(42) Once. Thotsakan came for the rape of Sida. 
(43) For what cause ..• 30 

(44)	 There is prejudice in you, inconstancy, too. 
3l(45)	 Had you spoken to me at the right. proper time!32 

33(46) For, Thotsakan even I fear not to fight. 
(47) Sida. the sublime,	 will I bring back (to you) 
(48) and free shall she be,34 if this be your wish. 

(49) let bygones be bygone. 35 think of them no more, 
(50) and neither will I	 still resent36 what is past. 
(51) Nara; thereupon made reply to Pnal;: 
(52) No prejudice have l, not by any means, 

(53) yet covet you did (what) your brother1s should be. 
(54) You vowed to be subject to me, your high 10rd,37 

(55) yet broke faith; deserting the good, lawful path,38 
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(56). expiation for which must be passing through death. 39 

(57)	 Despite such misdeeds I do still grant you life40 
. 41 42

(58) for teaching. However, your blood must be mine. 

(59) Things flimsy as nought43 have beclouded your mind. 44 

(60) If your soul you wouldst save, do render the realm. 45 

(6n Then to this announcement46 Ph~li answered thus: 

(62) Was wrong what I did, did I err in my thought, 
(53)" then indeed shall I readily die without fear. 47 

(64) Live on stil1 48 a while, as 1 hear,49 must that be?50 

(65 ) What heinous a monkey, what demon am 1?51 

(66) 1 gainsay and tell YOU52 the arrow shall strike! 
(67) Though, shot through the air, it killed not this time, 

(68) it is my resolve that to death 1 shall go. 
(69) Spread wide53 will this story, to all men be known,54 

(70) how else, then could ever my face still be saved? 

{7l):18 

(72):19 

(73) :20 
(74):21 
(75) :22 
(76):23 
(77):24 
(78): 25 
(79) :26 
(80) :27 

(8l) :28 
(82):29 

(83):30 
(84):31 
(85):32 
(86):33 
(87) : 34 

ph z:ang kom k"9n k"9t anuahO. 
"Then, clutching the arrow, he embraced his young brother." 

kap: thang 

ph?..: ma ph::;:'; san"9ng: s"9n 
phu phitsamai: phitsamai 

yau.liJa man: khau su 

hai prakot liJai tai: liJang ah"iuii 1.Jai 
" ... sO that you be known in his service" 

pranom: p:rymom niu 

ahai: song 

aa nau phrant.wet: Jau.nau nai niwet 

len: rQ 

p:pamat: ya pramat; thanong: khit thanong 



(88):35 

(89):36 ya hai: hai 

(90):37 

(91):38 tham: kham 

(92):39 krik: tPilk 

(93):40 ya ong at ong: ya a 

(94):41 phiang: ph9 phiang 

(95):42 miang: moen 

(96) : 43 tae ngam: ph'9 ngam 

(97):46 hai ying: yai ying 

(98):47 khom: khon 

(99):48 r9n: hai r9n 

(100):49 dai: hai 

(101):50 pen krachu chU chang 

(102) :51 chang: khang 

191'
 

ong 

nam cai khin:	 pen trachu chang nai nam 
cai chon 

55	 5 
"Do ponder. if weighty, give acclaim to its weighL" 6 

(103):52 saen: anung saen 

(104) ; 53 ngam sa-at phiphat: sam sawat pak 
"Exceeding1y57 beautifu1 ... " 

(105): 54 set harilak: sadet harirak 

(106): 55 chamluang nang: tham yincFi 
"Towards the ladies you shall not secretly look." 

(107) ;-- an nari: rSm rot camroen rak 58 
"Those beauties are passionate in their 10ve. 1I 

(108):-- ph'9 sop phak phPa ca khVieng rawang mang 
"If you meet one of them59 you may fa11 in di sgrace. " 

(109): chUa chat sanom nangn 

liThe host of the concubines!" 
(110):-- thung ngam pang kinn9n ya yind~ 

"Fair are they like Kinnari.60 yet beware to enjoy them!1I 

(111):-- sing dai lap phPa phak somdet harirak 
"Hide nothing to his majesty's face." 

- h' hak 67. - • hak(112):57 sap 1.,p : sawam1.,p 

(113): 58 

(114) : 59 pen kha tr.an.: kha thii:u; khuan: bangkhuan 
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(115):60 

(116 ): 61 

(117):62 
( 118) :63 

(119):64 

(120): 65 

(121):66 

(122):67 

(123): 68 

(124):69 

(125}:70 

(126): 71 

(127):72 

(128) : 74 

(129):74 

(130}:75 

(131):76 

(l32}:77 

(133):78 

(134) :79 

(135) :80 

(136):81 

(137) :82 

than: thau 
"Making love do be sure to refrain from	 excess. 1I 

khrong: rCllJang; c!ung: ton 
"Be careful! If you wrongly direct, beware!" 

hQu: hQu hQu
 

biia:ng bat7Ui: hai khUang phra DathO.
 
"Be not onerous to the king." 
-1aau: cau; ph9: tae 

kJ.Ja: koen 

phO.: lak 

phU"an ratahakitcakCrn khZmg na: phua ratahakit sanit nQ: 
"And further: future friends in royal service. u62 

rom: ruam 

The correction made in the second half of this line in the 
handwritten text seems to aim at changing it to the wording of 
verse 70 of Version IV; the word thahan following aPom was no 
doubt intended to be eliminated by the thanthankhat which is 
written down twice. 

top hai eh9p kon: khom 'hai khuan kZm	 63 
"Counter to wily people the way they deserve it." 
sia sin thU sat thi. rak ril: thUng sia sin thangm sak th"[ 

rak rU "Should wealth be lost, yet keep faith. 1I 

6ung: 6iing (fa; dai: dai .pen 

ca khop hii khon: ba khop phiin khom 
"If associating with bad men, you will become bad." 
khit prahiin tam p'hirn hai phan thalong:	 khit pra'hirn phan rai 

hai phiin kreng 
"Planning evi1 64 vile evildoers, evildoers you are. 1f 

iang: uam; yot: yau1J)ayet; khum: khom	 heng 6 
"Towords some one inferior in rank do not use violence." 5 

yam kreng khiun phra yakhra: yam yeng kreng phra eakra 

nilng phra ong Zong thOt: anUng t'9ng ratcha than 
"His majesty may well punish a thousandfold." 
k '--= - - 66 k'--= hat r~en saen sa: r~en sa sa 

krabot: khabot 
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(138) :83 khom: kom 

(139):84 phiin na: phcm 

(140):85 photchana kracim: 

(141) :86 

(142) :87	 corzg m"9p: ya m"9p mua; phr'QJ?Gtcha: phr>a 
"Listen submissively to what the king says." 

(143) :88	 maen p'Ju?a 0I7{J song phirot phikhiit: maen iJa phr'a phirot prot 
pra:phQt 

"If the ruler, in anger, makes a serious threat." 

(144):89 amat: matayakon 

(145) : 90 saeng: saem 

(146):91 thet: phet; khZau: khr>Ciu 

(147): 92 kh9
67 

ph"9 ca thun tJUi:u: .kh"9 ph9 thun aung thUn thiiu 

(148): 93 plot: pZ"9t 

(149):94 phitsaprtak ramph"9ng: au phr>aphak ph"9ng ngam 

(150):95 th'Un: tam kh9 
"Then explain your concern." 

(151): 96 tam tae phiang ru.: tae phiang thiim 
"lf the majesty asks, report, but only what you know." 
1~.- 7":~ 68 kL.- ." k7...•- '_.(152) : 97	 K.Wa Cf/.Uang an rJ.UJam: cau fi1.JJam lUJJa nun 

(153) :98	 mak: pak; sia th~: ~a sia th~ 

(154):99	 thullg ca: ea pha.; mai dai: mai t"9ng 
"Even though speaking good things, they may yet turn"bad, 
which is not what you wish." 

(155): 100	 ong haJ?irak: phr>a b9rirak 

(156) : 101 phra ratcha tIm: prasat ratcha 
" ... offers rewards to the offi cers ... II 

(157): 102 

(158) :103 

(159):104 an sing: sing dai dai; iJa: tUG pen 

(160) : 105 dai nai: Zam luang loei la 

(161) : 106 

(162) : 107	 pen 

(163) : 108 
v_ v_

(164) : 109 ce)'Qca: sont'h.a:nii 

(165): 110 
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(166) : 111 

(167) : 112 

(168) : 113 

(169):114 

(170):115 

{17l):116 

{l72):1l7 

(173) :118 

(174):121 

(l7S) :122 

(176):123 

{l77):124 

(178):125 

(179):126 

(l80): 127 

(18l); 128 

(l82):129 

(l83) :130 

(184):131 

(185):132 

(l86): 133 

(187) : 134 

(188) : --

(l89): 136 

(190): 137 

(191) : 138 

(192):139 

(193) :140 

khUang: knaen khuang 

1_,= 69 thprlUe: L9YJg 

sam phlam: lam pam 
"00 not be talkative, listen attentively to orders. 1I 

ramat: Y'angap e:it 

cnae t7umz: nuk Gai 

•
krabuan chai: khabuan chim 
IIBe circumspect, prove in battle that you are men. n 

phichai: pfrr>aphichai 

b"9k (;aeng 

thwn thOrn eung: tho. thOrn khau. 

too kan kon khit: thii kon kan suk khit 

~ai eh2:m: cr..un ~ai 

mai: hai 

hai hen som: hai som pen 

t7umz silk cung: ca t7umz' siA.k nan 

thu: su; at: uat 

phon praman: prathan 
"In a necessity70 be brave beyond measure." 

yCi kiat kfrr>O:n chai khon pai tang tua 
"00 not be lazy,_ exploiting others for you." 

thii: ca 
khai: tai 
"If this you did. you would lose face. 1I 

kap phrai: cai 71 
liAs generals do not be arrogant towards soldiers. 1I 

tua cau: klua klCi 
"Be good or be bad? Choose the middle path!1I 

t7umz au: bCik n'=i; ngam: ngCii 
"Do not thi nk but of yoursel ves /2 but do good. II 
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(194) : 141 

(195):142 

(196): 143 

(197): 144 

(198) : 145 

(199):146 
(200):147 

(201): 148 

(202): 149 
(203):150 

(204): 151 
(205):152 
(206): 153 
(207): 154 

(208):155 

(209):156 
(210):157 

(211 ) : 158 
(212):159 
(213):160 

(214) 
(215) 
(216) 

(217) 
(218) 
(219) 

(220) 
(221) 

-. ?5 ,_.
a",: va", 

rU: missing; yot: ahua lok 
"Your name be illustrious throughout time.,,74 

cam cUr'1: an ngam m'1: sak: yCing ph'1: phu m'1: sat 
"Look75 to the example of that tree,76 how beautiful it is 
and \'Vorthy." 

chi-wan: nai ch'1:wan 

to.i: mui cung; chi-wa: ducmg ch'1:wa 

an kan: an khucn niUi 

utcha khit: cong utsa khit 
"With zeal 77 think hard, do not be lazy." 

phong phaunarin: wong ph'iinarin 

oa pY'ak"9p: cong pY'Qk"9p tam 

7._ h- . 78 - 7.::"'••pru'a t 9Y'an",n: sung t'/.GIJ.",n
"AssistJ9 support the king. ,,80 

lae yothi-: yoth'1: 

Q: 8Z d- kand- a.J?Q
 

n'9ng rak yo. khai ko.e sen'1:: thari9r!I Y'Qk yo. hai no.i sane n'1:
 
"You, my loved ones, do not argue82 with your counselors." 

s om (khr9) : song (kh1'9) 
"Good fortune may be the lot of the sun race ... " 

83Phali then took Phra Narai ' s arrow to kill
 
himself. After death was reborn as a god,
 
receiving the name of "Divine Philli;"
 
for having remained all faithful and true.
 
Protected by Phra Narai's majesty, he
 
does now partake of the heavenly bliss.
 
These sentences teaching wisdom of old,84
 

world famous and known85 have here been explained
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(222) for	 you who shall be the rulers to come. 
(223) My notes here like servants may be to the king. 86 

(224) I	 hope they are valid87 for all,88 and my words 
(225) may not be	 too many for precept and thought. 
(226) If things wrong, inexact be found in this poem, 
(227) forgive	 me, I pray. And blessed be you all. 

1.	 na them oei: "addressed to you"; a formula frequently found in
 
poetic texts, which may be taken both as general or
 
as directed to a specific person.
 

2. haeng:	 used here in a grammatically unusual manner. 
3.	 b9w9n (in the text phowQn): epithet used in the titles of princes 

of the two highest ranks, see among others Wales, Ancient 
Siamese Government and Administration, pp. 26 f.; in the 
text above, this choice of words serves to indicate that the 
monkey ruler is not a "supreme" Majesty, which would have 
been expressed by b9rom, compare note 56 to Version IV. 

4. kh~tkhit:	 the context renders the reading Khitkhin imperative. 
5. phet	 phai phit: phet is here a kham s9i without meaning. 
6. cit: lithe intimate one" 
7.	 th9raph~: a buffalo figuring in the Rarnakian who kills his father
 

and is himself killed by Phali; in a metaphorical sense
 
it generally indicates a "wily, ungrateful person"; see
 
Ramakian, vol. I, pp. 435 ff. and supra under I.A.l .a.
 

8.	 b~: has as kham tho the meaning of lito shatter, to crash to pieces "; 
possibly, however, the reading must be b~ yi, which would be 
an abbreviation of yam y~. 

9. anut:	 anut 

10. somthop: by	 this, Sukhrip and Ongkhot are most likely meant. 
11.	 kZap: "to return." The reading of the verse following is doubtful. 

can rna may be possi bl e, lito go to, II but also d9m (carom)" 
"supreme"; both could fit into the context of the line. 

12. kh~r~ s~" or	 com kh~r~ s~, "glorious mountain" 
13.	 mi dai: a negation, "by no means," but here, to make sense, surely 

to be interpreted as rendered. 
14. thai thuan:	 probably thai tham 

15. thet:	 here to be understood as a personal pronoun 
16. moha hak huan: an idiom 
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17 . nuk tritk tra: truk	 tr9ng 

18.	 khit khCien khuang: roughly lito work oneself up on purpose into 
the pretense of having been offended." 

19. hatsa: hathaya (?J
 

20 khap: must probably be read as klap.
 

21.	 Doubtful reading: instead of ph"9 I read here th9 (kham ekJ, 
which any way one would expect in the context, especially 
together with pail 

22.	 khUang kan: lito insult each other ... ," meaning Philli and SUkhrip 
23.	 satawa: sathaya 

24.	 phrasUrrnarang: as in verses 25 and 54. This line, apart from 
the initial word, is identical with verse 54. 

25.	 See note 24. 
26.	 wibat thq:ng tham: "destroyed the way of the law" 
27.	 phram: probably contracted from phra ram 
28.	 ahai kongkan: an idiom 
29.	 than: reading here not quite beyond doubt as than" lIyou " is 

written in all other verses of the manuscript correctly
with an lI nli at the end. 

30.	 The remainder of the line cannot be established since it is 
physically destroyed in the manuscript. 

31.	 rau: pZuralis majestatis 

32. tam thCing than: an	 idiom 
33.	 thamai kap: expression used in informal language 
34.	 ma khun dong: meaning "coming out of the desert," unless dong 

should have to be taken here as a kham S9i without 
meaning. 

35.	 n'i plau pla:u: "these (past events) are null and void." 
36.	 phit phCiet phirot: phaet here probably kham S9i without meaning 
37.	 This line, apart from the initial word, is identical with verse 29. 
38. The wording of this	 line is identical with verse 30. 
39. The wording of this	 line is identical with verse 31. 
40. ca liang wai: 1I{I)	 shall guard you." 
41.	 s"9n sai: sai here surely to be read with mai maZai instead of 

mai rrruan. 
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42.	 lohit pen phaksa: literally meaning Ilyour blood is nourishment (to 
me)1l in the sense, probably, of spoils. 

43. sen phom:	 IIdowny hair ll 

44.	 (Jet ph'ak: eet.. Ilmind, thoughts"; should this reading be correct, 
which is not beyond doubt, phak might mean "all parts ... "; 
doi tpa: k9 tam 

45. sia'lilong:	 "give up (your) race" 
46. kham sanuang san:	 the meaning of sanuang could not be established. 
47.	 plit ppong: plit plong 

48. yong:	 yang 

49.	 yin: dai yin 

50.	 yai mai t"9ng: roughly IIwhy must that be?" 
51.	 ai kae kPabin kPab~ pasupa pak: the translation of this line is 

interpretive. It cannot be shown without doubt whom it 
refers to--to Phali himself, as I have assumed, or to 
Sukhrip and Ongkhot. Unclear also is the literal meaning 
of the final part pasupa pak, sura: asupa? 

52.	 thuang thak'lila klau: "(1) contradict by stating ... " 
53.	 si khau: su khau (kh9 khang) 

54.	 I read here thua kPaphop. Because of the rhyme, the last syllable 
in the handwritten text had to end with--a, on the other hand it 
is indicated by the thanthakh'at that the vowel orthographically 
does not belong here. 

55.	 lon lila nak: means about II if somethi ng is overpoweri ng ... II 
56. k9 nak	 pai: IIlet ,it be that weighty ... " 
57.	 phiphZit: beyond all dou bt ... II 
58.	 P9m pot campoen: P9m must presumably be read as r"9n.. "hot. 1I 

59. phak:	 IIface ... II 
'.

60.	 kinn9n: a mythological being half man, half bird; see Coedes
Archaimbau1t, Les Tpois Mondes .. pp. 115, 142, 214, as 
well as the illustration on p. 12 in Tampa phZip lai thai.. 
phak 2, tQn 3, and plate L in Wenk, MUral Paintings in 
Thailand, vol. II, part 1. 

61. Probably corrupted	 form of sa'liJZimiphak 

62.	 The reading in verse 68 of Version IV, in connection with verse 
124 here, must be given preference. 

63.	 hai ch9P kon: an idiom 
64.	 khit prahan: lIintending to kill," but here probably to be taken 

in a more general sense. 
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65.	 khum heng: vernacular for khom heng 

66.	 An abbreviation for sahat(sa) 

67.	 This syllable, hardly legible in the manuscript, can be identified 
as rendered by a comparison with verse 92 of Version IV. 

68.	 Probably to be read as khUang (7) 

69.	 To be read as phet(eha)? 

70.	 sut thae tae: an idiom meaning roughly lias the case may be. II 

71.	 ahanga: ahangan 

72.	 pU mak: a colloquial idiom 
73.	 wai ai: should in the context be read as wai lai~ as in verse 142 

of Version IV. 
74.	 kralapa: kanlapa 

75.	 In the handwritten text the "Ull is missing under the "d. 1l 

76.	 The text here must probably be read as camcil:M: .. Samanes saman Merr., 
see further also WanandQn, Cha phan mai~ pp. 220 ff., yet the 
reading as assumed here is not beyond doubt. 

77.	 uteha: utsa 
78.	 This deciphering of the handwritten text is not entirely certain. 

79.	 ubatham: upatham 

80.	 See note 78. 
81.	 Considering the connection with kaeu and yuphaphak.. I feel 

certain that instead of kanda should be dara. 
82.	 khai kae: kae khai.. lito correct II 

83.	 ph:t>a a:watan: a:watan.. lithe one descending from heaven,1I one of 
Phra Narai's, i.e., Visnu's epithets. 

84.	 winit: phinit 

85.	 In luang: luang lu 

86.	 millika: mulikak9n 
87.	 wai: Ilrespectedll 
88.	 praehachai: II men ll 
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2.	 Version VI Il--phaE 8Qn n§ng (kham chan)
 

Poem by Peromal
 

(1)	 Of monkey Phal, shall I tell, 

while I am struck by the spear. 
(2) The arrow,	 you young ones, I bear, 

3you all, tall and small, ape,2 wee ape. 
(3)	 The trees are your abode and escape, 

Somersaults and	 high vaults, without end. 
(4)	 When the skies gentle rain do send, 

high	 up to sit under the crown. 
(5)	 The females, they trip up and down, 

Pull	 them up, sniff and suck on them, too. 
(6)	 If you catch one watching, call "WU ,lI
 

acrobatics on all fours, if you will.
 
(7)	 Scratch yourselves, and never sit still, 

climb,4 feet and hands at one stride. 
(8) Twitch brows, fingers pulling eyes wide, 

first smell it, then fling it, to boot. 
(9) If on trees	 you spy some fruit, 

store in cheek for subsequent fare. 
(10) Flies, gnats5 that buzz here and there, 

yet their moms will follow their call. 

to teach the young ones 
well, 

remember my words, do 
hear, 

jumps, plays, to and fro, 
any shape, 

break foliage to hide, 
ascend 

rub eyes, their flashing 
teeth shown. 

tail bent, ears	 stiff, do 

grab something with 
exqui site ski 11 , 

pluck, suck, squeeze 
(dirt from your hide), 

bite it off, twig, 
leaves, and shoot, 

catch the little ones 
from the air, 
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(11 ) When on you they sit, crawl, and do scratch, hit them all, 
sprawl,
 

with gusto do it and quick.
 
(12 ) If you see a water crab,6 stick7 your tail down,8 sure it 

will click! 
When	 pinched, pull crab up and devour.
 

9 10
(l3 ) Attend to your own fleas galore, scrape, scratch, gulp them 
down by the score, 

with cupped hands roll them, then smell. 
(l4 ) The ancients of olden times tell this be forbidden, one shall 

much rather abstain, to be wise. ll 

(15 ) Apes must listen, they said, and that fleas they should hate 
likewise and despise, 

mortify for them all desire. 
(16 ) Stung allover, swelly belly itching hands, too: do scratch 

fire, wi th ire; 
if gums even, chew (the fleas) gobble-gob. 

(17)	 Leap up, down, and again, then stop, wing on the swing with a 
flop, 

running	 round wide and wild be your
 
sport.
 

(18)	 As servants who must braziers transport, while their lord takes a 
snooze with a snort, 

pluck his pelt, sniff and flick off 
(the dirt). 

(l9) With the master, keep eyes open, alert, shriek apishly, blabber, 
and blurt. 12 

If punished, show teeth him and claws. 13 

(20) If	 you can, bite the brute raw,14 clutch his neck, again, 
never pause,15 

then flee up to the roof through the air. 
(21)	 Thus bid I and teach you, the spear I thrust thousand times 

to tear 
chest16 and life17 _-then to hell with
 

gUffaws!
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1. See on	 this under I.B.l. 
2.	 ph;; h9i: "you mussel," a vernacular expression corresponding to
 

the English "you monkey" or "you ape" with the same
 
disparaging implication.
 

3.	 Ph'9 hit nit ling: vernacular diminutive to "monkey," again, as
 
above in note 2, with a disparaging meaning.
 

4.	 p~: here read as pin. 

5. maeng w~:	 w~ to be read here with mai ek; a kind of little gnat. 
6.	 piao: belonging to the ocipodidae, see AkaPanukrom phUmisat thai, 

vo1. I, p. 134. 
7.	 tua probably designates here the opening visible in the sand
 

where a crab has dug in.
 
8.. phua: "connect," meaning that by lowering the monkey tail from
 

the tree into the hole in the sand the connection is made
 
to the crab.
 

9.	 khrUang Zen: "toy," an ironic expression to be interpreted as
 
rendered in view of the following lines.
 

10. (Jong yin: "you	 should 1isten" 
11.	 This verse and the following one refer to the prohibition of 

Buddhism against the killing of any living being. 
12. Z9k ma: must	 here surely be read in the sense of Z9k len. 

13. yaek ying	 fan: yaek khiao ying fan 

14.	 The author uses here the derogatory personal pronoun man, different 
from verses 18 and 19. 

15. phan Zawan: "a	 thousand times daily" 
16.	 Instead of cit(r) must be read cit(t) to make sense. 
17.	 lok kanta: lokan(tr), "end of the world," the name of one of the 

various hells," see Malalasekera, DiationaPy of Pali 
Proper Names, vol. II, p. 786, under Lokantaraniraya. 
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